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PREFACE

Recent progress In the field of research in mathematics edurat 1011 has

Leen quite repressive. There Is a clear t rend toward cooperation, collabora-

tion and the development of reserch support systems among researchers. The

early surLesses of the Geor.giS Cent'er, the ERIC Research monographs. and the

recent et orts of NM and NSF tc f und collaborat ive el ort s all attest to the

emergence of a new p.;rspective tonard the f reld in the United States. As a

result sIgni I scant progress has been made in several Important areas. The

development of early number concepts, problem solving and iii the area of

rat 1..1411 number learning, to name but three.

:inch ,ollahorat ton has not been solely cunt fired to the United States.

Tin t.rm,rt run III PM, of the Intermit tonal Group for the Psychology of !lathe-.
, taluc it tun {PK/ as all at I fate of the Internat tonal Cougress fur Hattie- ,

mat ics bdtit.41 tort viewed as evidence that these trends are indeed inter-

nat tonal 10 stripe. The at compli shment s ot PHE during Its brief lite span

have in our pinton, been no leSs 0.111 OM sr Altding. In six years a core of

researrher iii mat hemat ics edur at tun has evolved, represent ing diver se yet

osplenentary I ields of Interest . The potential for future collaboration remains

vet y pi orni ,,rot . In 1979 at Northwestern University, the North Assert( all Chapter

ot the (NA PHI.) was founded. The ef, 1St Ville of tire North American Chapter

is yet tor flier court.% e ol a per ceived need ro cornaunit ate, .01 lahurate,

tilt ripie and Pend support to present and I ut ure researr Ii el Intl in our fit Id.

We ire pleased to w..1 nme you to the University ol Minnesota fur the

chi rd au ;;;;; Met 1 1118 al NA- PHL and tripa I liar your t ime wi I I prove to ,e wet i

spell( . Ut iii. gratelltl to r IR' h or r he papers i ontained in these

IItqn in .1.11 .Ii.,i dii I I rounrr r tint s prrimpt I y and in the t urn request ed

. . ni1.iumni trial ty hy f ifs( riot bur lir( easy rel vs ern o The



t ont ere., e program will t onsil miinly of present it ions of t out ditiat rut greops

Of vipers Ai I aving a (merino or t tosely related theme along wilts ample t tote

for di .;,t uccin,, Ind the planning of future researt h. The..e papers are intik a-

t ice of the degree of diversit y and of the high quail! y of rcce.mr Ii urrent ly

underway.

The edit Or% are indebted to the Department of Curr ilium and Ilea rut I inn

and to the Dean's Of it e of the College of 6dutat fon, f or providing a port ion

el the f Inuit Lit t fork al and moral support so net escary to the planning of

tonf eretur of this type.

We are Wisp indebted to t he executive hoard/prevam {ovenittee ol NA-111F.

for their Ise teunsel and encouragement during these last two years.

Thomas R. PoSt - Editor

Mary Patricia Roberts - Editor

NA-PNE Executive Board and Progrjm Cornditee

Nicolas Herscovics - Concordia University
Quefiec. Canada

Robert Karpluc - Univerity ol Calif ornia at
Berkeley

Richard I.eh - Northwestern tint versit y
Evanston

Thomax R. Plst - UniverIty of innesota (Co-Chair)
Richard Skerrtp Univerni t of Warvk k , tngl.mnd

Ex-Of f trio (President Jiff,)
Sigrid Wagner - Univers! t y of Georgia ((o-Chair)
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A COMPUTATIONAL ERROR CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM AND ITS VAL/DATION

Sueen R, Neuwirth Beal

Saint Xavier College

-.. Chicago, IL 60655

As far back As 1309 (Buswell and judd, 1925), efforts have_

been made to identify and classify students' computational errors.

Mese studies show that such errori are aystedatic (Brueckner,

1932: Buswell and John, 1926: Cox, 1975: Graeber and Wallace,

1977: Grossnickle, 1935: Meyers, 1924)1 can be reliably 'scab-

limbed (Brueckner and Elwell, 19324 Grossnickle and Snyder, 1939);

can be used for.diagnosis (Ashloc)c, 1976; Brown and Burton, 1978);*

and that without instructional intervention are evident a year

later (Cox, 1975).

Many classification systems have been proposed ..(11uswell and

John, 1926: Englehardt, 1977: Gist, 1917: Osburn, 1924; Roberts,

1968; Smith, 1968).. Although these systems describe th compute-

tional errors made bpstudents, they lack one desirable property

of a classification system: that of being mutually exclusive. Thus

an error could be classified in more than one category. 'Stich

classification systems, also, limit their usefUlness in the teach-

ing-learnip process. Sonseof the error categories evoke eimilar

prescriptitns. Or, if the category system is too broad, no parti-

cular prescription is forthcoming.

One purpcse of this paper in to introduce a classification

syitem which ha mutually exclusive categories based upon think-

ing strategies, rather,than on error types or error clusters,

directed toward the addition and subtraction algortihm. The

categorise ofthis classification system are:

o
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I. NOT DISTINGU/SHING PLACE-VALUE

The student does not distinguish place-value. For example,

23 Or 76 or 76 - 4 e 36

,4r 10 32

DISTINGUISHING PLACE-VALUE, BUT ISOLiTING COLUMNS

The_sfddiset i-onsistently-ieolates-the-col

exercise which reqUires renaming and treats each column

as if the other columns did not exist as part f the same

exercise. For example. 402 or 4 2

286 224

///. INAPPROPRIATE INTERACTION

The student consistently has inappropriate interaction

between (among) the columns for xercises which require

renaming. ,Fox example, 402 or *, 402

=-221
24 124

/V. APPROPRIATE INTERACTION.

The student correctly performs at least three of the five

exercises which require multiple renaming.

11.,

The validation of the classification system, as part of a

larger research study. involved 164 third grade students from

twe Southwest Chicago Catholic Schools. These schools draw

students from white, middle-class families. All third graders

from these schools were tested on an auther-construpted.oritorion

referenced sdbtraction computation test (SCT) to select students

for the research study. The SCT consist44 of fifteen skill levoli--7

for subtraction, With at least five exercises for each skiil level. ,

,;et
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Student responees pn the SCT were reviewed by the author.

All incorrect responses were examined to determine whit system's,-
0

tic error, if any, warmade. (AnArror is defined an syslemetic +

for a specific a4gorithm1c-computation when a pattern can be

..atablished and occurs in at least three of the five exercises__

for a given skil: level.)

Students were selected to be in the sample if they demon-

ostrated a (symbolic) knowledge of the basic -sedition and subtrao-

tion facts and fell into one of the categories in this system.

7

The claesification system_was modified for this study for

the following two reasons: 1. Not distinguishing place-value

wao an empty category for these third grade.students, and 2. AR

a result of the study, category II/ (Inappropriate Interaction)

was divided into two groups. Group /I/a coneisted of errors

involving)the multiple renaming process. That is, students

incorrectly Performed subtraction exercises requiring muitiqe
. -

renaming., Group Tab also consisted of errors involving

Cie multiple renaming process but was only evident when there

were zeroes in the minuend. Students who committed the second

error did not also commit the first error. /t was thopght thit

the thinking processes for these-errors might be different.

The validatio, then, was with these four groups: /I, II/a,

IIIb, IV. Within each group a random sample of twenty-six members,

stratified by school, was chosen.to be interviewed on an author-

constructed, structured, butilexible, Place-Value Interview

based upon a task anilysis of the subtraction algorithm.

The interviews took place over a three-month period. Outing

6thi8 time the teachers reported that a mejor portion of the time

for mathematics was spent on multiplication. A small portion of

the time was devoted to reviewing the addition and subtraction

algorithm with some of the time spent on renaming with zeroes in

91



the minuend. ,What was being taught during this period is pertin-

enein that some of th students' performances cr the.subtraction

algorithm during the interviews were different than their perfor-

mances on thip SCT. Although these changes had-not-been anticipw...

ted, especially in light of Cox's study (1975) white she found'

that the systematic errors persisted a year later.when'there was

no instructional intervention, it mks necessary to recaiewrize

the students baed upon their responses during the interview an

it is those responses Which ;till help elucidate the'thinking pro-

cases used in the'performance of the subtraction algorithm. A

statistically sigkficant associatio'n exists between the original

classification of the studnts and the reclageification (f141-01

46.89, p <.001). The reclessificetion yie:led thiiieen students

In group II,Awenty-one students in group NU, twenty-gin tu-

dents in group 11Th, and forty-three students in group IV. For

all but six students, tge shift was into higher numbered 6ategoriei.

vsh1drj_and_2_ display...the for_gach group...and the

entire sample for the concept percentile scores and the computa-

tion percentile scores of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills (ITBS),

The MSS was administered by the schools as pert of the schools'

evaluation program. The results from the ITBS for each.of the

students,in the study were obtaired from the schools. T-tests

performed on the differences for the mgan percentile scores for

each of the groups indicate that for computation these.groups

are_etatistically different. rof the concept percentile scores,

only groups IIIa and IIIb are not significantly different. .These

results confirm the differences among the groups for computation

and confirm,that conceptually groups Ills nd IIIb are signer.

A correlation between the groups and each of the plrcentilo

cores indicate a significant relation. The regression equations

yield results close to the mean percentile scores for each group.
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TABLE 1
. .

- ITBS CONCEPT PERCENTILE SCORES

MEAN VARIANCE

31.75 254.02

54.15 558.73

57.20 527.12

72.13 .257.91

59.89 549.21

0 ...
' y e 11.59 X + 25.6

r e 0.5213 (p <.000S)

GROUP 'RANGE N

II 11 - 67 12

, Ills lo - 89 20

IIIb 12 -.89 25

IV 26 - 97 40

$AMPLE 10 - 97 v 97

TABLE 2

ITBS COMPUTATION PERCENTILE SCORES

GROUP RANGE N MEAN VARIANCE

II 10 - 12 29.25 366.69

Ills 8 - 91 20 41.85 O14.43.

Mk- 5 - 92 25 52.0 596.88

IV 22 - 99 40 71.25 373.89

SAMPLE\ 5 - 99 ' 97 55.03 708,96

y e 14.85 x + 11.25

r e 0.5851 (p <.0005)

. ,Ono.of the tasks preiented during the interview tried to

ascertain if the studencs saw a relation between a pencil and

papertaak-of-lindtnu the Alfforsnre hetic1en_1orly-two and

twenty-elght and finding that same difference using popsicle

ilk

.
sticks 9 uped by tens and ones. Group II students, in general,
could no see the relation of the two tasks (only five of the

thirteen students saw such a relation), whereas only eight of the

ninety remaining students could not see the relation. Two of

these eight students said it "should:1'st match." The other students

replied "I don't know." The results from this task help point

out the differences between group II studeqta and the studenbs in the

other throe groups. -



A task to find th difference behween three hundred and one,

first "in their heads" and then with pencp and paper yielded

interesting differences between group IV,students and students-

in the othei`three groups. Table 3 displays the resulEs'tor

each of th groups.

ThitLE 3

. TASK: DIFFERENcis BETWEEN THREE HUNDRED AND ONE

-...GROUP

II e

AXa
, .
IIIb

IV

NUMBER

CORRECT

1

, 9
1,

6 s,,

,39

v
HER IN

GROUP .

13

1

26

43.
,

PERCENTAGE
-0

CORRECT

7

43 ..
23 -

91

Ninety-one percent of grow rV students crald perform this task

correctly, whereas only twenty-seven percent of the rest of the

students could do so.

---ThW corresRond-

once btwen an object and a nraber name to finding the difference

between two four-digit numbers with multiple renaming ih erraper

and pencil task. h grouping and a place-value manipulative-was

used to ascertain the student4 ability to disgarnumgers and

subtract without and wittixegrotiping (trading). Students were

asked to create frailest (largest) nuMbers.usiag digit cards,

write and read numbers, andt'exp1a1n ths processes they useS in'

six subtraction exerciss. 'Purther results fromthe interview

will be shared &ming the presentation. .

The validation of the classification system was limited,

bepause of the thrrat of the study, 'to subtrantion errors.

However, the ITES computation scores included results from exer-

cises in addition, subtraction and multiplication. Classifica-

tion of students with regard t9 addition errors Would Yield

similar results.
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Tlif; hrrh.CT PERCFPTUAL 01S1RAG1ORS
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*MOO.

Pur low. t he pact two years (1Q79-1981) the Nat in11:11 SI lent e Foundat len has

sponsored ef I ores at f ive University sites to develop, f ield test and topic -

40 lit inct rut t ional anti eva kat ion mat er talc over a broad wet (rum ol t at tonal

umber t I''' ept c. One queAt inn of primary comet n t o the Rat lona! Number Prole. t

ha* been. "What is the nat ure of the impat t of stanipulat lye mat rr ink on lite
learning of rat lonal number concept s71'

ite_garad_hes used by the prolet t 's instruct ional t otsponent has been the teat king
experiment . Marine the 080-81 st hoot year. 18-20 week teaching experiment s.were
olidutted with al six Grade 4 uhllu1rn in DeKalh. I l I inols. hi six Gr..tie

children In St . Paul , Minnesota and c f Ive Grade 5 children in St Paul.

MI notesot a. In tuiditiqo. extensive eva forst ion materials were deve loped at

Northwestern University tinder :he diret t ion of Richard Lech and by hut Silver
and Diane Rrlars of San Diego St ate anti Carnegie-Mellon Univorsit les recpe, t I 'Jet'''.

Both the instructional and evaluation materials were ut I ized at all prolet
sit es. M a result a fair ly %Octant lal hotly of data hac been t elle( tel and
Is (torrent ly undergoing analysis.

1 T e res.sarcl was stvorted In part by -he Nat tonal St lent e Foundat Inn tinder
groat notre.eggilittl 79-205'11 Any opinions. f Indings. anti tont lusions expressed
are thnse of t he authors and do not netessarl ly ref le( t the views of the
Hat lona 1 St I rut e Found:it Ion.

he .1111hor. are intlehtud to the following people who assisted during the
researc h% Rik Pa 141k Sgt... Nadine Pezuk. Kath:een Cramer. 1 ssa l'eghali.
Leigh HI Kinlay. Rnberta Ohlak. Mary Pat ritia Roberts. Robert Ryt ek. Constant e
Sherman and Jnanita Squire: sue< la! thanks R6 to Nadine Itezuk. Robert RuI
and 111:110I I Squid re, whit provided valuable cont Willi ions in the preparat inn of
iluic p ,per. Colm rut t lye t nit IL OUT f rom Prof essor Hargariet e Mont ague Wheeler,
about .IID earl let tiro/ t was invaluable.

14
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Six Sea lor dal st rands have t Mel" ged I roni the I eat hitt); tlyer Meld IIR Led

in Illinois and Minnesota. (hey are:

1) lhe elicit of visual/perceptual distrattor, osi children logical-

mathematical thinking.

2) Ilierar.hies in the learn.4 tlt order and equivalence.

the emergence of proportional reasoning.

4/ Jill at ult I es s iavn I veil In applying rat tonal number

pcoblem sitUaLton,. (This data strand th being pursued "in

tmounttioa with the Applied Problem aolving Profect at

Lloi I hires( e fn.

Oiildren's ability to perform translations w7thin and between

v in oil, modes et represent at ion.
Wren.% ability to synthesize various nil ioii.il numuer sub-

on,t nit IN, I pa rt-whote, measure, (plot lent , Opel ator , det libsi I

Ind ratio.

it thn porpo,, of this papei to define perceptual Jistractor and begin to

detain. it, iole in thildren's understanding ol rational number concepts. It

is of pirtitolar interest to show how pereeptual dist.rattors influence thildren's

thiaking. It is hypothesized ihat perceptual distrattors overwhelm logical

II ght proct..s.., and iall%e children to yiterpret problems and sasks sa extra-

oldinary ways .

ihe part it niar Linplia%is Ill this report is iii exhibit dil ler eines among t hi Wren's

li piIcJ.nievii visoal-peit ept (hi l int lama' ion, as Lompared to LlitIr thillly t o apply

i if iii, nk inK. I l wl I I .t I yo Aare,. lin L r mist t lots I ian dt

141.11 Moil lois to 1..gif .11 -gnat hems'. sLal t hink

A %vit., ol tasks so which visnal-per.eptual distratiois Mere deleeldlely

MI I .1.1111 i,h W, dove loped. kmpha. I zed in this report I s i lltormit lon whit I/

11.114 stte, Iii I et t es 4r1.4,11g abi lit y t o "put 1,1de, "over, owe," or

e" I., 411,11.1. tor . sloil de with the tasks on .1 logIca /-m.11. hem it Is sti

lice eSI via so h ii,, ld is ible to do this -- resolve cool lint, hetween
visual lid otinal too aud their logs. a i-rnal bernat ii ,11 II !linking -- is viewed .17. One

ttl avis II iupoi 1.1111 indit 01 411 flUld 4,1 id or tenuous is the dii ld's undei -

st analog ol the i d 14111., I -111111.ber t Mit opt Ill quest ion r
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Overview of t he Jacks

The term "cistial-port eptna I dist ract or" is used in this paper to refer to the
tot retitle t Inn of iniormat ion int o a st andard school-type rat tonal-number tack
whtth is either consistent with the tack, irrelevant to (he tack, o; onsis-
tent wi th the task. A) (.onsistent ues are des*Igtted %petit it ally t o aid in the
colu.on of a t ask or.' problem. gl) I rrelevant cues contain ert raneons but
neutral Informal (on. Sut h I ties require t he solver to ignore c ertain informat fon.
C) Inc onsist ent cues are those which tont lict with the t onceptual I zat Ion t-tf the
tack nr problem and therefore, must he reconciled prior to soled 14.1n. This is
normally i.coii.plished by ignoral fol lowed by ret onst rut t ion. This lat t er Cat egory
has proven to he the most troublesome I or student c, perhaps bet ause st townie!,
a wilt I -f Met ed solut ion.

An example *el ll lust rate t he-,e dist hut ions.
T.ack: ro ch.ole t hree-Foneths of the rectangle:

Solut ion St rategy

Subject shades 1 of part sA) Consistent Ctie: I I 11.. I I

_fE1111UF__Salags_t_i_gno r es C:11.21Y_A0er ii ne;
clumps 2-I as 116 .and shades 1
such c lumps.

(I) ire onsict ent Cue: ,M Subject ignores all l ines, rec
ct ru(t c diagrams and proeneds ic Its A).

The rat tonal number tasks. of three general t ypes, were dist I:mulched by the

phyit al embodiment of the unit:
I ) A ont int:mac nandel ciii b as rec tangle or t it-costar region.

a) A cot ni discret ()filet t s.

1) A line segment on a number I foe.

The normal order of tack present at ion involved Ft rst the tack wit bout the
st rat t nr, i..11owed by the ame problem with the dist ract or present . Somet Imes

the tack was phys it at ly t ransformed f rom a consist ent to an int ons ist en: situatIon
whi le the sub let t observed. Sut h I ransfornmt ion of °en caused the fluid to provide
not not y di it crew response hot also a ill It erent rat I rotate when explat.ning her
pro, obtre, i plo tn.rnenon remini cc ent ol pre-operat tonal chi lilt en's responces to
Plaget'm misery ti ion tacks.
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Th, t In us v-1,1...1 in,t s 1., I I 41,1 111.1( Vr 1.1i, a, v'..,loped 1 or the 11.11 ling expei 1111e1It

ps ov idea I very t ith ona ru. Beam envi ionment whit h relitd heavi ly oil the

.7,temat ai ut of manipulat Ave aid,. Haniptilat aye aid used in tilt unit rig, I itaial

program an, 1 mled Lunt Inuotis embodiment fur rat tonal number but h as , ut -out

1r t tonal pan paper I,, lding, and Lent meter rtids; dist tete embodiment s

510 11 all baps, and ear iuu nuaber Ii nes. lhe inst rue t iud einphasized the part -

whole .md measure subeonst rue t s of rat i1.111a I Slumber. COIllept s t aught am luded

the f,.is I rau t iun ept order and equIwa terue re Lit lolls, add it ion and

sula ra, ; of l Ike I raet I 1.111s me, mutt ip 1 feat loll. [nit ruet Ion dealt with
I fao t ion less t ii.in. equal to, and greater than Line, wel I as mixed menbei 5.

ont Immo, embodiment T:Isks

tine per.ipi u al al stf.11. tog t erns.eho Idren's Illy to da I huh .1 pa t of a
whole as a i eglmvvv-nid i s a p i s t 1 t toned region. This abi 1 it y is .1r logs

uf s., t o diol ung with not 1011S Of equivalent I rek t ions. . the

01/St r 11 /oil I hat I wo equivalent part Of 0 Whole .10 e(till he , the same

1r o I son, wInm one pat i I s appropriAtely part itioned, In t he I. eure

I. mot t le, equ1Vdlent pat t e.as imeh be named as 1/4 and d/ 1

0/ 1111( 11 (I wu Wilt 1111. r t li dii ld eould ignore the part I t ion I Ines in e de in
ol des uii.iilim it one ourt la and imagine pail it 1 unes plaied In Ii t

I LIIIS I 1.11 I I I IS I III e- we I Ills. This was one of several emit ext s in .4111,1i we

I ,1111,1 I mu uXI .1010 (II s1111111rt I t 10111118 I in, s t o a dist ru t 01 ( u eh s

looa; , I tot t Item ot al ii 1111111' I si audit% tat rat 1011.1 l -111111ber LoIltep1.1(

ii I ..11 I IA VII,/ I 1:4.1 ,ogge,t that 1111 SOIlle l part (01 group iii
p.tu tit .oll y luupciiuue I (.1i I tonal name at t line. Part b I s either 1/4 or
it 12 buil .... 01 b. both (It the same I illw. The same trite f Or t W111 1 t lie

part (.uuuull hapi t 0(1 11 ( ht. S.117Ie ( 11/11., t he Slab le( t 110e S exitabit I lett ibi I it y
iii II. in. oil I too flut lot tint at her 114 01 3112 at any given I 1111( 1 nnt rasa S

Wail, .1 I.00 1 1001 I 1 nspnuse chi e P.111 ISIS one .111d,1111l y One I t ional 11.111Ie

.1t .111 t s.
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For example. oar 0,114 Mk. was not ible to give two nimes tor b; according to his

thinking it could be 1/4 or 1,12 but not both. This some child was unable to

see that another name for cde was 1/4: it was only 1/12.

Results suggest a linear trend in the development of this aspect of fraction

identity. A first level of understanding con'sists of h and cde having earl, a

single label (1/4 and 3/12, respectively). Level two consists of b having two

(1/4 and 1/12), but not simultanetiusly, while cee has only one

label. Level th:ee would indicate that both b and cde can have two labels

(1/4 oi 3/12) hut not simultaneously. And level four consist-s of both h and

cde, each having two labels (1/4 and 3/12) simultaneously.

Discrete Embodiment Tasks

To investigate the strength of children's logleal-mathemtical thinking ahout

rational mnober in the lontext of discrete embodiments, several tasks invnivfng

perceptual dintractors were developed. The distractor was a transformation of

the consistantiy arranged set into one which was Inconsistent with prohlem

conditions.

Task 1 involved an initial presentation of six paper clips arranged a% 1 1 1 III
and transformed to1 1 11 11 1

task 2 involved an initial presentation of ten

paper clips arranged as 11111 11111 and transformed to 111 1111 111 For

each-part of racks 1 and 2 the subject wan asked to produre a ser of
.

paper clips equal in number to 3-halves the number of ctips in the stimdlus

set. Task 3 Involved a set of twelve paper clipa; for the initial presentation

they were arranged as 1 1.1 1 11 11 1111 And transformed to 111111 10111.

The prnhlem for the subject lo each case In task 1 Mai to present a set of clips

equal in numner tn 5-thirds the number of clips in the stimulus set. As might

suspected, the second part ofevery task proved to be much more difficult for

students. since the transfnrmation diverted the attention of the sorver frnm the

basic concept intended by the problem presenter. Of special note is the fact

that after providing an atceptahle explanation to a correct solution to the

first part of each task some students ccaopletely abandoned these "logical"

structures and adopted other faulty ones which reflected the physical situarlon.

For exlmple in tisk NI one student correctly suggested the 3/2 offIll. was

II I /II Ill* while providing an appropriate explanation. She then conrluded

18
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[hal 3/2 of 11 11 It was the same set (i.e.. I: II b because "you already

have J group% of 2:' Another child took one set of 2 away crom

ing that "we Already have 3/2's." Thls child epparentl, rz:nterpreted the task

tb be one ot reconstructing the unit. in this case the perceptual disttactur

not only altered the qualitp of the child's thought proiess but also caused

him to alter the perceived task so as to more closely correspond with the

physical setting.

Number Ltne Tasks

A series ot tasks which involved two kinds of perceptual distracters on 'the

number line was developed. One involved variations in the number of-Subdtvlsions

of the untt, the other variations in the size of the unit. Space here does not----

permit discussion of these results, except that they were similar in nature to

observations to both the contincous and discrete xontexts. Lhildren's lugical

thought processes were unduly interferred with. in the presence of visually

distracting elements ln.the problem conditions.

Other types of distracters also seem to be emerging as we continue to examine

Our pool.tf Jett'. These 'include: language, numerical distracters, And sequemfog

conditions resulting in an Einstellueg or mental set.

These and related issues will be discussed more fully in "Rational Number Concepts."

J .hapier to appear In Acquisition of Mathematics Concepts and Processes. Leuh

and Landau (Eds.). Academic Press. 1982.

Heaniegiul understanding o mathematicai ideas aWil the mathematical symbolism

ler these ideas depends In part on an ability to demonstrate ;interactively the

acsaciation between the symbolic And manipulAtive-aid'xodes of representation.

Theuretscally, as chiljren deal with mathematical ideas, embodied by-manipulative

Aids, the mothematital ideas are abstracted into logical-mathematical stractures.

As childrens' logical-mathematical structures expand. it is presumed that their

dependence upon the concrete manipulative aids decreases; ultimately, logical-

mathenwtic.I thought betmnes Autticiently strong so that it dominatek toe visual.-

pertelaual iolotmation. rhe extent to'which thildren', thinking &a domioated

by vosual-per victual tniarmation therefore, seems to be 4n inclotation of the

relative strength ol their logical-matinnoatical thinking.
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The extent to which children can resolve conflicts between visual information

and logical-mathematicAl thought processes might at first be viewed at a simple

indicator of bow firmly a child has internalized a given concept. However. the

issue is prohahly more complex than that. It is suspected that the ability to

resolve such conflict% is differentially related to field-dependent and field-

independent learners. Fcy definition the Jfeld-dependent child is unable to

(or ha% great difficulty) Ignoring or overcoming irrelevant environmental

stimuli accompanying problem conditions. Witkin (1977) states thatt

"The person who is relatively field-depehdent is likely to have
difficulty...with that:class or problems where the solution &Tend%
on 6king some critIcAl element out of the context in which it is

presented and restructuring the problem materinl so th.nt the item
Is now used in a different context."

"The relatively field-independent person is' likely to overcome thr
organization of the field, or to restructure It. when presented
with a field having a dominant organization, where as the relatiyely

field-dependent person tend% to adhere to the organization ni the
as itiven."1

Similarly Goodenough (49761,suggestx that:

"Field independence is con-Sid,,red to be the analytical aspect of an
articula'e.d (as contrasted to n glolialor_field-dependent, insert

ours) mode of field approach as expressed inpon-e tion."

"If field-dependent aUhjects Accept the organiration of the hiIif -

as given, then they should he dominated hy the most salient one% .

'1" In concept attainment problems. In contrnct, the analytical .
ahilitY of ffeld-independent subjects should make ft possible for
them to sample more fully fronathe nonasalient features of a stimulus
complex in their attempt to leArn which nttrihutes are relevant to
cotnept definition."2

It is indeed jempting to discuss the Issue of perceptual distrattors within

the Iramework of fieldadependence theory. It seemC clenr that the abandonment act

of previously Internnflzed tognitive structure% In the presence of ViSeell stifled)

inconsistent witk problem condttions and/nr requirement% i4 quite similar to

the individual who is "...dominated by,the most snllent cue% in the concept

attainment problems." (ihid) It may he then that the effect of perceptull
vs

distractor, lot student learning is n function of where the individual appear,



on the field Independr nc e I I. Id dependence cunt IIIOUM. The I iaagra suggest yr!

also Imply that Iii, 1,40e of huh II di nu tors t ianacends the learning ut

rattenal inmdier concepts per and is relevant to ci'murh broadei spectrum oi

concepts.

OW JAI." .00g14ebf, rust such 4 cliff.%-elit141 imp.0 t. Sume students were obviously

moue "brit he i err by the v I aual rot sc oeo preaent ed in the problem tusks. I t was

nevertheles poible in al l caaes to teach chi ldrei. to overcome I he impact
of theae dist lar tor, in spec if sr. situat ions. It should be noted however that

there was SI rung tendency f or the (some) chi ldren to agoin be int luenced
when the di otrar tura were presented in a di f fereuut context (e.g., cord intone.

and then disci ci e )

trapl ir at 10115

l)ist fact us b represent one c lass ot instructional conditions whir II Mike sufbe
t ype, ot pi ob tem, more diii ir ult f or chi IdI en to solve. Knowledge of t her r

impa, t will be helpiril in the design of moic et f ect ve lust ruct ionic! beqUelit es
tor Wren.

Although per !oilmen, e with rat Rural number, is al tett ed by the presern e of

d 41. tar tor,. rtri idreir cal; be taught to overLoOle thei r Inl !nein e. It o expet t ed
that t rat egie, genetat ed by chi Idren to overcome these di st iactur,s wi I I reault
iii Mol c bt41.14. rat Iona I -Milliber colmept b.

Oor e,earu Ii lii. tai,ed important quest louis about the role of %or h dist ractor

to the leaining proiess. Issues-of ,,clueuring, Interactions with le,irulhg
yhu Intl AI lit y Ivor f, u wel I ,is goebl 108s telated to appropr e pour Whit eb

liii ovelioMiOg thir influence will need to be addressed.
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COUNTING AHD HUHERATI0H CAPAHILITIGB OF PRIMAKY mom

CHILDREN: A PRELIMINARY REfOeT*

itax,S. Bell and Jean F. Burns

The University of.Chicago '

AissmIci

Counting ant. other number ideas of preschool children have been xtensively
studied and so have computation abilities of children in grade 4 acid beyond.

Our work is directed at better understanding of the transitions from the one
to the other. The aaaaa rch with primarrschool children (K-3) outlined here
alms to construct a coherent picture of the development of children's capabil-
ities In verbal counting (forwards end backwards by ones, tens, and other
integers), in reading and writing numbers, and in certain other aspects of
symbolic arithmetic. We also record the content of each child's arithmetic
learning experience. We have developed efficient interview bleed methodolo-
gies for those purpose. and results so far have uggested a number of
interesting links eating the things surveyed. The picture of children's
capabllitles and experience thus developed may suggest alternatives to what
is now common in primary school Instruction.

INTRODUCTION

Quite 4 lot is known now about the counting and numeration ideas of preschool

children (e.g., Gelman and Gallistel, 1978g Fuson and Mall, in presm). Quite

tot is ellso known from National Assessment of Educetion Progress (NAEP) abbut

rhs symbolic aritheatic performance of children la fourth grade and beyond. Our

work begin* where the de441opmental work on early number ideas leave; off and

stops just short ot the achievement tudies of performance of symbolic arithmetic.

It seeks to Illuminate cue development of children's ideas and capabilities with

respect to the counting andinumeration systems and the links of these to arithmetic.

For those purposes we have developed efficient brief interview methodologies

that quickly assess the limits of verbal counting and written numeration knowledge

of K-3 children and at the same time their capabilities in certain basic

arithmetic proceduret. We hove also developed weye of getting s good record of

the actual content of the arithmetic inatrUction of these same children.

*The re:Amaral reported here hes been supported by a grunt from The National Institute
of EducJtion (N1E-G-110-0099. Our report does not nec aaaaa ily reflect opinions or
policies of NIE or the Department of Education.

4
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To this point (June 19$1) our reaearch program has included October'interviews of

75 laboratory achool children in second and third grade and October and Nay

interviews of 120 children in grades K-3 in a middle clams suburban school near

Chicago. Both schoole enroll at least 401 non-white etudente. W. have alao
done limited pilot studies with other group of children over a widevange of

socio economic and school backgrounds. Figure 1 indicates the aorta of data
A we have. It include,' about half the teaks surveyed in Ihe initial interview,

for lust 'wand and third grade children of th2 itirburban achool.

Some of the moat Interesting data
come from the forward nnd backward counting

teaks, coded in the first rei4 columna of Figure 1. We ask pe children to comil
by onea. If a child gets past 10, we aok him to pretend he has counted to 6$ and

go on from thyrei tir.n similarly for 98-101, 197-203, and so on. We record the

higheet completed interval,.ask the child tu count back tram tbit point, and

probe for lolitr backwarde counting.capability if need be. . elepar task checka
counting by tenn. The stop and skip feature of the counting tasks prevents sere

alphabet-like recitation of a semerixed word string and also permits finding
4 efficiently the outer limits of counting understanding for each child. ytts

interview is inforaml, brief (5-10 minutes), and unintimidating. gnch child is

preened to hte/her limits for each task, with graceful exits when thome Unita
are apparent. Chilaren reapond willingly to the tasks and appear to enjoy the

interviev eeesions.

SONE PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Figure 1 dieplaya some typical limits with second and third grade suburban -
dool children. Children are listed there from high to low on their perfor-

mance vith the verbal cotasting tasks. Footnotes to the table explain the coding

system %vied: for example, en asterisk (0.) indicates a correct roeponse and

responses to the writing and reading of Tolerate are coded to reflect actual

responsea as nearly nn ponsibls.

Many thinge about the links of counting to other taaka are suggested by simple

tallies and dimplaye. For example Figsre 1 waken it obvious that (for theso

children) being good at counting in linked to being g06d at many other thinis.

cnch "eveluill analysis" thpn confirr.ed by stnriaticni nnalyaia permira some
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tentative conclusion.; from our Autumn 1980 interview. Detailed analyses of

the rich date available from thia.group of children is continuing. Here Are

some'of the preliminary conclunionas

1' Among children at each grade 1041, there is a wide rangefof counting

The rimee hnd mediemo of the total count score* 0,tober 1980

of K-1 children at the suburb.... :hoot is indicated inYigure 2.

Figure 21 Range and Medians of Total Counting :Scores of K-1
Suburban School Children (Max scores 26)

Total Counte
Score

Kindergarten
(n2;)

t--- -4
Grade 1

' (n.29)

Grade 2
(0.40)

Grade 3
(nh24)

1234 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 21 24 25 26 .

Median

Mote that maximum scorem move by larger year-to;-year JZImps than do ainimune
'

..: or medians. This resdlt is Also comeon in our pilot longitudinal studies,

and reflects the existence of a group of children who remain pool counters

year after year--a potentially serious handicap.

2. Verbal counting skills are associated with a variety of aymbolir arithmetic

sLills; for xample, with reading and writing of large numbers; skipping by

ten; notation for operations, fractions, and money; and solving 0- 4 16.

3. roc grades 1-1, backward counting is as easy so fcrware counting for the '

best forward counters; but beyond ibout the middle of the distribution of

total counting scores, backward couniing becomes a substantlilly more diffi-

cult task. The latter difficulties confirm many results with younger children

working w4th mall rimers but we and others find surprising the ease of

backward EountAg fur many of themort capable cl:ildren.

4. Only 5 of the 27 beginning kindergarten childrenhad any difficulty pointing

to and counting fourteen oblects; one of those children could nevertheless

count.on post.thirty. Of the 22 'children who could easily count fourteen
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'objects, 9 could continua without objects but not past thirty; 7 could

count beyond,thirty but not 'skip ta 68-72; one could skip to 68-72; and

6 could skip to 98 and count pest 100. Those irm to us rather remarkable

performances for five-year-tilds; certainly they are well beyond w6at most

kindergirten- or 1st grade echool books exploit.

5. At ill grade leveli, reading numbers is a lot easier than writing numbers.

m For example, essentially all beginning first graders could read 100 from a

.card, but only seventi percent could write 100 from dictation. In beginning

third grade only one of twenty-four children could write 81.41 properly from

dictation but tw t-two of the twenty-four could read it.

6. There was frequen onfiraatio n for the clinicaNfindings (e.g., Ginsburg

,1977) thst child p hed beyond.thelr Cuailiar range of nuverals offer

such "logical" responses as writing "40098" or "410098" (but almost never

.9..)1,1413908") for dictated "four hundred ninety eight," or reit; a written "5004"

as "five hundred (and) four." The frequency with which beginning second or

third.graders (and even spme first graders) respond by writing "50004",for

dictated "five thbuaand four" 'seems remarkable to us considering that "5000"

is beyond nueber, with which such children ars likely to have had direct

S. .experiences and'far beyoraNehA most school programs for K-2 admit as possible

to learn.

7. Recognition of the arithsstic operation symbols +, x, +seems to be school

` related, except possibly for children ranked at tho top on verbal countidg

ability. i(Those children may home learned most of what they know about the

arithmetic symbol systrOindependent of their school experience.)

Results of tasks not sham in Figure 1:

8. Our results with this .rathi'r la;g group confirm surprising findings bf

clinical studies concerning meanings children attach to the ".".(equals)

symbol. (Behr, et. al., 1980) kearly.all the children in our studies see

this not as an "equals': or "ssme as" relation but 40 requirilien operation

on the left linked to an answer on the :gest. HenCe, tksy typically reject

4 » 4 because there is "no problem", 2 + 2 »°3 +'1 because there is "no

ansZer," and 4 » 2 + 2 because it is "backwat*.ds." ".

9. Mast second and third grade children,and many first graders respond correctly

to a task that asks them,to make maximum and minimum numbers from three .

/

2

1
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individual digit cards (4, 3, 7). But yell over half of the first grade

children who did thin correctly were unable to read the (correct) number

they had constructed.

10.- Only four of the twenty-four beginning third grade children could calculate

65 - 37 correctly vith pencil and paper although such problenn are solidly

in the 2nd grade curriculum:
..

11. "Mental arithmetic" skills are poor in our 3rd graders; only nine of twenty-

four of them could handle 27 - 21 without paper and pencil and only two mere

able to rumor 26 + 19 correctly. We often found the chadren,trying to

visualize the problemn as writtenChwn, then doing some algorithm on their

mental'blackboard. -

12. There de typical errers in backyard counting at the decades and hundreds;

,for exempt, the decade in left out (72, 71, 69 . . .) or the next lower

decade Is inserted (72, 71, 60, 69, 68 . . .). Some children do hetter on

this task if the temporises are written instead of verbal, no they con see

the patterns. Since our classroom observations indicate that backwirrd

counting tasko are not a part of 11-3 work (except possibly "10, 9. 11, , . . 1),

the errorn are not surprising.

THE CONTENT OF PRIMARY SCHOOL HATHENATIS INSTRUCTION

$le have not completed our analyses of that content covered by the children me

hove kriterviewed but certeln tentative conclusions are possible. Over 80 percent

of the time e!aldren work by themnelves with pencil mid textbooks. workbooks,

or teacher worksheets, going to the teacher for individual instruction when needed.

Virtually all the materials are heavily oriented to paper and pencil work; few

alternative may: of proceeding are oife,ed. There nre vide child to child

v.ria.ionlkin the actual amount of material covered even within the name classroom.

The base ten place value countinu and numeration syntenn (heyond small numbers)

are not themnelves explicitly linked to operations and other arithmetic procedures,

even though in theory the lint., are fairly transparent. "Borrowing" and "carrying"

uses of base ten notation are exceptions but even those are taught more

memorized procedures then_alLaspnts-of t,e coontriand numeration nyatema. It

ie rare for school work to indicate nny uses of numberc or of arithme.tic procedures.

Calculators and other computation aids in universal use in the world outside of

saool are essentially never found in the K-3 clannvolmn we have seen.

28
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SUMMARY

Our results indicate that many children have 4ounting and numeration capabilla

ties that do not come from primary school work and are not exploited in

primary school work. Those findings suggest to us that some rather simple

things could be done that might markedly Improve the results of early school

arithmetic instructfan.
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PROBLEMS RELATED TO THE APPLICAT3 Of A-S7DEL OF UNDERSTANDING

TO MESE/MANY SCHOOL MATHEMATICS

Jacques C. Bergeron, Universit6 de Hontrial

Nicolas Nerscovics; Concordia University

Several models describing various modes of understanding mathematics have

been suggested (Broner,19601 skemp,1976: Byers s Uerscovics,19771 Skemp,1979).

A version integrating the first three models was used in en experiment whose
-

main cbjective wiz to determine if such a model could be assimilated by ele-

mentary echool-teaelers (Bergeron et 01.,1911). This.reseerch, involving a

group of 211 teachers, has shown that they could apply the model, that is,

thetould'identify vgious Roden of understanding associated vith.notions,

such'as number, the four operations of arithmetic, place-value notation, as

well es th. aoeition and subtraction algorithms.

These conceptual analyses have had WIMO important psycho-pedagogical effects

on tescherc (Herscovlcs et al.,1901), Thiry seem to have changed their per-

ception of mathematics and also that of their own matlNematical corpetence.

Equally isportent in terms of didactics, the teachers have developed a cons-

;
tructivlst a' reach towards learning( they now de-emphasise the importance

of the writt answer and focus on the thinking processes. They have become

aware that 0 br through anaEMVILOdat-formrol-qutitiliiing can the child's

reasom4rop ncovered. This evolution in the teachers' attitude was

achieved dim), te the letakn f the model used.

Yhea. results ye been so.encouraging that they warrant the construction of

a new model be ter suited to the analysis of mathematical concepts andArbich is

discusSed in a cousnion paper (Rerscovicsalcrgeron,19111). However, it is es -

r.ntial first tr study the problems encountered by teachers in our last expe-

riment and to ipentify the internal contradictions of the model used in order

to prevent theik recurrence.-

MODEL USED IN THE EXPERIMENT

As mentioned e rlier, the sodel used In our experimedt was a synthesis of'

previous model developed bk Bruner, Skew, Byers end Herucovics. A brief

summery of the e'modelsis nocesnari in order to understand how they were

adapted.

Besearch fundedly the Quebec Ministry of Mducatioh (FCAC grent IT-1741)
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Btuner (1960) desGribed twoscemplementery modes ef thinking, namely intuitive

tFinking (global and implicit perception of a problem, unawareness. of the

processes used in getting the answer) end Analytic thinking (steps are expli-

cit, full awareness of the relevant information and operations/. Skemp

(1976) dii inguished between instrumental understanding ("rules without rea-

son").and relational understaraine ("kneeing what to do and why"). Basing

themselves on the Bruner and Skesp Classifications, Byers and Hersoovics

(1977) combined them in a model !pd, moreover,discriminated between content

(metheeaticel ideas) and nathematical form (their representations). They

described the following four modes of understanding:

instrumental uhierstanding is evidenced by the ability to apply an appropri-
ate remembered rule to the solution of a problem without knowing why, the
rule works

relational understanding is evidenced by the ability to deduce specific
rules from more general mathematical relationships

intoitiv._underetandUng-is-emidenced by the ability to solve a probleM with-
out prior analysis of the problem

formal e...:teretanaing is evidenced by the ability to connect mathemetical

symbolism and notation with relevant awthematical ideas and to colbine these
.ideas into chains of logical reasoning

As cam be seen rrom these descriptions, the three *Weis dealt primarily with

rules and problem solving. In order.to use them for the analysis of concepts,

they had to be somewhat modified. thus, in order to characterize intuitive

:Inderstanding, we have added to Bruner's "global perception" criteria,such as

visual perception and estimation (cf. comparison of quantities) end primi-

tive unquantified action (eg, to add to, to bring together).

Similarly, in the case of the instrumental and relational modes, we hed_to ___-

adaPt Stump's definitions to_coticept-fentsm-ton-7--IE-CiEts context, rules and

procedure, are not an end in thestselves but rather become the means used in

the construction of new mathematical notions. Thus, the instrumental-mode

was assigned the double meaning of "memorization" and that of "initial cons-

truction" (cf, in the case of additior: bringlng together and counting from

one). The relational mode also Mall assigned a double meaning, that of

"justification" given to it by Skerp, and that:of "links and relations load-

ing to notions of invariance and reversibility' (for addition: bringing to-

eather and counting on from tbe first term may reflect some invariance of

number- to perceive subtraction as the inverse operation of additiOn is an

example of reversibility).



Finally. ins,far as formal understanding is concerned, the first part of the

Byers and nerscovics description was used without howeVer specifying what

was meant by "relevant mathematisal ideas" since these seemed quite obvious.

The second part was interpreted more in the sense of "lcgical-justifICiiion"-

then in the sense of "formal proof* which lies beyond the elementary school

curriCulum.

DIFFICULTIES Emmert= BY TEACHERS

As can be seen, the model we used Wig rather-complex. Not only was it a

synthesis of the thros preceeding models, but moreover, the description of a

given mode could now involve several new criteria. Thus it is not too sur-

prising that certain teachers experienced some difficulties in applying it

to'specific concepts.

For xample', in a test verifying the transfer from addition to subtraction,

teachers were asked.to identify tour modes oeunderstanding for each opera-

tion. Out of 28 teachers, 11 werceistaken-irr-tbfications, the

TiatiiiCOnfusion occurring between the inttiitive and instruvental modes on

one hand,and between the relational and formal modes on the4eher

(Ilersooeics et al., 1981). In the first instance they called 171Itative"

the initial construction of addition (cf. bringing together and counting

free one) and in the Second case they interpreted *relational* to mean the

relation between the syebolic expression and its enactive and iconic repre-

eentations. Nonetheless, in spite of these difficulties, a pedagogically

important result remainst teachers were able to perceive several ways of un-

derstanding a given concept.

While agreeing that there were many ways of understanding the same concept,

they repeatedly raised the question *now can one be sure that,the understand-

ing is not inetrumentall* For instance, how can one decide if the procedure

indicating a relational understanding of addition (bringing together and

counting on) was not the product of rote learning? As a matter of fact,

nothing can guarantee that the processeo used are not resulting from pure

memorisation. This problem brings out one of the difficulties experienced

by teachers in their transition from the evaluation ofskills to the evalua-

tion of understanding. As far as skills are concerned, the student's suc-

cess can be eaxily verified by the right or wrong answer and his results are



Igr .el
proof of his mastery. In contrast, there are no "proofs la thb evalue,.ion

of understanding. The processes used as criteria can at best be construed

as indications and these may lead to some inferences regaraing the nature of

the pupil's understanding. It took our teachers five weeks to achieve this

transition and to realise that only through a questioning of the child could

they Verify the validity of their infmrences about his thinking processes and

reasoning.

INTERNAL CONTRADICTIONS OF THE NODE':

The teachern'c'gtd.vosul Lum.A.con about instrumental understanding raises ques-

,tions about the internal consistency oithb,model.we used, Its analysis

7- reveals several ContredictiOns.

The first one of these relates to the instrusental mode. As mentioned ear-

lier, we used this terainology to describe e 'specific pTyc.ee (the initial

conetruction of concept) and also to qualify anything learned by rote. Of

'course, by rote learning we are not referring to any "autosatiess" one

develops following a process of assimili:tion (as An this memorisation of num-

ber facts following the construction of the concepts of addition and multi-

plication). We mean specifically those processes which are memorised without

the intervention of any reasoniligL,ylow.sime....understanding-nerTif in-

any memorisation devoid of reasoning can hardly be

qualified as comprehension. Thus, it is mat suiprising that even at the

leelel of definition, the instrumental sod, as defined by Skew should have

conflicted with the usual meaning of the word "understanding"(Collis, 1961i.

The eecond oantradiction involves both the instrumental and relational modes.

Indeed, by accepting Skemp's definitions and by adding oiher criteria based

on procedures, different but contradicting evaluations of understanding be-

come poisible. For instance, the understanding of addition in a child coun-

ting all (counting froa one) can be called instrumental eines' it corresponds

to the .initial constrictions criterion. On the other hand, i' could silo be

qualified as relational if the pupil can juntify it. How then can ono charac-

terise the student who can justify the more evolved procedure of "counting on"?

A. shown by this example, a model of understanding cannot use simultaneously

criterion based on a procedure and also a criterion based on its justifica-

tion. In fact, just as procedures can be learned by rote, they can also be

justified. since justification bears witnesa to thinking processes and rea-
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noning. it ib%bound up with the global notion of understanding and thus ran-
i

not be conaidtired khe attribute of any particular mode.

third contradiction is linked to the relational and formal modes. In the

model we have.used, justification served as a criterion for relational under-

standAng. However, as mentioned above, any justification summons up the

child's logical thinking and could even reveal "the combination of mathema-
.

tical ideas'in a chain of logical reasoning". it thus follows that a given

ervidenco of understanding could be viewed both as rtlational and formal.

CCHCLUSICHS

----------
--The-contildfctilies we have just described arose from our attempt to

graft ona the three preceding mode additional criteria nr ded to describe

concept formation. Thus we ended up with "hybrid" model which, es Skemp

(l,el) haa pointed out, was trying to describe both varioum states of under-

standing u well as the constructitm ot understanding. In aumvary, we have

tried to include "iultial construction" in the sense of "operationalization"

as A criterion of instrsmental understanding; we have associated with the rela-

tional mode criteria involving notions of invariance, and reversibility born out

bt "reflective abstraction"; and we have interpreted the formal mode as a

"formalization" of relational understanding. In fact, thcas new criteria which

sme dded to the older models provide us with the means to describe the various

stages in the construction of a concept, a construction which must be based on

tlwe'child's intuitive knowledge. Consequently, it will,be necessary to cons-

truct newmode which Will provide ploper framework for these new criteria

while avoiding the past contradictions.

or course, the new model will have to meet other requirements. First,..it 1On

have to answer the psycho-pedagogical needs of the teachers and attune them to

the children's thinking. ,This is essential in a constnictivist approach to

learning wherein the tescher!s role is to actively guide the child in the cons-

truction of his knowledge. Moreover, the now model will have to be applicable

to the analysis of concepts, of arithmetic operations, their properties and

their algorithms, while distinguishing between content and form. Some psy-

chological questions regarding tho new model ore discussecT in a comenion

paper (berscovics end Bergeron, Minnesota. 1981).

14
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l'wong bildros% Rest Efforts %Solving Word Problems:
Stmtegks and Performance uf Indbidnaht

Dime J. Wars and fill II. Larkin _
Univenity

What native undetstaodhss do children bring as s bash fbr study of word problems in elementary ached? We

address thin question thmugh detailed satervation 'of luthvidstal children oflindergarten and pre-who°, age

(4 and .3 ram) with the aim dimming their understanding of 'Runless involving additkm and mbtraction

and their ability to use this understanding to solve such problems.

Our theory of petformance for problem solving la elementary mathematics snd science (Mars and Lsr1in.

1911) What problem solutions Involve either a solve problem representation thst corresponds very directly to

the familiar MS-World Muslim deocribed by the problem statement. or a "taskmaster'? repreeentation that

reflects the abstract mathematical structure of the problen. For the ainmle addition and subtraction problem

considered heft naive representations involve either contbinIng two groups of objects, seprating one group

into two, or matching one group notion another Ibllowed by an sppropriate contbinathso or separation (see

Table 1) the mathematical suucture of each problem consists af a part-whole structure with appropriate

subsets and supersets mapped onto Ps components. ' Then any miming part is found by appropriate

combination or separedon.

Our kikut expectaticM was that young children would most readily solve those problems fbr which the answer

simply appeansthen the problem eituadon is acted out, problems readily solvable with a naive repriseatation

(c.f. problems 1 and 2 in 1) Cornets* they shadd lind most Mika problems He 3 through 6 in

Table 1 ftw which actiog out the situation yields an answer only duo* Anther manipulation. In these more

difileuhproblems, the action (combination. seperadam or matching of eets) does not necessarily correspond

to the mathematical Operstion (addition, subtraction) required to find the answer directly.

Previous research does suppori this espectagon (Carpenter & Mawr. 1979. Willer, 1979, Riley. 1979).

However, past sock has not addressed two important meets of children% problem-solving: perfitonancu

following some minbnal explanation and consistent ability to solve a number of problem of a particular type.

Them facials are Important kr examininn cbildreres skill because word 'problems are often uofamiliar to

children. Consequendy failure lo solve any eVen problem could result Ihrm simply not underatinding what

the problem was asking Corrapondlogly, a tingle correct solution 'could be a lucky guess.

In the study reported he;e the go'sl wm to assess the abilities of young children to solve simple addition and

aubtraction problems. More 'specifically we awned thc4r"ke Moshe strategies (acting out the palcm) and

mathematicni strategies (transforming the problem into ssiadvd form and fkaibly applying the appropriate

combination or separation operator).

LIU not was unyorlye by RIF paas amber tithis and by ne Deem Ad,ancèfrwsedi Pnreceto Agency (nom A R PA
(1Mer No 1557. nreboettl by the Alr Itirre AHonics laboratory under Comma 11)115

!Monitors greeMly schooled/6 de, Wens a Ma Sew Centel', amain IM *Wets end te resultles oft.
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;
ilalde I: ilsainpk of problem., used in,the study.' .

tho desuipt ions in parens nidii767117narec-repmertr(tiwi-suggrzles11). scluiale, ill.ikh).
the mathematical operation ( i- , ) and a clocriAion of the unknown (e.g . result. 4.1truige. hsrge wt, win-el).

)`art-Wbok, Action Verb &one as Mathematkal Operation

I. Wally has 5 pennies. Ills Cube's gives him 4 more pennies. !low many pennies does Wally have

now? (ioin/Addition/Result Unknown)

2. There are 7 ears us aparlunglut.-14411s.-earrdrivelstiC-1 tolr-iiiumy cars are in the pas king lot

--WOW? (Separated:Subtraction/Result Unknown)

Part-Wbok, Action Verb Different From Matkenuikal Operation
s

has 6 marbles in his pouch. 'Dien he finds some mote inarbla. Now 'I un hash) marblo,
flow many nobles did he,lind? (Iola/Subtraction/Change Unknown)

4. 10 people are riding on a bus Then some athe people get off ihe bus. Nosy there am 7 people
soling on the bus. 110w many people got off of the bus? (Separate/Subtraction/Change

Unknown)

5. ferry has some sea shells, then her friend gives hcr 5 more sea shells. Now she has 11 sea slielfr.
!low many sea shells did she have tu start out with? (lwn/Subtraction/Stan Unknown)

6. there are some buds sitting in j tree. 3 of the birds fly 'sway. Now there are 6 birds sitting in the
tree. flow nun y birds were sitting in the trec in the beginning? iSeparate/Addition/Stan
Unknown) .

Comparison Matching Lump

7. 5 children are wearing hats 'there are 4 curs hats. thaw manyrs arc there?
(Match/Addition/large-Set Unknown)

'Ellett are 7 cups. 'Iliac are 10 saucers, flow many saUCCIS won't have a cup?
(Match/Subir.witini/1)iftercoce Unknown)

9. theirs are 9 r.hildren and wine swings. 3 children don't get a swing. flow mrny swings are there?
(Match/Subtract ion/Small Set Unknown)

M131101)01,0GY

Procellure

We used the following procedure in an effort to maxnnuedhe children's opportunity to show us the extent

(and limitations) of this undemanding: AIN

I. Wc worked with the children individually, constructing detailed records of their behavior.

2. Cotintels (poker chips in two colors) wcrc made available These outcasts were intended to aid
children iii showing us their inedels of the sr:maims de14.11bCd, aiid cod) also act as
computational devices for children largelt,without knowledge of titailber facts.

3. Whcn a child miscounted 4 set of poker chips, we asked for a recount, ana asseucs the solution as
correset if ultimately the comet answer was given. Our expencnce ts that children often give

3 7
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41111% en incorrect by 1 or 2. doe either to miscounting Of to losing poker chips.

4. Molt importantly, when a child worked a problem incorrectly, or showed no It mmledge dhow to
proceed. we showed the child bricily. "Ilcre ic how 1 would do It.'" Our final asc-sment of the
child's ability was then based ot1 three or mote Independent correct solutkins for sotmmently

, presented problems of the same type.

Prelims -
The problems ord, pf whkh a sample' are shown in Table 1, arc %Millar to thoe used In clanmoms and

studkd by other invcstigatom (c.f., Carpenter & Moser, 1979, Nellier. IV% Riley, 1979, Hudson, in prms

The lint problems bombe either two parts combined to mate a whole or a whole sena:nt.'s, into two parts.

MI involve action verbs (eg, fly away, give) that directly speciny combination or separation. Enr Mem

problem; the appropriate mathematical operation (combination or separatiOn) can bc either Me mow as the

action described by the verb in the problem or deirens from that action (see Table 1)2.

The remaining problems Invo:ved comparison between.two sets. As shown in Table I. there arc basically

three configurations ftw such problems. two that require the mathematical 'operation or subtraction

(separathm) to find the smatter or the difference set and one tha: requires addition (combination) to lind the

larger %et. Each problem wai presented in a language that made ex714:11 the naive matching between seb

(through the ute of naturally paired objects. cups. and saucers, hens and nests). and through phr.isesllkei low

many won't gee.

Thus all the problems have an apparent naive representation suggested by the action ve!b or by the naturally

paired objects. The action in the problem can be directly repreaented by combining. separating, or matching

poker chips. The mathematical operation needed to solve the problem may be the same or different from thia

naive strategy. i/e consider separately. (and do not report here) problems with alternative language kts

directly connected to a naive representation: although thew problems were generally more difficult, the

difficuhy patterns writ %Walt to those discussed below.

-
&Alerts
'Ilwipuhicets were three kindergarteners (mean age 5 y. S ma) and six pre-kindergartmem (mean age 4 y.10

rts0) root a university laboratory school. and three pre-kinderprtenem (mean age 5 y. 3 mo.) from a local

day care center. ibis sample reflects a range of educational caperience and age, 'I he kinderaarteners had

received some Initial ftwmal instruction In adding and sobtmcting. while the pre-achoolem from thc day care

center had received little. Only children aho could comedy count and make a set of II objects were

lucludeti in this study.

Cahn of Problem Relation
The children's lotutions were cMcgorbed by the Ibllowing actions used to relate the sets In the prolikm

representation.

per44cm 4 It inliktly SpreAla that the renthemaikal apermkth melehth the mit. hethent. the &remelt, rue PurgotS an Jklkin
dittnem him Mit of the nothetnntql nrcraiItn i.f mibmiktkIn ntnIttti In Ithd the Bawer the toe contvondi In In a wIttle

the tubnartind nwmproth In 10 /
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Vouthine Lomlopelo. Combine two sets. caber by :slating both and then conaboong (P. tw

by mating tow mad ta;mbintna to a me-bruin: enoush Miiierigi naarirgis en Luger set Km.

*paha .und 5cpariklu. Make a representing .the latjef souther 41141 N1110ve a WI

(apfelettlitis Itie worths Dumber (S); or remove a sm so that the sinalkr number it ICS all

Utah of the praveding chasm can be nal with either a naive representation (if the ,s.tion corresponds to the

action dmenbed to the problem) or wall a mathematical repress:snake .the 41100 la the same en the

-. tomtit-m.0U operation mammal to Sad the antwerk Cuasequently. whether chile maims reflect ash. tx

':maatlirmatical reprmematknas depends oa the peak* sabot.

Lst1atc . Make an arbitrary set to reptimenC"suens". Combine with it isr sepaante from k a set

rept wing a known thaw. Gawk that the thud tenth currisponds its the known iamb set. If

AM. hat the arbitrary act and repeat the cycle. This imtkm always emit:spore& to a naive

pr km repithentation, mad is alwayS used with a combine °caesurae ithlua.

:WA. Use a single set of counters la a dual rots represcating either of two ma is unc.to-on

. correspondence. This claim always Maeda die matimutatIcal refumeetethth or two Makhed acts

al Clitavalan ad la used with s combine ureparale mhos to solve comparison problems..

Math. kcisracsit Correspuallug lc% by two sets of mews placedja explicit onetwoos

cimespundeine with each other. This WIWI away% IrdICCU-11 aye represematioa. of

-----coemspothle me; it ia used wadi a combhie or separate mak* to solve comparbun problems.

Fan each problem type, we determined the schoo(s) hated on the mathematical twmentation of that

makes and based on the naive representation. FIN the mathematical reprmentallina of pan-whole problems.

the Awaited as uon is simply comblee or separate, depending onwhether the operation required to Anil dm

answer te addition or uthuaction. Fur comparison problems, a mathanalkil representation involves Wag a

simile set of counters la a dual rule (I)). This action Is executed with an appropriate combine or separate

action (De for problem 7; roc PmbkIns g and

For partwhole problems the mains based on the naive representation are basically couthme or separate

depenthur oa whether the veth in the prubkrn describes cumbinatibe orseparation. TOMO *ohms are all that

ate needed for priblem I (C) snd 2 (S). If the Otanae is unknown, then a nalvybaised Achim must be used in

difkrent way: (CI) combining ekvients up 10 n Sal at given Ws (pokier type 3); or (SI) separating

ekmena off until a set of liven sire le kit (problem type 4). If the Matting set is unknown (as hi problems

I-- and 6s, dui set mot bc estimated before any combination or separation cam be durie, and the alive-based

actions mo EC aud ES. ker companion problems. naive-based actions always include exphe'd matching (M).

together with the moessary combine to separate (MC for problem 7. MS forearoblan S. SM for problem 9).

Table 2 sumnsarires perfunnance on seven of the nine problem types described la Table ii. Thew problems

intiontwne ot an Ivo pan *bola Rua oolionont swoblon ( I and 2) arg M todudul In Tally 2: all dullhen tolved 144

pmts.* a CIMMUUM MMI, kip own to only ova dttla to &dawn. ttwol pitaklita ptokk sue dun iblAa 1114 undo!**

nytowietsuilciwue 4 wale allow nhoctakd nth bob nave awl mallttontcal apato.s461146 utakat ps talons.

.3 9
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are labeled by their number from I able I. hy the nature or the unknown (e.g., result, sliange)..'and hy the

nature of the cues to a naive representation !tin orseparate zerhs.- matchiny, phrases). 1 them indknted the

main actkms to relating sets on thsc Oiled earlier.

'Mk 2: Children's performance on problems 3.0 from Table I.
1 diets refer to the main action used to relate sets in the probkm.

Separate, Scpatate Tq,1.1stimate. Dual, Match.

Unknown Set.
Cue'

Problem O.
Pnfenalmee

At Criterions: 11 12 1 10

Given Delp: 7 4 7 9

One MIN: 2 2 5 4

Action

AL.1 kl!.....ur 011111ift.00 Problems
-'"sStart Iare J Difference Small

3ol, rate Mittel+ Match Match
6 7 I a 9

Nfire: cr sr Fe PS

MatheMat ical: 3 s s , c
Dominant: cr Cf C°

Action Use 1
Naive Only: 11 a o o 4 . s 5

Math. Only: 0 0 0 7 , 4 0 4

Both: 0 . 6 3 3 3 3 2

SM
SI)
SM

Tao aspe-ts of children's performance are nf Interne: (1) children's problems.;tving fabilitles under

conditions designed) maximIte performance: (2) the problem repreesIntationl (naive or mathematical) used

in these successIld is dons.

PrablemSahlre Abilky
As the mp of Table 2 indiateiechildren have a good ability to soPic these problem+. All of the

kIntergartentrs and Me of the pralnderprteners uldinately produced crmshtent correct solutions for all of

the problems. Consistent with previous research, the most diffkult problems involved an unkm;wn starting

set Other problems were Overt consistently by 75% to 100% elite children.

Other measuns.of problem difficulty. the number of children requiring a demonstration *ra'sd the number

Incorrectly akin, one prubkit or * particular type. Indicate the Illowing pottery( problem difficulty

which la siMilar to thMe found by Other researchers (sre Table 2) (Carpenter & Mar. 1979, Nesher.

Riley, PM, Hudson, In prCSs). Of the part-whok problems, result unknown problems were the easiest and

ll;ose ualulovol "OS quantities the most difficult. 'Hui under km than optimal condi!tons (no

demonUration. Omen* (sly one problem of a type), our study probably would have replicated previous

results. Prevkanly ohcetred dillleuiles with some or thc%., Plublems My thus have been due to tack of

familiarity wjth ttl'problts rather thfn a lack of understanding of thc problem situations
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t,
Iteirestotatlint

Oren that ciulthen ,ue capable of solving these word piobleins, what kind of problem representations are

used in thew solutious? lbe actions unplemented with the pokerclhp counters reficxt these repmentations.

----The-bottom of fable 2.sununarucs_theac1ions_descnird earlier as associated with the naive and mathematical

representations fur each problem. and the actions of the subjects.

Children were remarkably anutstent in then approaches to problems. With two exceptions (problcnis 4 and

7)th:cussed below. each problem waS charactenzed by a single dominant action used in the solutions of over

.75S dale children. In Wine CAC& this consistence was maruained even when problems were pnzented after

an interval of several days.

Pall Whole Phablents

For ihn1e of c four problems no child used only actions refliming a mathematical repreientauen. Kir the

change-unkrmwn problems (1 and 4) all and half the children respectively used actions associated with naive

reprmaitations. Of the sin children using both types Of actions for problem 4. only two used -the

mathematical S action mum often that the naive ST.- s

For the startginknown isrobkms (5 and 6) the predicted naive-bised actions were nut used excluively by any

child, althpugh dtbuth cases threethilidren used these strategics along with others. In problem S. five of the

children used exclouvely the CT action. fetteping the roles of the start atict mere:nem sets to makelthis

problem. type identical to the incrementsinknown problem 3. While this action does not reflect the

mathematical representation allowing direct use of separaglaki to uilo the combination described in the

problem, it kl clearly a more sophaticated oatiern of reasoning than simple acuni out of the problem situation

with eSumation.
6).2 a '

In the separation stan.unknown proNums (like rtablem 6). the dominant action was combination,
0
superficially corwponding to a mathematical representation. How.ver, most children employed this action

in the context al aqing out the problem. For example, a typical solution was:
_ -

Here arc the 3 birds that flew away (push set away). Here atsthe÷altat stayed home. Now
bring the 3 buds back. At the beginning there were 9.

Thus the C in 'table 2 tau ts our belief that for some children the carrespondenic Of mathematically

based combine action is an amfact In fact these children had an unanticipated way of acting out their naive

representatton that happened to result in a combine action. Other children, however, used a combining

action that did seem to relief a niathem:rticat regcsentation.

Comparison Probhms

In addition to umsniency of action used for each problem type. must children used a consistent approach fur

ail of the compauson problems. FOlif children used actions bard on a naive reprcientation on all three

problem types. tines: used consistently actions based on A mathematical representation for two of the three

problems.

In two of dm three usiiparison problem types (7 aild 9), nearly half the children arc indicated as usini, the

mathekiatcally based "dual" action ni which pre sct of counters stands for tw o matched WU. I lowerer, as
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-was the case In problem type 6. we suspect this result n in part an artifact In which an man tkipateCI form of

acting out the problem resulted In an action corresponding to the machematic:il reprentation. Specifically.

in solving prnb)erns of type 7, children tended to speak of matcked items (e.g.. hats on children) and

unmatched ken;ri (viva hats). The desired total number of hats is then found by cnmhining. But the kse of a

single act of counters to represent "chikiren with hats" may- less reflect understanding of equiralen' tched

MK hot rather ihe =Pk' %ink set of hats worn hy children.

DISCUSSION

!Nat young children can demonstrate such superb performance cm a comprehensive set of word problems,

f why are word problems so universalfy acknowledged a difIlcuhy for older children? To answer this question,

kttsIoolathowthungthildTeaeólvdaprobksnfltein,bkm2in1abkI,andaskwhcthcradmiIar
procedure misfit be Med 6y an okkr.child on a comparable probkm.

The y-oung child hears that Steve has some marbies and then gives awax 3. Mimicking the action or the

pmblem, he puts out an esthnaVd group of marblesiakes away 3. and adjusts the previously held counters In

order fo obtain the specified number 5. At no time need he explicitly neognIze that sets of 5 and 3 poker

chips must be combined into a ret hsclilding

Now let us imagine an older child confronted with the problem. Steve has some marbles, he gives away 34

more and now had 96. ifpw many did he have In the beginning? Unless the child has the patience. aceuracy,

and time to act out tbe situation (e.g., with pencil marks), she an not use a strategy angogous to that used by

the younger child. She 11114 hi order to solve the problem, have the Insight that this story Involving addition

of marbles must In fact bemired by subtraction.

Thus, fUture research on word problems must focin on how children make or fall to make the transition

between acting out probkms (what we have called using a naive representation) and re.representing these

real.world situations in terms of their mathematical structure so as to determine thc appropriate mathematical

procedure.
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MICROCOMPUTERS AND MATHEMATICS EDUCATION:
IMPLICATIONS FROM AND FOR RESEARCH"

Suzanne K. Balearin
- The Ohio -State-Univers I ty

While compruter-assisted instruction has been a part of mathematics education

'ior many years, the availability of the inexpensive stand-alone microcomputer,

coupled with other'developments in educational technology, heighten the im-

poriance of comiputers in mathematics education today. In this paper it will

be argtfed that rest :.h in mathematics education, and especially that ie-

Search which has focused on psychological variables, can and should have a

considerable impact on the directions for development of educational soft-

ware.

Recent advances in computer-related technologies.have the potential for pro-

viding educators in general, and mathematics educators in particular, with a

dazzling array of new instructional tools.. Moreover, Industry projections

for the development of new hardware, the expansion of multi-purpose computer

, networks, and the decrease in cost col each of these over the next few years

indicate that the immediate future will put an even greater array of attrac-

tive tools at our disposal We find ourselves faced with an abundance of new

gadgets wiltich can release us from a world of textbooks and dittos to a land

or graphic displays, individualized musical feedback, instantaneous hints for,

reluctant learners, and voice synuiesis for non-readers. It is tempting to

remch into this array of hard- and software, grab sane bit of microcomputer

capability, and adapt it without thinking (though possibly with a great deal

of programming skill ) to a teaching objective that predates the turn of the

century,

Unfortunately, this temptation seems to have guided the dovelopers of much

of the software which Is commercially advertized as enhancing mathematics

(dictation. An all too frequent outcome of this indulgence is an inappropriate

application of the technological tool to instruction. A single example can

illustrate the nature, though not the scope, of the potenbial mismatches* be-

tween technology and curriculum. More than one educational software package

Includes programs which combine *he fullowing elements,

.43
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A problem is iisplayed. The cursor Ellie Ms praidd 241
flashes In the appropriate position
for the correct number of decimal SI
places.

.

Should an erroneous answer be entered,

"non-threatening" negative feedback is
liven. (The wrong answer then disappears
Ihd the cursor reappears).

S4muld the correct answer be 4Iu2n, the
'problem and solution are immediately
removed from display and.replaced by
a clever but irrelevant graphic and
musical "reward."

Enter 114 ram? 21,7
453

sio

ver come. Ty mmi

One can imagine the student weak in computation, ar.d therefore "needing" this

program, trying to Juggle pencil and paper, copying the problem, multiOylng,

adding; all the while the cursor ts flashing "hurry up." A wrong answtr and

tlierc Is no escape from the "non-thrtatening" sentence to trying again.

sofwr as this example Istypical of computer use.in mathematics Instruction,

and it is closer to the norm of available software than we would like to be-
-

Slave. the microcomputer will not enhance . udents' learning of mathematics,

but will shortly find a home in classroom closets around the country.

If the microcomputer Is to become a useful teaching tool wt must first re-

melber that, unlike the textbook and cuisennaire rods, it was not designed

as a teaching tool. but rather for other purposes, It till 1 become a.good

tool for teaching mathematics only ff, on the one hand, wt recognize these

It Is interesting that ane of the most common error messages a novice BASIC

programmer recefres is "Type mismatch". The compUter protects Itself from

internal mismatches of data types but does nothing to prevent us from oafs-

matehing Input demands'and the nature of the task display.

4
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purposes as they effeCt society's needs for mathematics tostructIOn and, on

the other hand, we seek to apply the computer to instructional tasks and

problems for which tt is uniquely well suited. Our primary guides in this
.

latter task must be the nature of mathematics and the research literature fn

mathematics education and cognitive psychology. The rem .der of this paper

will sample the potential for development of computer-besed curricule; end

will raise related research questions.

INDiVIOUALIZING INSTRUCTION .
.

Over the years computer-assisted-instruction has had a major impact on the

individualization of instruction. Not only has.the computer been used to
_

monitor and admiliister individualized treatments as to IfI but also the

avallability-of4computer models for Instruction' has motivated the development

of countless othir individualization mitdels which rely On the actual avail-

ability of a comiuter terminel In degrees ranging frau total dependence to

complete independence, however, the individualization of instruction has,

in general, beer effected primarily by the pacing and brenching of students

through rather tradttlonal linearly ordered print materials (hitzel, 1981),

little attention, has been peld to these programs to individual differences

variables such as field-dependence/independence, spatial visualization,

learning style, symbol comprehension, or related variables , nor to factors

related to the learning environment, In Kilpatrick's (1905) terms, the in-

dividualization is based upon task variables, but not subject variables or

SituntiOn variables. The

!

is e clear need 0 indOlduelize instruction with

1
regard to the latter LI ypes of variables 4S well, The microcomputer af-

fords us the opportunity to individualize with respect to each type of

variable independently or jointly. The potential directions for such individ-

ualIzation are almost infinite and suggest numerous areas for hoth development

and research.

Aptitude-treaCment-interactions have been studied extensively (Cronback and

Snow 1917, Snow 19,8). Although hegle (1974) has argued that ATI has not

yielded reeking results, McLeod and others (e,g. 1988 a,b, 1908) have

found evidence for AT/s between field independence and performance on a variety

of mmthemetical tasks, several writers (e.g. Snow) have argued that failure

to 'Ind Ails results from failure to contrast treatments that are essentially

different, rather than from non-exlstence of 'interactions, The computer can
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provide the opportunity to teach students with instructional treatments

thtt are radically different from the "regular classroom." Combinations of
graphics and text, - real-time simulation vs. sequential description of

processes, availability of,hints and second chances, use of sound and

visual cues to aid in internalizing concepts, number and diversity of ex-

amples and non-examples available, amount of redundancy, and numerous other

variables can be manipulated for Both instructional and reselarch purposes.

Moreover, computer storage and analysis of selected data on students' per-

formance on various sequences and types of tasks, could be used in individ-

witted construttion of tasks and task sequences for later instructional

components.

While the foregoing discussion relates to use of variables such as field

independence and spatial visualization to assign students to instructional

treatments, it ts interesting to speculate whether these aptitudes might,

in fact, be teachable using interactive computer graphics, While' there is

no evtdence for this hypothesis, tt does mike some a priori sense; the computer

can be programmed to allow students to remove parts of figures (and replace

them), ratite, translate, and reflect figures. color parts of figures, and

so on, These are actions which (presumably), must be performed mentally

in tests of spatial visualization or fteld independence, but can be per-

formed "actively' on the computer.

PLUMEMTNS LABORATORtES

Mantpulation of figures, whether for this purtoSe, or for other instructional

purposes, is but one of many ways in which children can "take charge' and

experiment with mathematical concepts using microcomputers, Much of the re-

search sup)ost for use of mathematics laboratories (Lish 1974, Fitzgerald

and IfiggIns 1975) supports, either by direct use in treatments (e,q, Davis

1981) or by impltcation, the vilue of computer-based manipulation of objects

and symbols. One view of the computer inAhe mathematics laboratory is 4S a

generator Of objects lying between concrete materials and pictorial repre-

sentation on the concrete to abstract continuum. In this view, computer

generated objects can serve as a bridge from three-dimensional objects to the

two dimensional represenZations on the printed page, Research is needed to

eetermtne the extent to which this view ts useful.
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LEARNING-STYLES

There are several models of the bratn and brain functioning which provide

direction tor exploration of mathematics learning (Languis et al, 1980); the

Trihnation procesiing 464-bicameral models are both foci of current research

cm mathematics learning. Greeno and others kzrking with the information

processing model are discovering how children deyelop, construct,Im learn

numerical, 04ometr1ce and measurement concepts. This line of research can

have tremendous implications for development of computer-based-education;

the iiiew of the "student with computer" as an information processing dyad with

a single problam solving structure should be a powtrful research tool.

4

The bi-cameral or hemispheric model his led tO a*good deal of research on

"learning Styles;" and the identification of two distinct styles, one

characterized by a holistic approach to earntng tasks and the other a more

analytic approach. Of particular interest in this regard is the clinical

research of Pat Davidson (1979) on mathematics learning styles through which

she has identified approaches to mathematical tasks and concepts associated

'with each of these global learniN stylee:IThe implications of this line of

research for computer use an4 research in metheiatici education hare not be-

gun to be explored. There are potential implications for both the individ-

uelization of initial approaches to concepts and the sequencing of instruction

to facilitate assimilation of new knowledge to established schemes,

LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS

Nany writers have addressed the role of the computer in creating new learning

environment:, P.:pert (11ZO) hai arsueti that the computer can afford children

the opportunity to mathematize and to construct methemtical structure rather

than study about mathematics, Goodman (1981) addresses a related effect of

the computer on the child's learning environment in his discussion of the

opportunity the computer can provide children to send powerful messages, that

is, to send messages that cause thingl to happen.

At the moment there are many debates concerning the global effects of computers

on school curricula, the nature of computer literacy, the "best" computer

language to teach children, and related issues. While these debates continue

Into the future reflecting new developments in computer technology, mathematics

educators can make many advances by exploring the Interface between our
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COCNITIVE SCIENCE. AND RATMATICS EDUCATION

Nabert U. Davie
University of Illinois, Urbana/Champaign

For the past seven years a program has been in program' at the Curriculum

Laboratory of the University of Illinois to develop a conceptualization for

discussing human thinking about mathematical taske, and to obtain observa-

tional data to cnable this conceptualization to be extended and refined,

Observational data comes both from published reports of wurk dune elsewhere,

and from our uwn Lodg Term Study; which follows individual students for five

years, or even longer. Students incInded in the study range from third

graders to adults in community college courses, with the greatest emphasfe on

grades seven through twelve. (Davis, 1916; Hannibal, 1976; Da*vis and Douglas,

1976; Davis-, Jockuseh, and &Knight, 1978; Davis (in preparation)).

Basic concepts are adotse from recent research lu cognitive science.(or "dr-

titicial intelligence"), especially from Minsky (1975; 1980), Papert (1980),

Minsky' and Papua (1972), ani Schank and Kdlodner (1979), and deal with itruc-

tures capable ot representing knowledge in such forms as to sake possible vari-

ous kinds et Information proceusing that ere known to occur in human thought.

Two fundamental concepts reported previously are pryoedurea and framed, the

latter introduced by Minsky (Minsky, 1975). (See also Davis, 1980.)

Recent wurk hue dealt with the following: (1) identifying certain frames that

are commonly &hired by must students at certain_approximate ages (Davis,1980);

(2) control, and the transfer of control fro. one structure to another (Davis,

In preparation, Matz, 1980; Rissland, Mote 1); (3) methods for storing infor-

mation in memory so as to &eke poeelble certain forms of retrieval that are

knew to uccur.

By way ot illustration, wy present one episode, and ps storage-retrieval

mechanism that vould'eake it possible: 8., a mathematics teacher, was talking

with.) mathematics educator who lived in Oklahoma, and told hile of some rule-

vant work being done in Texas. B. thought the.Texas and Oklahoma .esearchers

might get together. Then, recalling that Texas 'is rather large, B. wondered
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if he had just said something sIlly. He suddenly :-ecalled hearing that

thtre mre places in Texas that are nearer to Chicago than they at: to cer-

tain other places,in Texas. That instantly reminded him that he had also

heard that there are places in Africa that ere closer to Alaska than they are

to certain other places in Africa. How might these associations have occurred?

'Sending.' One could imagine that when the Texas story was heard, a pointer

was inserted, saying: 'Refer also to Afilca-Alaska-Africa coeparison.' There

' are at least two things wrong with this assumption. First, in order to

realize that such a pointer ought.to be inserted, acme mechanism has to look

at this atory, compare it with the Africa-Alaska storY, add reCognize that

bcith stories have an ,ldentical abstract Skeletal structure. In shoyt,

powerful 'patt.rn-matchee would be required, which goes beyond env mechah-'

isms coemonly postulated at Present.

The second difficulty is that B. heard the Texas-Chicaio story years before .

he heard the Africe-Aleaka story. When the Texas-Chicago story vs. coded

sakstored in memory, there was no Africa-Alaska story to list an s. refer-

ene'el Are we to postulate that wfienever new data is acquired, every existing

memory entry ust be up-dated with a reference to the new data whenever they

share a pattern, character, scene, or what-have-you in common?

This second objection is fundamental one. The twenty-third time thac a

pattern appears, one may conceivably be prepared to recognise it. But how

do you ever get started? The first time that s pattern appears Pt is HOT a

patttrn, since 'pattern' is defined in terms of aspects that are common to

several instances. (On its first appearance, what was the 'pattern' of the

Texas-Chicago story? That it dealt with a state whose name began with 'T'?

That it dealt with the largest state in the United Staten (which, at the

time,,it did)? or what?

-

Mechanisms to deal with this queetion have been proposed in Minsky (1980),

Lawler k.981), and Schenk and Kolodner (1979). The key idea is the postu-

lation of a main collection of open frames. When ths 'Texas-Chicsgo' story

first appears, it involves inequalities in diatances. It calls for the

retrieval of the basic dintameo frame, which includes something like
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a
distance aeasuremunt, thu triangle inequality, the definition of the 'die-

tance from a point tu a set', and id dn. (Perin:pa this is really J kind ni

mega-irate, and we are dealing with only a small sub-frame contained within

it.) In the course of the Texas-Chicago atory, a cupy of the basic dis-

tante treat has its slots filled with relevant information, and becomes an

instantiated frame.

Now--what is stored in memory? Ayer hearing the Texas-Chicago etory, B.

still has in mind the original basic distance frame. (We never destroy our

collection of basic frames.) Sut, as a result of hearing the story, he

now also has In memory:

(I) the instantiated frame, its variables filled with 'T.' '

'Chicago', etc.

(ii) a record uf used of the basic frame, that refers us to all those

places in memory where various instantiations of this trame

have been,stored.

Notice that this soives several of the basic problems:

(i) Now Is 'pattern' defined the Prat time it appears?

Another: By the portIOn of the basic frame that was used. .

(Since the diatom:a [rams was used to.compare the distance

froa some point A to some set B, as against the distance

from point A to'some point A', this is tie:: pattern. The (act-

that 'T' is the initial Iwtter of 'Texas' le NOT part of the

pattern.)

(ii) HUY can the Texas-Chicago story send us to the Africa-Alaska

story, whick did nut exist when the Texas-Chicagu store was

cetered into memory?

\\Answer: It doesn't--at least not directly. What happens le

Nthis: when either uf these stories arises--or even when B.

i.41ders how close a city in Oklahoma le to a city In Texaswhat

is 'retrieved is the bowies dietanco ACJW10. This la an 'upon

framits sluts are not filled -with specific data from any

single\uvent. It le there to help us 'make sense' out of.this

new input data.
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fluewhenever the basic 'open' distance frame is retrieved, it

shows us lint of previous uses, sod where the results are
.

stored in memory. If any of these sound helpful or Interesting.

we know where to go to find them in the form of instantinted

frames. It does not matter which use comes first on the list of

previous users.

NOIES

I. Rineland, E. K. personal communication (19ill)
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SELECTED PIA(ETIAN TASKS ANO THE ACQUISITION

OF 11IE FRACTION CONCEPT IN IfEMEDIAL STUDENTS

Roberta L. Dees -

University of ChiOago
'

A*
t*k ,

Students who enter secondary school have ail received some in-

struction in basie mathematical concepts and skills.' 'Competen-

cy testing in many'stOtes has Made educators aware of the large

number of student's who have not mastered minimum skills in spite'

of having received instruction. In pariicular, many students
,

have not mastered the cobcept of fractton or operations with

fractious. Even when correct answers are produced, ii lack of, >

correspondence between the understanding of baiic mathematicat

concepts and the possession of sYmbol,ic algorithms has been ob-

served, both in elementary school children (James, )980) and in

Sipper elementary and secondary school ritudents (Noe)ting and

(rignrf, 1980).

Those,.atudying the structure,of a matheMatics contept often pro-

pose a learning hierarchy on the basis of logical relationships

among sobconcepts. Various aspects of the fraction concept and

operations with fractions have been considered by Creeno (1976),

Kiere6 (1975, 1981), Novillis (1976), and Oprichard and.fhillips

1976, 1977)., Some mathematics educators Italie suggested exami-.

nation of the underlying cognitive structures of mathematics

concepts in general (Lovell, 1975; Carpenter, 1979) and of frac-

tions in particular (Hiebert and Tonneasen, 1978; Kieren,.1975;

Lesh, 1975% Steffe and Fyir, 1968). A current project reported

by hesh, Landau and Hamilton (1980) eeeks to describe for chil-

dres in grades 2 throah 8 the acquisition of rational number

concepts and the role played by variota modes of rVpresentation. 4
According to a.companion paper (Behr, Post, Silver, and Miel.kie-

wicz.,1980), the study makes use of the following theoretical

models of learning: the perceptual model of Dienes as modified

by Post; an extension of Bruner's instructional model, given by

4
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Loalt, and an intormation processing iffode1. Thi's t.aper reprirts

an attempt to determine whether the cOgnitive development theory

of Piaget could add to our .understUnding of the student's con-

cept, of fraction.

Plaget has studied important pre-fractiorti_ ncepts in small chil-

dren (Piagev, Inhelder and Szeminska, 1960), and other.structpres

he described ieem to be logically,relited to various models of

the concept of fraction. The abilit;, to conserve area, for exam-

ple, would seem to be necessary for the'understanding of a frac-

tion as presented in the area model commonly used in textbooks.

A clinical study ;was done t.o investigate tht thinking of secon-

dary school students who were-Waving difficulty with fractions.

This poper'is a discus.Sion of work on the question: fs there a

relationship between a student's understanding of the concept of

fihtiou ahd the student's level of cognitive development on

certain Piaget-typc tasks, thought to be logically related to

the concept of (raction?

PROCEDURE,

Certain Piagetiat concepts and certain fraction subconcepts were

selecte(I for study. Specifically, this study was designed to in-

vesItgate possible relationships between:

I) Conservation of number and the discrete model of fr8c-

szt1011,

2) Conservation of distance and the number line model of

fraction;

3) Conservation ot.ares and the area model of fraction;

4) Class inclusion and the three concepts of fraction; and

5) Conservation of number, seriation, classification, and

class inclusion and overall success in the fractions tcsts.

Three instruments were developed. The first was a set of Casks,

simtlar to those nsed by Piaget to test for conservation of num-

ber,\ seria*ion, classification, class inclusion, conservation of
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distance, and conservation of area. Tasks were prepare in both

concrete, or manipulable, and pictorial forms.

The other two inatruments were fractiOns tests, one concrete or

manipulable, and_ene written, corkaining parallel sections on the

concsgt of fraciion (in:discrete, number line, and area models)

4 and equivalence and comparison of fractions. Tbe written te:t

also insluded addition and subtractiOn of fractions with like le-

nominlitors.

A pilot study was conducted with four students. Subjects forthe

maio itudy were 10 girls and 15 boys in the tenth, eleventh, and

twelfth grades (median Age 16 years) who were enrolled in compen-

satory classes in Zainesville, Florida, high school, and whose

teachers identitid them as "having trouble with fractions."'All

teats were administered individually; interLiews were recorded.

F1NDIRCS

In g2neral, students scored very low. For example, no students

were successful on conservation of area tasks; 8% were success:-

ful on classification tasks. The percentage of students success-
,.

ful on each task is given in Tsble 1.

TABLE 1

Percentage of Students

Successful on Tasks

. Task Percentage of Students

Conservation of numbe 36%

Seriation 44

Classification 8

Claas inclusion &

Conservat ion of Distance 56

Conxarvation of area 0
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No student passed all sections of either fractions test. Some

students could use algorithms to add and subtract fractions uith

like denomilaators, but could not answer items related to the

concept ofjractiou. Table 2 Usti the percentage of students

passing each section of the two fractions tests.

TABLE 2

Percentage of Students Successful

on Sections of Fractions tests

Section

Form

Concrete Written

Fraction. Discrete 16% 12%

Models Number line 0 0

Area 12 0

Equivalent fractions 0 4

Comparing fractions 0 0

Written form only)

Adding fractions 32

Subtracting fractions 28

Ih an examination of possible relationships, the data were dis-

played in Walbesser contingency tables Nalbesser and Eisenberg,

1912). In several cases, the students were not successful at

either the task or the fraction subconcept; those cases yielded

no information about the relationships. No strong trends were

evident, but there were some patterns. Students who could cbn-

serve number performed more satisfactorily on the discrete model

of fraction. Students performed better on the concrete form of

the class inclusion task than on the pictorial (56% to 8%). There

seemed to be evidence of learning during the concrete irrsion of

the assessment. An inference of the study is that it might be

posalble to develop a "readinesi" test which would stu-

dents' ability to Profit trom instruction on the cancept of frac-
\1011.
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COLLEGE LEVEL DEVELOPMENTAL MATHEMATICS

COURSES: WHAT IS DEVELOPED?

Alice Mae Guckin

University of Minnesota. Duluth

- There Is 4 need to leaim more about the characteristics of college

level students that are deficient in mathematics skills to determine
if It is feasIble'to offer developmental courses .1th the principle
im of developing abilities to reimon abstractly an, to solve prob-
lems. In addition, such studies of the characteristics of these
students might lead to suggestions for improvement of the curriculum
for elementary and secondary students.

Many students enter colleges and universities, too poorly prepared to succeed in

mathematics courses or courses requiring basic mathenatics skills. Some of

these students come directly from secondary school, but there Is a growing pop-

ulation of adults ewer age twenty-five. They-vary In the'ir goals, range of

skills end deficiencies, and attitudes. Frequently developmental mathematics

courses are offered (with or without academic 4redit depending upon the

particular institution). In a single term or a year students hope to gain the

mathenetics skills nelliessary to survive In other college courses.

Concerned about selection of objectives Fey states (Fey, WO) that "very often

the judgement Is based on a mixture oftradition and very sketchy or shortsight-

ed estimates of the world In which students will spend their productive lives."

Topics for developmental mathematics courses have frequently been selected on

the basis of the degree of difficulty students encounter learning specific units

In other courses (e expression of large numbers In an astronomy course leads

to inclusion of standard'sclentific notation as a topic in deve/opeent mathema-

tics courses). If the objectives are simply lists of specific skills needfd to

pass particular courses, then perhaps these siCilis ought to be taught In con-

junctienwiththe associated courses through additional classes or tutoring

sessions or supplementary programmed materials. However, a developmental

6 0
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mathematics class could directly address goals listed In the NIE Conference on

Basic Mathematical Skills and learning Vol II: Reports from the Working Groups_

(Armstrong, 075).

Even though students enrolling in such courses have deficiencies, they have made

progress toward some of these basic skills. Because of lack of exposure, some

students have made little or no progress toward goals such as knowledge of com-

puter uses. However it appears relatively easy to arrangelearning activities

directed toward such goals for these students. In contrast, the students en-

counter great difficulty improvieg problem solving skills although they may

have had considerable previous exposure, and there appears to be great'uocer-

tainty of what strategies are most effective in increasing student proficiency

in solving problems.

One of the goals listed as a "further desirable goal" by the NIE Conference

(Armstrong, 075) is ability to reason abstractly. Listing this-as a further

goal seems appropriate when considering students below the college level, but

is it possible that (or the adult Ws becomes a basic skill? If so, can it

be taught? nova Or are there skills that can be taught that do develop a

student's ability to reason abstractly? However, particularly considering the

brief time ava.lable, one needs to determine charac'tCristics of older students

to select apptopriate content and methods of instruction to achieve the chosen

goals.

If these adult stcdents can be taught to reason abstractly, perhaps they will

be able to develop better problem solving skills. In addition, it is hoped this

would enhance the reaching of the general gOal listed in the report of the NIE

Conference (Armstrong, 1975) of "developing level of self confidence necessary

to operate effectively in a society that makes use of mathematics and mathema-

tical ideas." College students will be expected to become responsible for their

own learning. This is difticalt if a student completes specific requirements of

a course but returns to a habit of avoiding mathematics because of lack of

confidence.

Chiappetta reports studies (Chiappetta, 076) indicating that 50% o' college

freshmen have not reached Piaget's level of formal operational thinking,

61
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(Piaget's original studies In Switzerland may have utilized a biased sample \

giving Indication of an earlier age of reaching this level.) However, only it

of mathematics student teachers and none of the calculus students tested In

Chiappetta's sample were still at the concrete level. Nevertheless, the level.

of reasoning acutally u4lei1 by students is frequently substantially below their

level of capacity (Dunlop t Fazio, 1976).

Plaget Identifies two types of intelligence - sensori-motor and reflective.

Skemp has modified Plaget's definition on reflective intelligence as the

functioning of a second order system which:

1 - can perceive and act on the concepis-and operations of sensori-

motor system

2 - can act on them in ways which take account of their relationships

and nf other information from memory and from the external

- enviromment

3 can perceive relationships between these concepts and operations

Ihe Skemp Test to measure reflective intelligence includes items designed to

test concept formation, reflective activity on concepts, operation formation,

and reflective activity on-eperations. Skemp's study indicated high correlation

between reflective activities and mathematics achievement with 10th and lith

grade students in Enliand. Jurdak used the Skemp Test to show better mathema-

tics performance associated with higher reflective Intelligence for 12 to 14

year old students (Jurdak, 19110), However, Jurdak's study to investigate whether

providing sttldents with experience In playing a game whose rules and strategies

reflect the mathematics structure of an operational system, semi group and group

would facilitate the learning of these structures found no significant difference

betweea students In the experimental group and control group. But Jurdak does

suggest further Investigation of the possibility of developing or accelerating

the development of reflective intelligence,perhaps by heuristic method of

teaching,

Ilhimbey opposes the position that Intelligence Le almost entirely inherited and

fixed by genetic chemistry and jevelops the position that, except for a small

part of the population having organic 1 -.sin disorders, Intnlligence can be

taught (Whimbey, 1975, 1976). He supports this position with his own studies

ctf individual adults mnd other researchers' studies on children and adults, A
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significant issue is the definition of mental activities that actually constitute

intelligence. He also states "Intelligence Is paying careful skil)ed attention

.to the analysis of relations", and advocates an early practice of Bloom and

Broeder in which they found ft helpful to point out to college students the close

oonnection between learning a physical skill and learning the thinking patterns

la academic reasoning.

Pascual-Leone hypothesizes that the basic intellectual !Imitation of children

is the number of schemes, rules, or ideas they can handle simultaneously - a

capacity that increases regularly with age (Carpenter, 1980, p. 182). If adults

do have this greater capacity, does this diminish the desirability for a Bruner

spiral approach to the curriculum? If a spiral,.ls still desirable, Is it

possible to shorten the time needed for the spiral approach? Can there be

feWer turns In the spiral with a greater amount of learning occurring on each

turn?

Assuming adult students do have this increased capacity, perhaps it is possible

to teach them generalizations more efficiently than when teaching younger chil-

dren. Can an adult see the similarities of the following pairs of exercises

more easily than a child?

I. Solve for X:

a. 3x 5 29 b. ax q

2. holtipiv:

2 5
A b. x

a
x
2a

x

Texts for developmental courses do not arrange.exercises so as to encourage

generalizations to any greater degree than those written for secondary school

students: Occassionally a starred or optional exerclse Is Included for this

purpose. Most texts designed for developmental courses consist of early

chapters devoted to arithmetic computi.tions followed by chapters devoted to

algebraic skills separated by a few pages to Introduce definitions such as

'coefficient', 'monomial', etc. Instead of teaching arithmetic prior to algebra,

perhaps integrating the teaching of arithmetic mid algebra would enhance under-
.

standing (e.g., 1 4- could be compared to -ta; Another possible advantage

of this integration might he avoiding tha student's feeling of "Here I am being
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taught something that Is for 10 year old children, and I'm so stupid that 1 never

did learn it."

Hem, of these adults do comewith a vast collection of rules but seem not to

understand them and look for Inappropriate cues for selection of rules. Some

students have become accustoied to passing tests In short units by memorizing a

set of rules. If these rules are not understood, perhaps they are stored In the

.episodic memory and )ecome associated with irrelevant references, Instead of

being stored In the semantic memory and able to be rotrdeved snd utilized appro.-

priately In new,problem settings. A psychological characteristic related to

problem solving ability appears to be degree of field independence (Lester. 1980

and fennema t B-hr, 1980). Field independence is characterized by activities and

perceptions which are analytical and an ability to focus upon essential aspects

of a problem independent of the surrounding field. Sliver, Branca and Adams

conclude In a study of 5th and 6th grade students that metacognition (a person's

knowledge coecerning one's own cognitive processes and products) "does appear to

be a necessary condition for attaining expertise In a task domain" (Silver, Branca

Adorns, 1980). 4

Researchers ought to conduct further studies of these Characteristics of adults

wto enroll In developmental mathematics courses and attempt to determine if

fled Independence endAmetecognItIon can be increased and by what methods.

Can requiring students to verbalize In certain learning situations be benefi-

cial? (Border, 1980) The effect of instruction In cue attendance, the requiring

of students to describe details that aro potentially useful in resolving a par-

ticular problem (Wright, 1979), suggests possibilities fjr increasing problem

solving atilities of students. The research of O'Brien S Overton of giving con-

tradictory evidence'to subjects giving incorrect conclusions when presented with

inferential, tasks (O'Brien S Overton, 1980) Indicated improvement of college

students while it did not help the performance of seventh graders.

Although studies of attitude indicate a low positive correlation between

attitudes and achievement (Kelm, 1980), perhaps attitude assessment could 1017

cate environments and methods of Instruction more conducive to learning. IP

these students fear coepetitive settings, would cooperative small group activity

facilitate learning or be viewed as still competitive?

6 4
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While some studerts might prefer individualized programmed materials, others

might benefit more by interacting with other people. However, caution Is need-

ed In utilizing individualized programmed materials (most are really just self-

paced). Although claims for positive results have been made, Schoen came to

the conclusion that either the idea of.self-paced programmed instruction Is

wrong or perhaps we do not know how to go about it yet (Ilegle t Gibb, 1980).

It might be more desirable to limit use of such techniques to mastering very

specific tasks which later will be integrated with other skills or mathwsatical

ideas using other methods of instrqction. Well designed self-paced materials

could be used later in conjunction with s?2cific courses.

The mathematic's educator must also consider individual differences among college

learnera even if mathematics achievement tests Indicate similar deficiencies.

Some of the students enter with severe deficiencies in several academic areas,

and some enter with very high verbal abilities and only show lack of mathema-

tical skills Is thete are validity to the statement "It's easier to teach

algebra to a student never studied algebra till1n to the student who studied

but failed algebrd."?

Since adult4Pdo differ from children ani adniescents, mathematics educators

ought tq select studie.that haveutilized samples from younger populations and

replicate them with samples from adult populations taking college level develop-

mental courses. Carpenter (Carperiter, 1980, p. 195) asks "...if a child makes

certain errors at a given state will they be resolved as the child requires

elute mature concepts and skills or will these errors be magnified as new con-
,'

cepts are built on these earlier misconceptions?" Examining errors of cotlegt

students could help provide the answer.

Studies suggested In this paper could have implications for the curriculum for

younger children In addition to the direct objecttve of ,rovidIng a richer,

more valuable and sore efficient learAing experlence for the college student

in the developmental mathematics courses.
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LANGUAGE AND SYMBOLIC FORM IN CHILDREN'S MATHEMATICS

A. Dean Hendrickson

University of Minnesota, Duluth, Duluth, Minnesota

How children respond to the need to translate from materials arrangements.to

language descriptions and/or symbolic forms, from language descriptions into

materials arrangements and/or synitiolic forms and from symbolic forms Into

language descriptions is of importance when itonsidering instruction in mathe:

matics. It is generally accepted that, in young learners, concepts develop as

the result of real experience and that various tokens suLh as numerals, letters,

operation anti relation signs and word forms,becbme symbolic only to the extent

that the learner successfully relates them to concepts. Whether or not lan-

guage is a mediating variable in this process is open to question, but the

fact remains that language is the major means of communication in classrooms.

During the 1980-81 school year, three of these translation tags were given

to groups of first and second grade students in schools in noitheastern

Minnesota, and the results tabulated. The purpose of the study were ta

observe how children handled these translations and the extent to which dif-

ferent instructional practices affected this translating behavior.

Task One

The subjects were forty-seven first grade children, These children were ran-

domly chosen from the 131 who were in a program in which concrete materials

are used to develop cqncepts, numerals ane arithmetic signs are slowly con-

nected to concepts, the reading load is minimized, oral language is used more

extensively than in textbook based instruction, apd in which students are

asked to generate symbolic forms before interpreting or 'reading' symbolic

forms such as number sentences. The task was administered during the sixth

month of the school year. The task was conducted in a one-to-one interview

setting. Each child had a piece of pape and a pencil to use in writing a

number sentence. The interviewer had a lass cylinder with six marbles of the

same color in ittthree additional marbles of that color and a recording form

to record the order in which the iiarts of the number sentence werewritten by

the child. The procedure described was used with each child.
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Interviewer: "Count the marbles in the tube - how many are there?"

(The child's response was recorded)

Interviewer: 9'w going to do something. When I finish I want you to

write a numftr sentence that shows what happened. -

(Interviewer dropped, ont at a time, the three additional marbles into

the tube to join the six already there.)

_Intervirver: "Write a number sentence to show what just happened with
the arbles."

(le interviewer recorded the signs in the order in which they are written

by the child)

Upon completion of the task, the paper with the child's writing effortewas

collected by the interviewer.

Results:

1. 44 of 47 children successfully counted the marbles on the first attempt.

.3 others successfully counted on,a recount effort.

Table One

2. Signs Written,

Order in 6 - + 3
40 0 4whi:h First

the sign .

I 46 0 0 0were Second

,written .
_

Third
4 1 34 2 0

Fourth 0 0 0 44 0
eA

0Fifth 0 3 0 42

3. 38 wrote a correct number sentence. 3 others corrected the first

incorrect effort.

4. The incorrect sentences were:

6 + 3 8, with the '3 writtenias 'E '; o
7 2 y, but verbabied as 'six plus three equals nine'

6 + 4 9, with theor9" written as "e"
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6 + 3 "6
5 +45, 10

. 6 + I + 1 + 1 = 9

. 6 + 3 9, with no ' = " sign
The purpose of the study were to obServe how children handled. theie

translationS and the extent to wh'ich different instructional practices af-
fected this translating behavior.

Task Two:

Twenty one second graders were randomly chosen from the pool of 124 second

.graders who were in th4 second year of a textbook-less, materials based'
instructional prograra as described under Task One. The task was administered

in the sixth month of the school year. Each child had 'a sheet of paper or
pencil so as to, be able to write a number sentence, and ten UHIFIX of each of
two colors, The interviewer had a form on which to record the child's use
of the blocks, and the order in which the different signs were written by the
child. The following procedure was used in administering the task to each

child.

Part one. Interviewer: "I will read two number story problems. listen
carefullp Use the blocks to show how you are thinking about the problem."

The model for theclIrst problem is:

(The interviewer:read each problem slowly and paused after each sentence to
;-

give the chil 'an opportunity to arrange the blocks)

Intervi r "This is the first problem'. Betty has .n,ine record albums.

Gloria has six record albums. How many more albums does Betty have than

G1oria1....Now write a number sentence to show what you have done to" answer

the question."

(Interviewer reLorded the child's spontaneous remarks. The way the aild used
blocks and how the number sentence was written)
Observations

The children orally answered with the correct number.
Five children wrote '9 - 6 = 3',
Two children wrote '6 # 3 9'
Ten wrote incorrect sentences (see examples)

Three children did not complete the number sentenCe

Twenty children attempted to write a number sentenc

vi

6 9
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. Nineteed used the blocks, four (Wring the reading of the Problem,
fifteen after the question was r id.

Incorrect sentences written were:
3 + 6 + 6 = 3 + 1 = 4 9 + 3 = 12 6 + 9 = 15
9 + 6 = 15 (4) 9 + 6 - 3 9 = 3 = 6

- 2 = 3
Interviewer: "Johnny has eight toy airplanes. Richard has three more

toy airplanes than Johnny. How many airplanes does Richard have?...Write a
lumber sentence to show how you round the answer."

_Pbservations

. Seven offered correct oral answer
Ten wrote '8 + 3 = 11'

. Eight wrote in.orrect sentences

. Nineteen atbanpted to write a number sentence

. Twenty used blocks to represent the problem, five during the reading and
pfteen after the question was asked. '

. Two wrote incomplete sentences

The incorrect slitatences written are:
3 + 9 + = 11 10 + 1 = 11 9 + 11 17

8 11 = 8 - 3 10 7 + 3 = 18
10-, 8 = 3 8 + 3 = 16

A total of 102 second grade students in 01fferent second grade class-
rooms in four schools were used. These wer the children who were present
on pe day the classroom was visited. The s hools used were chosen because

of their diffe4nces - in socio economic pop ations and in teacher back;
grounds and claSsroom practices.

School A. This School has first and second grac clatsrooras using the program
described under Tasks One and Two. The school t s located fn a corenunity of
5000 In which the principal ercloyment is in the' taconite mining industry.
The teachers of these students had participated i a program of 75 hours of
instruction fn the psychology of learning and intellectual development and the
ese of seterials 'to develop concepts 1n mathematics with chilthen of this age.
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School B. The second grades are using a textbook - less, materials based

instruction pror;ram after the children 1w,J had one year in a textbook program
while in the first grade. host of these children live in airbase housing. The

teachers had only 20 hours of in-service prior to participation in the program.
School C. This second grade is in the highest socio economic area of a city
of 100,000. The school has consisLently ranked highest in the city on 5 tandard
test results. The teacher had 40 hours of instil:Aim in the use of materials
in teaching, but uses textbooks as the basis of instruction.
School D. This second grade is in a school that draws from a predominately
iural area just ontside the same city of 100,000. The teacher is unfamiliar
with the uce of minipulative materials and uses of form of self-paced individ-
ualized instruction approach.

The children were all given the task during the month of the school year.
The investigator introduced the four tasks by reviewing with each class (1) a

number sentence, and (2) 'story problems. An example was given of a "story"
to go with the open sentence of 5 + 2 =Eland opportunity was given for the
children to ask questions. Emphasized was the fact that a ques 'ion had to be
part of the story.

Hie 0 = 12 - 3 was written on the chalkboard. Lie children were asked to
compose a story problem in their own words so tat this number sentence would
be used to show what was in the problem and to fthd the answer to the question.
After all children has written a 'story' for the first example, 4 - 3 .L1
was written on the chalktcu r and the instructions repeated. This procedure
was followed to present ), - 8 =1:3 and 6 +0= 9. The papers with the 'story'
'problems' as written by the children were collected at the close of the task.
Analysis of the children's written 'stories' yielded the following tabulations.
No attention was paid to misspefliflys, sentence structure, etc. The mathematical
sense of the stories was the major concern.



Table Two

Stimulus: C3 = 12 - 3
A

""
6 C 0

n=, 23 n=32 n=28 n= 23
1. correc t s tory 15 16

-

14
1

2. numbers used correctly
but no questions asked

2 1 4 2

3. wrong operation

suggested

3 2 4 2

4. closed sentence

used in story
0

3

3

4

2

4

6,

75. nonsense or no attempt

Table Three

-------
A 8 c e

n . 23 n . 32 n . 28 n . 23
1. correst story 16 14 15 8

2. numbers used, no

.
correctly

3 5 7 2

3. wrong operation 2 1 4 1

4. wrote closed
number sentence 1 5 1 6

5. nonseelse no attempt 1 5 1 6



Stimulus: 13 - 8 1:1
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Table Four

School

A B c D

n 23 n 32 n 28 n 23

1. correct story 12 12 13 8

2. 11:;aters used correctly
but no questions asked 3 2 2 2

3. wrong operation
suggested . 3 1 1 2

4. ;:losed sentence
-sed in story 1 10 0 6

5. nonsense or no attempt 4 7 2 5

Stimulus: 6 0- 9

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Table Five

School

A 8 C D ,

n 23 n 32 n28 n 23

correc t add 5 6 2 2
s tory compare 1 6 0 1 3 0 2

numbers used correctly
but no questions asked 2 8 6

_ -
wrong operation 0 I 6+t) -9 2 6+ 9. 0
sugyes ted other 3

5
total in

all

4

_

wrote closed 5 4 1 7
number sen tenee

nonsense no attempt 6 7 2 8

'6 3 .1.1 related 3 7 9 0
s tory

73



General observations:
1. It set,i7s "" advn-toge eosts 14'noking these translations

for children who have been tZliyht with extended time devoted to concept

development at the concrete level, careful connecting of signs to concepts,
mod; -I prior to decoding and experience in all three kinds of trans-
lations. 1

2. Children interpret FIT? both as a "finding the difference'

and as a 'missing part'. more easily than 1- -
3. Most children will follow a sequence of actions to the end result

rather than consider the end result, then haw it was obtained, or to
think of the part loi 2,d, then what it was joined to.

4. Children do surprisingly well at translaticj'a model sJch as an open
sentence into a language description, especially if any emphasis at zit
is placed on such a translation or its in instruction.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL QUESTIONS REGARDING A NEW MODEL OF

UNDERBTANIJING ELEMMTARY SCHOOL MATHEMATICS

Nicolas Herscovics, Concordia University

Jacques C. Bergeron, Universita de Montreal

'Following the analysis of problems encountered in applying our hybrid modW1

of ulu.lezstaodiag to elementary schow mathcmatics (Bergeron. Heiscovics,1901)

we have come to the conclusion thet some of our criteria were quite useful

ln describing concept formation. Indeed we now perceive these criteria as

levels of understanding which in fact constitute ,Ile backbone of a constrx-

tivist model of understanding.

Wu Lain perceive four levels of understanding. The first one of these levels,

intuitive underst. ding, takes as a starting point the informal knowledge of

the ,hild (pre-concepts, visual perception and estimation, primitive unquan-

titled actions). This knowledge is then coordinated into 4 procedure leading

to a first construction of concept, a first construction which we consider

as a second level of understanding, that of initial conceptualization. We

speak of initial conceptualization for at the very beginning the concept in

question is blur.ed and confused with the procedure leading to its construc-

tion (for example, at the beginning, the notion of Putib,r is confused with

the counting piocedure). It Is only very gradually that the "outline" of c

concept gains precision and thet it separates from the proceduie, making

abstraction possible. Abstraction is our third level of comprehenuion

Detachinvu-the concept from its procedure gives; it an exietence of its own

which can be identified as the "content", content in search of a "form".

This rcguires a piocess of formalization which we take as a fourth level of

enderstamling.

Since we wish our new medel to be censtructivist, we must take into account

the isq.lications of c.,..lopmcntal psychology 4U well au those of genetic

epistemology. Developmental psychology can aticeitain that the expe,tations

implied in the new modol reasonable with icgarde tu the intellectual .4-

pacity of the elementary grade student. henetic epistemology, on the other

The research ikivot.d h.ie is tended ty a giant from the Quebec Ministry of

Education (VOW- qr.int no. tie1/411.
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hand, reaches the child's construction of knowledge. Of course, we are still

far from having examined all the psychological questions raised by the new

model. Thus, the present communication Is limited to those which have been

dealt with. namely: To what extent is the elementary school child capable of

abstr-ction? Is it reasonable to consider abstraction as a third .vel of

understanding? What role can be ttributed to written symbolism? Of course,

in view of our interest, these psychOlogical considerations will be restric-

ted to the understanding of mathematics.

ABSTRACTIVE:: CAPACITY AT THE ELEMITTART. LEVEL

The particular nature of mathematics involves two kinds of abstraction that

Piaget (1973. pp 8142) calls "empirical abstraction" (dealing with the phy-

ical properties of Objects), and "reflective abstraction* (dealing with ac-

tions and their coordination). For instance, a child who counts the number

of objecte in a et but does not *conserve" number has but extracted a pseudo-

physical property of the set. On the other hand:the child who is aware that

this number is independAnt of the order in which the objeci'll are counted is

4pt the level Of reflective abstraction. It i precisely this last level

which characterizes a mathematical activity and this explains why piaget con-

e iders it to be synonymous to "logico-mathematical" abstraction. Whether or

not this level of abstraction is acceesible to children at the elementary

level needs to be examined.

Par fromlaeing trivial, this question requires; a careful nalysis of whet is

involved in reflective abstraction. Conservation of number lends itself well

to auch Zn analysis since it has been one bf the most renearched topic in

arithmetic.

Very briefly. by "conservation of number" we mean the invariance of the car-

dinality of a set with respect to the layout of Its elements. In the well-

known Piagetian test, the child who does not conserve numbe: compares two

equivalent rco.s of objects 6 and believes that

the longer row contsins more khan the horter one, and this even if he can

count. To understand this phenomenon it is necessary bs examine and compare

O naM eharacterietica al the pre-operational thought (2-7 yearn) with those of

the Loncrete operational level (7-11 years).
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At the pre-operattunel stage, the child focuses essentially on states and

not cin his ctions. Thus it is not surprising that objects Are_theuniy..._

things reran4t.m.i,d internally(empirical abstraction) and nut the transfor-

mations applied to them, whmn,e his dependence on their physical presence.

Even if he admats that by matching the objects, the two rows will have the

same number (empirical reversibility), by focusing on the statns he is pre-_

vented from reathing the reversibilityalthought necessary for conservation.

Indeed, when examining the two equivalent rows he focuses on their length and

this stop5 him frum even considering the transformation which leads to com-

arison. ft should be notnd that his reasoning is quite consistent with the

pre-operational child's "transductive" logic (if A causes la, then fi diauses A)

(MMyer. 19)), p. 180). Pence, sinCe experience has taught him "if there is

more, then it is longer", he concludes "if It is longer, there must be more".

Only later, when he can consider simultaneously the two relevant variables

(the length and thc density of the row). will he perceive their ieciptucal

relationship.

This eaample enahl.i us to better appreciate thu intellectual power of a

thild who has rca.l.ed the cuecrete operational stage. by now fueusing on his

actions he Lan reLonstruct them internally and coordinate them; he can take

Into aLcount several vatiables simultaneously and 90 beyond transductive

looic to teach inducfive and deductive reasoning, dm long as it relates to

his runcgete world, finally, At. thinking ham become reversible. Here are

all the elements necessary for the discovery of invariants, which lead to the

abstraction uf a concept whose source has to lie in the child's reality.

since the cern vete operational stage correspoods more or less to the range of,

the elememtary grades, it seems tlat these children ere well endowed to reach

the level et reflt,tive abstrac-ion in arithmetic. Au a matter of fact, re-

fleitive obstta.tion tan in general be applied to arithmetic without requi-

hanal the-might (i..luractericed by the ability tu manipulate hypothetical

ntol4.itiih4 ens, hated to reality) since the arithmetic objects and opela-

twits die tied in with numbers which can always find concrete representations.

ASSTHAC1R44 AS p Tuptppyr:a. W yno!aspumno;

The level of ulAr,tanding result'ing from reflective alostraction milt be ex-

amined within the framtwork of the child's in,elleLtual development and

viewed in terms of the construction of his knowledge. In this respent.

77
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Ginsburg and (vier (1979, p. 234) have identified in Piaget's theory of in-

telte:tunl development three level.; ot understarding.

The first of these levels is motoric or practical understanding.
Thin Is the level cf action. The child can act directly on obiects
and emnipulate them correctly, saking the objects do what they are
supposed to do. All this indicates that the child has "understood"
objects at the level of motor renponses. This knowledge is preser-
ved in the form of schemes, which allow the actions'to be ref-lilted
in identical situations and generalizecbto new onee.

sit '

)nother level of understanding is conttualization. Nere the
child reconstructs internally the act ons that were previously per-
formed directly on objects, and at the same time adds new characte-
ristics to these actions. He orgsnizen the mental activities and
provides logical conn^ctions. At the same time, much tf the child's
intellectual work remains unconscious. As we saw In reviewing
Piaget's work on consciousness, the child is often capable of men-
tal operations that h. is not aware of and cannot express.

A third level of knowledge involves consciousness and verbalizations.

Now the child can deal with concepts on an abstract level, and can
express hin mental operations in words. The child can reflect on
his cwn thought.

Ibis model of underafanding does not seem to be comletely independent of

Piaget's stages nince the first level correnponds essentially to the pre-ope-

rational one while the other two can be linkcd to the concrete operational

stage. Indeed, at the first level, the child discovers the properties of ob-

jects mitliout reconstructing his actions internally. Nevertheless, it is at

thin level that he developw spbntaneously sone mathematical intuitions such as

classification seriation, partitioning, bringing together or adding to, etc.

The second level of understanding describes the internal reconstruction and

coordination at actions, and thue corresponds to the concrete operational

stage. rinslly, "reflecting on his own thought" implies a prior internal re-

construction of the Action and thus sets reflective Abstraction a. the third

level.

The Piagetian)model described by Ginsburg and Opper is truly a con.tructivist

conception of understanding. There is no question here of "models of undnrs-

tending" but of levels of comprehension. In fact, lw,t only is each level

constructed by the child,but moreover4there is an embedding of the different

levls. Indeed, if at (trot the child becoses familiar with objects through

hie ctions, he later manages to reconetruct these actions internally and to

coordinate them o that in turn, these actions become the ubject of his re-
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flect'on. If the first phase renders well the child's interaction with his

environment, the last two, dealing with his transformations, lead to a logioo-

mathematical structuring of his thinking (composition of transformations, in-

votes transformations).

Since piaget deals with comprehension in general, one should not expect his

model to fulfill all tho requirerents of a particular discipline such as mathe-

matics. In fact, Piaget is quits aware of the technical aspects of the mathe-

matical language and the particuiar [OM of its symbolism (Piaget, 1969,

pp 44-45). He even discriminate1 between mathematical "form" and "content"

and zecommonds that the represa7htations used should correspond to the "natural

logic of the levela cf the pupils\" (Piaget, 1973, p.87). Consequently, he

suggests that the role of actions should 'not be neglected by limiting instruc- --

tion to a verbal form, "Particularly with young pupils, activity with o)jects

is indispensable to the comprehension of arithaetic as well as geometrical

relations" (p.80).

This re,ommendation hAs important pedagogical implications since quite often

the teaching of mathematics is essentially verbal and symbolic while " tha

child's spontaneous .4.athematics is informal and unconscious' (Ginsburg Sind

%per, 1919, p.234). This informal mathematics is based on the child's ac-

tions and these can lead to reflective abstraction. These actions can even-

tually be applied to mathematical synboli. .ut, as long as the pupil is at the

concrete oporativial stae, these symbols must be related to the concroto.

(Gf course, one cannot ignore the relative nature of "concrete". For instance,

following refledive Abstraction, numbers tend to be considered as concrete,

and addition as concrete action).

THE KOLE or SYMOLISH'IN HATHENNTICS

The previous observations bring into question the role symbolization plays in

the understanding of a mathematical notion (concept or oper.tion). Symboliza-

tion is essential in mathematics since it provides a mnans of representing a

notion detached from As concrete embodiments. However, the introduction of

symbols can be premature if an adequate intuitive basis is lacking. This

would force the child to function at a strictly formal level which is impossi-
.

ble at the concrete operational stage. Hence, his only choices would be ei-

ther to learn by rote, or simply to give up. Thus, the question "Wbon to
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introduce symbolization?" is an important one. Considering that on one hand

the Fiagetian model suggests going from the concrete to the abstract,and that

on the other hand, symbolization is a detachment,from the concrete, the in-

troduction of symbols should not, in general, precede the level of conceptua-
lisation. For iestance, it would be difficult to perceive any pedagogical

value ir introducing digits before tho child can count. However, this princi-0 .

ple need not be applied dogmatically. For tilted, thbre is no harm in a child

leaining .to write numbers greater than'fin the first grade. Hut it must be

remeebered that he then merely learns a writing convention for he iv not as

yet equipped to understand place value notation.

While srabolization can be described as a detachment of a concept from its

concrete repreoentetions, we can perceive qualitative differences in the moan-

ing associated with a symbol depending onthe levels of understanding. For

indeed, what does the digit 7 represent to a child who does not conserve num-
r? He may even count the two rows and write'?" next to each one

7
. . 7 while claiming that the pecond row num more". But

tlen the only thing he can perceive in his digit ie the result of his counting

and not that gf number. In contrast, to a child whose reflective abstraction

has led him to conserve, the digit 7 truly represents the number

Any \analysis of the role of sysbolization must al:o take into account the

struetural differences between the various modes of representation. each mode

(enaive, iconic, symboiic) has intrinsic properties which determine its

struc'ture. Although "a picture is worth a thousand words", mathematical aye-

bollsru condenses information even more. However, this oandensation doen not

come al a free gift. For instance, even for an elementary notion such as ad-

dition ,(641-7 I, it'''. symbolic representation is essentially static and has

lost Owl dynamic flavor of action.

410k ,

Furthermore, for a more advanced concept such as piece value notation, its

syebolization exceeds conceptually its other reprenentetions. Be it the con-

crete tepresentation (multibaso blocks) or its image FLVE neither the
2 3 4

material rior the image (defined by the presence of tha value indices h,t,u)

necessitate any convention regarding the position of the digits. TO really

value positional notation the student needs to be aware thAt permutation of
u I hit

the colum .
n. rat affect tha number. ft ia only vhon these value

indices aro 'discarded that .(1.07 need to encode thil, information arises.
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Otily than will pupil appreciate how inspired it was to encode this informa-

tion in the,relative position of ths digits And what turning point this most

t STIs been in the history of arithmetic.

It follows from the preceding analysis that symbolic representation has

structitre of its own and that for some more advanced concepts it is impossible

to completely dissociate content from form. Moreover, since the Symbolisation

,of a notion reaches its full significance only after it has been subjected to

reflective abstraction, it sei'exs justified to consider such symbolization as

part of a'fourth level of understanding, that or formalization.

CONCLUSIONS

Because of its constructivist nature, our model of ond ding can easily be

mistaken for An iostructional/learning model which it is not. The latter con-

earns itself with the pedagogical interventions and the learning processes

which bring about understanding. The criteria we have used for our new model

evolved faun our initial work w4th our "hybrid" model. The ones we have re-

tained are those which otoved to be useful in describing concept formation And
, .

we hove merely organised them in a oonstructivist framework. It is indeed

Quite gratifying .and reassuring to4see how clitoely it resembles the Piagetiari

model described bleGinsburg and Opper.

however the-two models have some important differences. 4ince we wanted a

stege-free model we have retained intuitive understanding siS our first level

without moving into the pre-operational stage. Our second level, initial con-

ceptualization, stresses the "operationalization" aspects in the explicit cons-

ttnctian of a concept. In fAct, this tera was one of oLr first choices in nd-

Nang this level. Our third level is clearly identifiable with reflective

abstraction ut course, the last one, formalization, answers the specific

neeas of our discipline.

That the new mo.Jel4licilinibe applied Lo specific concvts iti not very doubtful.

After All we are using some of the same criteria as in the old model. however,

it iS Its ALtwbStbillty to teachers which must be questioned. Can we lually

'ocovey to them some of the finer points in Piaget's theory which underlie the

new model? Can we expect thcm to discriminate between empirical abstraction

and reflective Abstraction, and between empirical reveishiility.end reversibi-

lity of thouyht7 0111,by trying it out will we be able to

24.#
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A last point pertains to the change 4zou modes of understanding to levels-of

understanding. Whereas in the old model levels wqre implicit in describing the

Construction of a concept, An the new model they have tec'moe explicit.. There

is thus the danlmr of perceiving symbolission..as corresionding to the lrAml of

formalization. However, the ,rabolic mode of representation can in feet reflect

three different things. It could reflect a'rote memnriration of isolated

pieces of knowledge which.wor do not considmr alt .understandp eAlso, as

was ehown witn the conservation of numbir example, mTrymbol could reflect a4
pseudo-physical abstraction father than a reflective one. To Tercome.this

problem of interpretation teachers must be made aware that their evaluations

cennot be lirited to the written symbolic form and that a questioning of the

chtid is essential.
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tell her nui it a! lows one de I ineat e hot h ent rv levci g0.11,:and goals to he
levloperi din log thk taro hull og professional development of th t eacher. In
part it ular , I t offers a I rainework for site, flying the higher level per formanres

on he expei teal of experts as opposed to those expected of hegioning teachers -o

that we may formulate more real I st ic. expect at inns of heginning teacht as. Fina I lye
It Is hopd that the taxon. ccv wi I I help teachers to ovaluat e the I r own behavior
anti to plan for their own ont inning prof essi ona I growth. The cat egor les of the
taxonomy of mat hemat ic S te hInk are deliberately named af t er aognItiv e

taxonomy although perhaps hetter designators could he c hes n. Brief I y, those
iategnrfes Ire 1% follows:

\
KNOWT.F,B5S: tat ts, processes, theories, techniques and methodology related to
lost rut t han. This level in( I udes knowledge of mat hemat ks anal of t he c uteri. ulum

and mat er 1-11s nf Sa h(P mat hemat I cs. Knowledge here subsume. al I ol t he levels
ol Bloom s oval t 1 ye t axonorny. This is the c omponent usual ly Ascot LI: Pal Wl h

the c el I ego. , la s %room and usual ly measured by paper and Rent i I t est s and ot her
convent lona! a lassroom met hods.

carnEKEILUP,IONt per,formant e of se lec ted behaviors under coot rolled a 011allt ivaa. ,

stair peel re.aahirag, mic roteac simulat ions or rol playing. This level
Involves le,ROOS: rat ion tha" he tnd I vi duo I can do' something , and the behavior

te he iemonst rat ed usually is cal led for In nal explicit manner co that the
111(1111/flO,Il IS a nnst ious nf the goal of demonst rat +r.g the desire I behavior.

AFFIXATION. Planning and administ ering learning act lull les anal miter la Is in
lassrnom set t ng. This level involves eviderce not only t hat t he holt vidual

an_ do halt I or t her that he/she does do. It involves the use of appropriat
teat lain sic i II, at the prop,r t ame or with the desired frequent, y as 1 part of
the normal tea( hing style.

ANAI.Y.SIS: Response to pupl I., teacher, subfiZi mat ter and environment al lales

to sell, t , r11117e administ er ef f ect lie prow ants and lessons. The teat her

fel ognItos a -oast intent el ement of the , arra it Own and t he ra lat 1,1111%1,111s among

them and sees t hem as an organized whole. The t cat her responds spent mei-lusty

In st talent s as I du al s and t he teai her,s ant inns and dee Woos flow f rem a

ons I st en! and a 41%. /WI% I I la,11.11e.
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h but t hey hive never panned the cull re fureit wit b eft her. a wide
tingle fens or 1 mot ion pk nye camera. They know, f ot examole numerous t ech-
cliques) or f t or it-1g quadrat it ?quat ions, hut they go blank when asked why
they spend so mut h t tme teaching fat tor ing In algebra c I aSS. They can perform

cir ely ar-t elfhienrly operat ions with iqt eget-. , rat lonale and rents , hut
they are hard pot tnt explain In words a seventh grader would comprehend just
whv they are doing and why.

c.

Therefore, na lor tont ribut Ion would be a c tear and th;ough analysis of the
onc epic Intl pro, esses of cc hool mathemat its and of the relat I orships bot h

among these el-nownt themselves and between them anti the more advant ed nyit be-
is s we expel t onr st udents to study. A second e ontr {but logy will he the

devel pment Ind tent I ng of ef let t I ve st rat egies for fnci I it at I ng cut h untie r
sr Hidings ho r eacher edtic at loll st udents. i

We al so must find ways to awoke mat bertiat iss teachers he-come problem solnr,
themselves. Music teachers use their este te engage In musical at t iei cies:
playing .inst rument . attending concerts, listening to records. Art te-Pi

slmf I cr Iv engage in paint Int. photography, pot tery making or t fit-
many mat hemat ics teachers are there who reel (..c di mathemat Its, who really are

problem solvers In the :41 I C.11%0 of the wCord, who elect mathemat its as a
person il re, roat ion' unless we fan turn teachrrs on to the real human ac t tvl
nh marhemiti, s, they and the I r students will COM irMe to see mathemoiks as

comet hing "nut there" apart f rom t hemitelves.

This Is relit ed to the next quest loot How do mathemat 41 s tenehers percei ye
c mathemit It s' Re, ent st tittles has; produced a preponderant e of evident r that

teichers see mat hernat it c a. essent in! ly omupuuitionai in :mare. consist i ng if
pre 'cc miles anti f ormulas, and pr Imarl ly just if led by the impnr.t ant e c1 each

t rmit for suhsequent t epic and ovrces. This prconpt s t lie add t tonal quest ion:
Wheli, how and in what t ontext s do teal her app I y Their knowledge in t helr
4,11 111 nje How does their knowledge of anti about *at hemat les illet i their
ten, hI lig' for example, dicAl nattier.' real ly comprehend the goals ni t he "Agenda

for A. t Ion" Ind sImi lar stat ement s' (A good en !epic f requent Iv ntt n ors when

sIng problem col v ing where mat hemat Its edut at .es mean one thing hut many

t e c het who be ir t hem tssume they ite t a Ilt inn only nholif the 'st or, problems"
.11 in the tent ... I II,. tea, hers re( ogn ice mat hemat it ii aspen t s In other domains of
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nol ". expec t 4bat they_are about to be told the "right

way te I the lesson. This soggest s t hat many pre serv c e teat hers ml, y be as

yet guile dollistit f- their thinking, a position not int ompat ihle wirP the

noI inn that mathematics is it self 110( /wrong with pret ice rules tnd procedures.

We need mu h more knowledge about ebe developmental prot esses of flIM bema"

teat hers and the w.ys in whit h that development is t oniounded hy the nat ure

uci the sublet t muter in order le design programs that are aitpropr ately aimed

for the evelopmen.al level oh the students. We alco shall bat.e to take a« mint

of these start Ales when we set teat bee edut at ion goals that espouse the open

endedneio. tnd I reatjvht y of problem solving as a r entral focus Inc 4 eathing.

We also need tn know what teachers think about pupils, what the), tomemnIt are

to pupils linen' the pupil's ability and goals in mat hemat its. ;that they expel t

f rom pupils Ind what they exIfect from themselves. Further, we need to ask what

we expet t I rom teachers before hey enter teat hIng, at the time of entry, dnring

the early years and beyond. For example, many expec tat ions for beginning

, !eat hers may tot relpnad to the tomprehensivn and applitnt inn U7vels of rbo

t Ixonomy tub. lc many of the higher level competencies of analysis, synthesis and

evaluat ion will Se more appropriate expecrat ions for teachers with exper leo, e.

4 1 t hrugh onr nape, t at ions shonld int luil, some covet ent I es at eat la I ,vel lot

all tea hat's.

Whit h of the gods that we propose are actually obseeved 0, the teperdite of

mat hems! is I e I. hers It var ions ages' How tongrchent are tear, hing praut fc ec

and the goals el edtnat ion in the IMO's and beyond 7 How do t Cil tiers ' at t itudep.

hebav l o t sk III s t hange pver tim, wi th and wit hoot ("hit at i road nt et vent ions'

What kinds of int ervent inns are most ef fet live in furthering I ertaio t 14Inges'

What are the rewards bor h Int cmii and ettenal 11411 1, I rue to t ea, !ling? What

aura. t s persons re teat hingl What keeps some teat hers Ir. !vaulting while others

leave' Whit. aspetts of edm at Ion beyond t lassrom t elt It log should we he

"P"9 and resell, h log's How an IC St rut, t Ore Am,' gra4tril e iou i oserv e

Pr"gr loos so I hat n hey mit Inuit., the sect enial I, Ind evOlOt *ovary Ilevelopmoot of

rot, lii og mpet en. e begot, ill preservit e programs'

11,W Io we melel diesirr.1 ie.11 king st y les and .! r Ir eg les 1 n tom own t e ti her

It 1..111 ims' (Or ex ,m,tle, I e.l, h ,vir ,o1 leg. tnat hernal It I niirr4
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With prohleala ....lying a . I tar t tow cal Iot ts..' Ibt we use Media and Mat el la 1 ,
+ \

P"Irtoselo I I k ' hit rw in our met hods i otti ses, ampboy t tw s.eme vac let y ot \/
teach i ng st tat Ste, t hat we talk about ' Are t he t ouperat tug t eaahers we se Itio2(

£01 our st udent Ler% het' a Mod.- Is ot these same t cat hirigbehatilOrs1 II not , tow \
'cAn we develop cooperat Ing teat he s who are?

These are -.wax: examples ot tptest suns t hat t ai her edut. at ion I eseart It ,hould

addra-ss II we .ire to des Ivo programs t hat wi I I equip. tearhel s to meet t ht. needs

.111I shit lenges of tdday and tomorrow.
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PROPORTIONAL REASONIN OF EAR
ADOLESCENTS: COMPARISON AND MISSING VALUE

PROBLEMS IN THREE SCHOOLS

Rabat Karsten. Steven Pada& and Elizabeth X. Stain

Choup in &knee end Mathematics Education
Lawrence Hall of Science
University of California

Berkeley, CA 94720

ABSTRACT

Eight lemonade tem requiring proportional reasoning to compere
ratios or find missing values were administered to 263 eighth traders in

three urban schools with virrious achievement levels and mathematics

voltam% Missing value problems with an integral ratio were more
diffkutt than compariton problems with equal integral ratios, but easier

than compatison problems with integral and non-integral ratios There

were only minor differences in proportional remning between boys and

girls In the same school. tut among the schools proportional masoning

mirrored the differences Its school environment and mathematics

achievement

Recent investigations of adolescent, 9roportional reasonInglIve made tlfe of mising value prob-

lems (Karolus. Karplus. Formismo. & Paulsen. 1979; Karplus. 19i1. itupley. 19111) ard of comparison

Problems 040ellint. 19711, Nothing. 19S0. Karplus. Pulos. & Stage. 19110 to be refet,ed to as Kill
The present study veto 4e-signed to clarify the relationship between these two types and to extend data

about both to a more diversified student pustulation than hid been employed by KB and Noelling
(1910) This study was designed to answer the following questions'

I Whit differences in reasoning are elicited by tasks that require comparison of ratios versus tasks

thrt require computation of a missing value?

2 flow can the students performance lead to a hieramhical scale a proportional reasoning'

1 What differences In proportional reasoning are observed among studerta frOin different school

environments with differing academic achievement levels?

THE LEMQPIADE PUZZLES

In the lemonade putties. John and Mary prepere lemonade concentrate by dissolving a certain

number of spoonfuls of supr in a certain number of spoonfuls of lemon juice For isotance. John

might use two spoonfuls of wpar and ten spoonfuls of lemon Juke. while Marysuses floret and twelve
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appoint on. t essiceitsely

Eight puzzles were presented to eaeh subjeet. with the amounts ol sugar and lemon Nile given in

lable I I he numernal values were ihosen to include integral moos in eaeh puzclein the expectation

that this would lead to greater use of pioportional reasoning than found by KP.'i Twu puzzls (IVBX

And WX it. whith had uMiqual integral ratios within the recipes. were i.onstructed to determine
whIrtier ploportional reasoning would bc used mule extensively than oil puzzles with an integral and

non integral ratio within the reidpes lpuules WX (KPS) and Wx-b) hurthernture, Nei; missing value

puzzles woe included to provide moreodehnitive link between them And eornparison problems than

had resulid from the use of the Adjustment Yuestton in KPS

Table I. Data Used lo Lemonade Puzzles

John's

Sugar Lawn
.....

Mary's

Sugar Lemon

John'

Sugar

a

Lemon

Mary's

Sugar Lemon

Item 51111 1 2 "x S Item MI4li1 1 1 2 ?

[Le./ ti 3 12 5 20 item 514 4 16 6 7

Item UNIX 1 I 4 8 I tem le 3 7 6
?.

Itoai t7X-a 2 10 5 12

Item SiX-b 5 16 6 20
-7-7- ---_-_-_-______-------

H: within recipe ratio integral X: unequal ratiou
II: betuben .reelpe rotlo integral ti: missing value problem
1 : un 1 t &vont

THE SUBJECTS

The wilcou of dos study were 263 eighth graders from three urban schools within IVOR miles of

one another in die San hramisco Bay Area About half the students were boys and half were girls:

cktcd randomly troth students who woe in attendAme in regular mathematus classes while the
reseoreh was londuk teal

Ilse schools were ehosen for their .auirclenue And ethnie diversity, representative of the high

mint,sity iatpulalion in :he sill On the CBS standarclizsd aehte,ement test (CTBIND.O.aw lull, 1975)

used by many I alilornia school dritris.s, lie estarue, ninth graders from School A scored At the 70th
peieentile iii ilse national norms in mathematics And at the 56th pereentile on language Sehatul B stu

dents soared Ji the 65th anti 45i3 P:th...:11.4:Cs, r:Ves.111,/Cly School students seised at the 31st and

Mix peteniiks. iespeitively

Ditfesenees lor example, among the schools' mathematics prograins corresponded to these
achievement test results Sehou' A's fatulty chose !lien texts And liked them, and most of the eighth
graders itudied proportions equations, and geometry Schools ll's Lieully were generally satisfied with

thZir texts and taught proportions m etimunetion with frae tuuo, peent. word problems, and.oilier
topics Selusrl s Luulty. whieh included nu member with degree ii. mathematics, were generally

dissatisfied writs tests and res.hing materials beeause, among thher masons. they found them unsuitable

tor the tante ol their studious' skills I hey eovered proportions in the eighth grade only in a late in

ii



the year ur a on percents In rum. whoa! differences consist of differences in faculty, curriculum.
teaching styles. achievement, and other FaCtors

PROCEDURE

TM Lemonade Punks were administered in about 15 minutes during a 40.miRite interview
The interviewers were male and female members of the ethnic groups represented in the participating

schools Each item was read aloud by th Q. interviewer, who asked the foPowing questions

Comparison puzzles

1 Will the Iwo concentrates taste the same'

2 (after the response to RD How did you come up with that answer"

3 (If resprmse #1 indicated unequal taste) Which one tastes sweeter'

4 lafter the response to #31 Please explain your answer

MIlsirlj Value nuzzles

1 ._ow much lemon price does Mary need to make her-concentrate taste the saw as John's"

2 (slier the responsu to RD Ilow,dirl you come up with that arswer?

Questions 3 and 4 of the comparison puzzles were sometimes omitted or combined with Questions I

snd 2. bccau9e many subjects stated winch concentrate would taste areeter in answer to Question 2.

SCORING OF DATA

We classified the students' explanations In answer to Questions 2 and 4 into the following four

categories.

Category I (incomplete, illogial)- don't know, guess, insppropnate quantitative or qualitative opera-

tions

Category Q (qualitativo) qualitative comparison of amounts referring to all four ingredients (more

stringent than Category Qin KPS)

Category A (additive).- using the data to computu and compare differences

Category P (proportiorn)-- using the data to compute and compare correct ratios, possibly with arith-

metic errors (the same as Category R in I(PS)

9/e also identified the data comparisons (sugar/lemon °within' recipe vs sugar/sugar eo 'between*

recipe) that were used

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The distributions of respenses among the categories are presented in Table 2 No statistically

ognificant differences were observed for boys god girls, so only the combined data are reported For

reference, we Include in, Table 3 the frequencies of proPonleriiihreasoning of eighth graders for the

eight comparhon rifles used in !LES (Siege, 'Carob:4. ik thrice. 19801 The frequencies of propor-

tional reasoning observed in the present study were similar to those observed with slightly different

kmonaik punles in a low minority community in our earlier stuch Puzzles WD and W were the easi-

est. with more than 50% proportional reasoning. Surprisingly. Pante WX a was the hardest, with only

14% proportional reasoning On ...Us pilule there was an appreciable frequency of additive reaponses,



While the other comparison porde% eluded additive responses only intrequeigit

Table 2, Frequency OistributiOns on the Lemonade Puzz les
(percent , N w 263)

Category W31 W

Coeparistm

lia 1 X WX-a WX-b

Hissing Value

NWB NW Ng
1 a

` 1 26 34 43 53 '46' 36 '39 31

Q 6 1 7 5 6 0 '0 0
..,

A 3 1 7 18 9 28 -22 10

P 65 51 43 24 38 36 39 39

1:

Q: qualitat Iva
A: Additive
P: Proportional

Table 3. Frequencies of Eighth Gradient' Proportional Reasoning
by Puzzle Structure, frost KPS and Stage, Karplus, and Pulos (1980)

Its. Wit W B N WBX .10( i IX NX

FrequenLy 0 72 55 13 47 43 35 17

--
The tire comma value puzzles had very similar distributions in spite of the diii.aences in the

occurrence of within or between integer ratios The degree of dinkully was close tp that o: the unequal

1431C Puales WB1X am! WX b A substantial frequency of additive responses occurred on all .hrce

missing value purges

Three of the lemonade puzzles in the present study included One spoonful of sugar tor Juhn's
lemonade 1.0menifate liable I/ The presence of this oz.; amitunt in either comparison or missing
v itu r-ortems i.J tn. mak. them consistently tiller or more difficult than =dal puzzles without
unit amounts

C °inane elements A lomparaun or the Pequencies of proportional reasoning on the matt per-

ales used cfl l(PS kd to the recognition that unequal nous and non integral ratios mule puzzles more

131010111 Accordingly. we now introduce the following five cognitive elements. which IN indiladual
steps in proportional reasoning required On some puzzles and not on others

ilk comparing equal integral ratios

1111 cr,mistring unequal integral rallOS

INI1 - comparing an integral with nointegral ratio
MVI boding arnissing value for a puzzle with an integral rutin
MVN finding a missing value for a pestle with a nummtegral rairo

ha evidence of competence with respect to any one uf these cognitive elements, we outwitted

the students' oplanations to find at ittaSI one use 01 the element I or instance, siudents who Awed

5:
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Puzzle MB by proportional reasoning using a between comparison were assrga5comEetence in element

MV1. while those who 9olved the same puzzle by means of a within comptrison were assigned com-

petence In element MVN Each cognitive element could be applied on one or more puz ties ,

v To identify a hierarchical rel3ti4 among the cognitive elements, we tested them or scalabilitt

We found that elements MV1 Ind MVN formed a perfect scale, all students who were codpetent in
MVN etre also competent in MVI (Table 4 left We) Elements 11E. IIU, and '11411, hawever, did

not Wilk satisfactorily in any of irte schools (Table 4 -- right side) comparable numbers of subjects
were competent in 11E and either RI or Mil but not both.

Table 4. Hierarchical Scale* of Cognitive Elements, by School (percent)

Element
A

School
l IS C Total

......
Element

A
School

II C Total_

(none)
,

(31) (50) (73) (49) (none) (16) (36) (60) (32)

*VI 69 50 27 51 I 1 E 84 71 37 65

PPM 4 NV; 23 13 4 14 TIE I lltl,
not Thlt '11 8" 5b

98

I
VIE 4 MU,
not Illl 10 \ 3 6

Humber of TIC, -1111.,7
_......

Sub jec t 102 6 75 263 and DM 52 33 13 15

a: 12 omitted IIE
b: 32 omitted 11E

In vidition to displaying the cognitive elements' scalability. Table 4 shows the differences in No-

Portions! reasoning among students In the three schoota Most of the students In schools A and B toed

at least ooeterstnitive element, but most of the students In School C dtd not use propotikutal reasoning

at ell More thitil half of the students in School A used all the comparison cognitive ekmegts. one

third of the students in School A did the same, but only one-eighth of the School C students did so

Miring value cruz; Compoilng the two sides or Table 4, one Ands that cognitive element

MK used by 51 0 of the students. was Intermediate in frequency between the comparison element 11E

(65%) and either 111,1 (44%) or 1NU (41%). sod comparable to the union of Ill1 and 1NU (50%) Cog-

nitive element MV,s1 with a frequency of 14% was Ins widely used than any of the comparison cogni-

tive elements.

Our efforts to combine the two scales/on Tabte 4 wre not successful for the reasons shown In
Table I. which Is a contingency tabie of the two sets of cognitive elentents The hierarchical sequence

(11E) IMV1) 11111 or (MV14) Is susgested by these frequencies. but the 14% of subjects who

were exceptions precluded accepting il

9.4
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Table S. Coot Ingency table of tognit lye Elements fur Comparision
and Hissing Value Puzzles (Percent. N " 263)-----_...

Commirtoon Element s

Mao log Val ue
s

-
(none) IlE

only 1 1U

IlEts
INU and INU Tot o 1

(none) 29 11 5 2 3 49

HVI only 4 + 6 1 3 20 37

..11VN & HV I 0 9 1 *I 11 14

Total 32 /7 9 6 35 100

Illogical and additive reasoning. Though the frequencies of moorhens, ...moons of the present

study were similar to the hndings in IsPS, the frequencies of additive and illogical reasutpng were not

The use ef additive reasoning was much lower than that reported earlier, and illosical reasoning was
used more frequently rurthermore, 11108141st reasoning vaned substantially from a.low of 26% on Put

ale WB to J high of 53% oruPutzle WX-a, whale illogical reasoning 11.0'd been approximately uniform

for all eight putalcs used in KPS When one examines Table 2 in More detail, Hoppe...us that illogical

reasoning increased as proportional reasoning &creased. This result, observed in eachof the truee
schools, dilfers fauns thepriing of K.PS ihat additive teaselling metro:0,as proportional reasoning
deareasard

I

CONCLUS1fINS

By irleasis of the &Hannon of (Arum; elements, It sa.;Ipoisible to establish separate scale% bur

prom (nodal reasoning on comparison and missing value problems boat intcget onopoisoo problems
wcre und to be the easiest of all types used Missing vaue problems with .integral ratios were coin

n diff.uliy to "Intiquar comparison problems with one integral fallo ...Missals value problems
were therstore also comparabk In difficulty to the annulment problems studied by KPS in ..onsunction

with unetmal rano conyalsons

Theseresulis %usual that teachin k. for proportional reasoning if. schi.ols like School C. where
Anent level, Ji t. kiwi and the Wall tcaita.oks rc cons:tared inadequate by many teachers, nughi

*di hi.gan ath cvaa inietier .unty.arisitn problems Mo. include um and non untt amounts ite high
lteuuencv id llogical and qualAttire responses, however. aho lead to the conclusion that the (manilla
ase descliption af reLipe :sled:ems, anonials of moneY, limes di-names and4,her eal4obles 1(ndd

receive attention even befOrc specific quantitative relettonships like constant roil, constant sums, or
consiani dilfererues

A.Inowledgenseint rra, study has benefited (rum the assistance of I auric BanVer and Pal
Spiallt in the gatheling
faeully of the Oukland. Cal

fhti researi.h wo su
11962 Any opinionS. finch

nd scoring oi the data We are grateful to the porta:patina stUkts and
ornia, Public Schools for their cooperation

mated its poi by the National Some Foundatioh under grant SED 19
as, and meAlusiuns expressed in this report Are those of the authors and do.

Ity, ,f th. vis. 01 I he N01101..11 1i le III : .111111,1 1" I,
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PARTITIONING AND UNIT RECOGNITION

PERFORMANCISION RATIONAL NUMBER TASKS.

Tom Kieren and Boyal Nelson
University of Alberta

There appears to be a marked contrast between what children and young adults

could know about rational numbers and their performance on rational nucber

acnievement tests. For example Vlnner et al (1981) found numerous errors in

simple addition tasks such as 1/2 4 1/4. Two algorithms used by ,ound adults
4 2 6

in his >ample were 1/2 .4 1/4 14.4 and 1/2 4- 1/4 --;-- Ts-. While

Vinrer et al do not describe the rational number constructs of their sample,

one might conclude that the users of algorithms such as those have either do

not have a well developed rational number construct or at least de not relate

such a construct to the task of adding. For example, If rational numbers (or

some subset thereof) had a quantitative base, then a child might know 1/2 4

1/4 3/4 as a "basic fact", that is a well known description of experience. A

more sophisticated quantity basnd judgment would be that 1/24C1/2 1/4 GI.

Ihus the numbers 2/6 (being less than 1/2) and 6/4 (being greater than I) Wefe

nut possible candidates for the sum 1/2 4 1/4. In such cases rational numbers

would have a meaning beyond a sy tem of two part symbols to be manipulated.

Mow does a person, in particular a child or young adult in his Ør her first

41111#
9 years of school. build up a meaningful system of knowledge f rational num-

bers? Kieren (1981) has developed the thesis that such nstruction results

from or at least entails the coordination of at leaSt/f!ve JImensions. The

first of these is mathematical in nature. Because rational numbirs are a

comdex phenomena, they represent a number of distinct sub-constructs such as

measures and operators (Kieren 1926, 1980). Thus a person must have mathemat-

ically diverse rational nunber experiences, representing both the additive

and multiolicative nature of these numbers. A second dimension which reflects

the first is the diversity ef images by which a person can "pieture" rational

numbcr ideas. The third dimension is symbolic. There are two knowledge

building problems associated with this dimension. The first Is the use of a

pair of inteders to depict a single entity. The second Is the fact that thl

formal symbolism (e.g . ,3/4) needs to connote and indeed be built upon a var-

iety of informal synbol systems which r.late descriptively to diverse physleal

situations (e g.. 3 divided Along 4, three of these fourths crf a unit). A

fourth dimension is psychological in nature. In particular, one might ist



about the capabilities needed to understand a number such as "2/3". One

might speculate that processing represented by class inclusion tasks might

be basic ro being able.to use the appropriate unit in developing rational

number ideas. ?belting (1978, Welting and Gagne, 1980) suggest that two

staged processing would also be necessary (e.g., 2/3<14/7 because 2/3 ' 4/8.1\

4/64 4/7). The complex nature of rational numbers mathematically and symbol-

ically suggests complex neurological and psychologicel processing as well.

The fifth dimension concerns the matiremstical thinking tools a person uses

to cope with and develop rational number)deas. Such tools may result from

direct instruction either formally or informally. With respect to whole num-

bers one such.thinkIng tool or constructive mechanism is counting. Three

mechanisms useful In ra'ional number Idea construction are unit recdonition,

equivalence (as a thinkitg tool rather than a formal mathematical notion) and

partitioning.

It is beyond the scope of thls essay to further elaborate all five dimensions

described above or to detail their interaction. However, much as unit. suc-

cessor, counting and corresponding ace critical to whole number development,

the constructive mechanisms mentioned above are critical to rational number

development._ it Is the purpose 0 this paper to discuss In some detail the

mechanisms of unit recognition and partitioning. This discussion will cut-

e mlnate in the consideration of the work of students in grades four through

elgit pn four kinds of rational number thinking.

Constructive Mechanisms

Unit Recognition 1r a stqdy of performance on number line tasks toviiiis

(lgAl in press) noted that grade 7 students had difficulty In identifying

rational number points such as 1/3 on the number line In face of_ a line of_

2 rather than one unit of length. A common error NM for the student to in-

dicate the oointi2j3 (one third of the way from 0 to 4 on the number line).

Babcock (i978) ft un on basal measurement tasks Involving fractional parts .

that choosing the unit was difficult for students in grades 4 and 6.

0
There are several ways In which the concept of unit and the mechanism of unit

recognition manifest themselves In the context of rational numbers. Hunting

(1980) considered the case of unit recognition under a discrete part-whole

manifestation of rational numbers. thus In finding 2/3 of 12 objects one must

consider the objects as units then third: as units of units (sets of 4) and

two thirds s a unit of units of units, (a set of 2 sets of 14 out of 3 such
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sets). In this case choosing or identifying the unit Is a 'Wlat shall we

count"*problem.

Although tkis concept of unit as a set of (one or more) objects has use in a

parts of a whole concept, It is based on an 4IDMistic concept of unit. A

,rational nwnber unit, in general on the other hand is a partible one, at least

In theory. Recognizing objects as at once units for counting and as partible

units is one level of the unit recognition problem. Pothier (1981) found that

young childrentS6 - 6) had diff:culty dIviding'7, 9, or even 3 cookies evenly

between two children. In each case they found they had an "extra or "too

few" cookies (i.e., they sew ccwskies as counting units). When asked to divide

one cookie between two children, this unit concept suddenly changed and they

"shared" the cookie (i.e., they saw the cookie as a partible unit). After

this prompt, they could easly solve the other sharing problems (I 1/2, 2 112,

3 1/2 cookies per person).

Another rational number unit concept is unit of comparison. Thus when one

ties the nunber 3/4 to some reality one says 3/4 of something (quantitative).

If one con;iders the aoltiplicative manifestations of rational numbers (ratio

nuvbers end operators) the role of this unit Is more abstract and algebraic

in nature If a person is applying rational numbers in a ratio situation, a

unit or "whole" must be arbitrarily selected. For example, In 4 group in

which there are 3 girls for each boy 'One might say that 3/4 of the 212LIE are

girls but would be less likely'to say there are 1/3 tot for each girl. Fin-

ally to an operator setting a 3/4 operator maps one quantity to another and

the unit of coinparison Is the unit or identity operator. Here the rational

nudaer is describing relationship and not a quantity, hence unit has a spe-

cial meaning.

Partitionial

the last thinking tool or thought-action to be considered Is partitioning

the act uf dividing a quantity into a given number of parts which are

thvmselves quantitatively equal. There are a nonber of levels of this

behaviour (Kitren 1980, Potriler 1981).

The first level of partitioni g takes two foras either focussing-al the

separatiun into the correct number Of prices or an equality of piece or part

size without reference to numi.cr. A second level Is a combination of these

two with a division Into the given nutber of parts, followed by an attempt to

Gi 1



"even up" the parts. The third level Is algorithmic In nature. This is shown

for example, In "dealing out" behaviour In the discrete case or successive

halving behaviojr in the continuous ca.-a. A key feature of this partitioning

is that the child Is convinced that the action guarantees a partition. It Is

Important to note that a person could have an algorithm for a particular

situation-(e.g., discrete object, or eighthi) but exhibit first level beha-

viour . other situations (e.g., thirds). A fourth level entails the relat-

ing of the result of a partition to nunber (in particular rational numbees).

' Thus while Algorithmic partitioner is certain of thexegual nature of the

Partition, the numerical partItioner can answer "how much" or "how big" in

rational number terms. Both persons would be able to solve a particular prob-

lem. The latter: would be able to integrate the experience Into a wider

mathematicial context.

The interaction and the need for coordination of the dimensions of knawledge

building exhibits itself In the partition act. Partitioning differs depending

on the nature of the material to be partitioned. Sone categories of parti-

tioning tasks are discrete (objects which cannot be subdivided), contlnous

(e.g., a rectangular cake), discrete but continuous (e.g., mini-pizzas which

are both covisoing and partible units), continuous but unitized (e.g., connec-

ted paper towels), continuous but prepartItIoned (e.g., a scored chocolate

bar), and discrete but unitized (a dozen eggs).

These Is also an obvious connection between partitioning and division. In

fact, the standard division algorithm symbolizes standardized partit1oning

repeatedly by 10 and sharing.

Theoretically the three thinking tools allow, a person to generate rational

number ideas. Partitioning, equivalence (guantitativel, and unit recognition

allow a person to realize when 3/4 3/4 (e.g., different partitions of the

saw unit) and that 1/3 can be greater than 1/2 (e.g.. 1/3 of a large unit is

greater than 1/2 of a smiller unit). Equivalence and partitioning and unit

recognition generates order and density properties. Partitioning and first

qvantitativg equivalence and inter formal equivalence allow for the notion of

addition, while internal equivalence as well as paitItionIng can be used to

yenevate multiplication.



The questiGn is do children and youny adults exhibit any of these thinking

tools when faced with rational number problem solving tasks To answer that

question the complete (written) protocals of a random sample of 52 grade 6,

7 and 8 students as they worked on four rationa, number tasks. These proto-

opts were selectedirom those of all grade 6 pupils-in two schools and all

grade 7 and 8 pupils in a large junior high school in a small Alberta cif;

with a mining, lumbering and petroleum based economy. These four tasks'were

part of a larger Rational Nunber Thinkln9 Test (reliability .92). They re-

quired the test taker to figurally share pizzas or chocolate bars among a

number of persons and to report the amount of each fair Share. From a

mathematical point of viewitwo tasks involved positive rational numbers les

than one and two used rationals greater than one. Two tasks Involved per-

forming a division of pre-prtitiored units (chocolate bars), on one of these

the partition could be used to directly solve the problem.

Due to the scope of this paper, the analysis given below is limited in two

ways. First, it is limited in che kinds of tasks analyzed. Second the ana-

lysis focusses primarily on the partitioning mechanisms used and in a set.on-

dary way on unit and equivalence.

Results

The results of the protocal analysis are sunmarlzed in Tables 1 - 4. The first

categories in the four tables were first derived independently by the two in-

vestigators. After cltssification was attempted using each set consensus was

reached on final categories. These categories thlegh grounded in the data,

represent a close.match with previous theorizing.on partitioning (Kieren, 1980).

Using derived categories thtre was a .97 coefficient of agreement between

the investigators on the indeAndent clafsification of Individual student

task prolocals.

9)
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Discussion

As'one can see the response categories are similar across the four t4s4s. In

fact the active categories could have been'collapsed to three.

The first of these would entail a.physical exploration with an evening out of

given number of parts used as a strategy. The categories "halving", "chords",

"Ignoring remainder" would fit here. The second collapsed category would in-

volve behaviours which could be said to entail a physical algorithm and would

InClude the "sequential.% "repeated division", "2 radii.% "3 radii" categoriet.

The third general Category would be mathematical. From a study of protocals

this category collected_procedures In which the sUbjact appeared to solve th,'

problem s3mbolfrally and then drew his or her representation. Such represen-

tations always entailed only the fewast physical moves.

The use ot mere extensive category system was done to Illustrate the wide

variety of constructive partitioning behavipur used'by these middle school

pupils even though the problems should have been relatively simple for them

mathematically; with the exception of the "3/4" problem, over two thirds of

this saMple attempted to use a physical problem solving approach. These

approaches usually showed an attention to the nature of the problem. For

example, one grade 7 boy deliberx. 'Y partitioned eactrof 4 pines In 3 dif-

fc,ent ways to ensure that persones'fair share of "four thirds" wasn't jeo-

pandiled by the systematic mistake In cutting.

Pothler (1981) In a study of partitioning behaviour in children aged 5 8

'suggests that non-unit fractional numbers arise from combinations of a unit

fraction partition. A study of these categories shows that partitioning in

non-unit situations goes beyond the simple repetition of simple partitions

Le.g., repeated divisions). Further such acts are influenced by the partit-

ioning situation - controst the resbits for the two "4/3" problems.

Two general performance patterns can be observed In the data. With the

exceptio, the "4/3 chocolate bar" problem, there Is a dramatic Improvement

In performance with age. The largest change In correct perforMance occurs

from grade 6 to grade 7. Yet in terms of categories the grade 7.subjects dif-

fered from the grade 8 subjects. The grade 7 subjects appeared successful

through4the use of physical algorithms wheras the grade 8 success was based

on mathematicarsolution.

The impact of the pholcs1 situation is seen es contrasting performances on

the two pre-partitioned problems. In the case of the "3/4" problem the
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partktion fit tkte solution. In this case many students considered the unit

to.pe the "piece of the bar" and gave the hathematicaj solution V. 4- 4 . 6

pletes. Ihis problem and strategy appeared easiest for the subjects,partic-
.

ularly the wade 7 girls who achieved significintly better than their male

counterparts. (This was the only significatit sex difference in the grade level

tolais although there are some In ing t4tterns of catigory differences.) ,

In relating division and rational numbor,thp choice of partitionable unit is

important. In describing the amobnt of the fair sttaresstudents uscd either

a discrete - "6 pieces" or fractional - "3/4 bar" - unit. in this case of the .0

"3/4 chocolate bar", 44 percent. used discrete unitl 'As noted above many

students solved this problem as a whoWnumber d:vIslon propleA. Alithough the

other chocolate bar, setting had "pieces" only n percent 'uaed a discrete unit

here and less thao Il percent uses/such a unit in tha other two settings. tr.'

Thas students seemed to realize tho fractional nature of these particular pro-

blems as reflected in their uhrt choice.
0

Ths.uses of equivalence mechanisms are more AffIcult to observe In thesn dao.

Although this hypothesis would beer testing in careful clinical Interviews. It

would ap0ear that students using physical algorithms also mainly use quanti-

4 tative rather than more formal equivalence thinking. Thls'Is particularly evident

In the sequential category In Tables 3 a...4 4. There was also evidence of

known pair equivalence (I/3 . 2/6, 3/4 6/8, 4112 . 1/31 in many mathenutical

category performances and few physical algorithms (e.g., diameter sixths in

Table I) performances.

4.
1 Conclusion ,

The data summarized in the tables above Illustrated that students can and lo

use a variety of informal thinking methods in solving problems to which they

relate. Students, particularly those In Grade 7, used physiCal aleorithmic

partitioning to successfu ly solve rational nmnber problems. Such partition-

iL
ing ectivity related to A. Ir perceptions of unit - discrete or partItIonable-

. and seemed to entail a quantitative notion of aquivalence. It would appear

that these mechanisms can be lbserved in children's behaviour, might be useful

in a description of Maw a person builds up rational number constructs, and

might be more deliberately considered in rationai-nuater curriculums even for

stvdents In upper middle school grades. Ratinnal number knowledge buirt un-

der alch circumstances might better be about quantitative situations. and

not simply about symbolic manipulation.
,
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PROCESS PATTERNS IN TNE SOLUTION OF

VISUAL AND NON-VISUAL PROBLEMS

Cereld Kula, Patricia P. Campbell, Martha L. Frank, and Cary Talsca

Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana

The protocols and problems from four studies of problem solving in gra.des 6
through were attalyzed. Initially problems vete categorized as visual or
non-visual using Krutctskii's definitions. Solvers were classified as visual
or non-visual accordirk to their reliance on 1124 of drauings and diagrams
when solvIng all problens. Analysis of the process-sequence data indicated
that non-visual problem were characterized by less overt representation by
non-visusl subjects. Subjects iersieted and were more likely to succeed in
their approaches when the problem type matched their strategy preference.

Xrctritsitil (1976) issembled four different series of non-routine problems to

investigate what ha defined as two tyi, of'mathematical abilities, namely

the visual-piCtorial and the verbal-1.6scal components of thinking. One of

these series was composed of problems which represented different levela of

"visuality," diet in problems which, to a greeter or lesser degree, suggested

a graphic or visual representation and problems which, according.to Krutetskil,

could be solved with more or less ease by use of a figural or pictorial ap-

proach. This !tweet ligation followed Xrutetskii's theme as it questioned the

Interaction of specific subject (preference for figural versus analytic strate-

gies) and task variables (viscal.or' non-visual problems).

In particular, the problems used in four different problem solving studies wero

categorized re being visual or non-visual. These studies all used die "think

sloud" authodolOgy to elucidate the processet or strategies employed by students

dS they solved non-routine eathematical word problems. 'Visual and non-visual

treparation of talk paper was supported by the National c.fente Foundation under
Orant U. SED-79715996 Any opinions, findings, ccn.ausions, or recommendations '

/expressed are those of the authors and do not hecersarily reflet the views of
the National Science Foundation.
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solvers were identified. Following cJding of the protocols, the process-sequence

data were analysed to determine (1) the ease of representation of visual and non-

visual problem by all subjects. (2) the persistence of use of Lhe visual or

non-visual solution approach across all types of problems, and (3) the level of

success of both the visual and the non-visual solvers when attempting problems

representing the different levels of vienclity.

It hes been established thst spatial ability is a good predictor of problem-

eolving performance (Werdelin, 1938; Wilson 6 Beale, 1972), especially if the

problems are "visual" in Krutetskii's sense (Moses, 1978). Information

processing theorists view problem wolving as a process of ge.erating successively

more elaborate relational networks among the Initial problem components and

among additimel relations and comporents generated in the process of ochieving

Stthe problem network of relations vhich a problem solver has generated

at a given he solution process is called the representation of the

problem at that point (Newell 6 Simon, 1972). R h concerning spatial

ability has found that subjects with high spatial ability tend to perceive

problems holistically. as geetalt, uhilm subjezts uith low opatiel ability

tend to have a more analytic, piecemeal perception of problems, focusing on

details (Snith, 1964; Werdelin, 1958). Thus an individual having high apatial

ability should Denote capable of generating relations and, from the information

processing perspective, night be expected to be more successful problem solver.

Greeno (1977) proposes three criteria for evaluatimi the "goodness" of under-

standing in, a problem salving mitestion. Good understanding involves achievenent

of a coherent representation!. reprementations can very in the degree to which

their covenant. art related in a compact structure. Note that an individual

with high spatial ability would be expected to exhibit a high degree of coherence

in problem representations. Good understanding requires a close correspondence

betwer'n the solver's representation anditthe problem itself; some representations

way lead to rather artificial solutions. Good understnadine also involves

connectedneesy the extent to which sole-see representation is related to previ-

ous knowledge.

The criterion of special interest here ie correspondence. According to Cratno's

theory. if subject is presented a "visual" problem, there w!ll be a better

understanding of the problem if the internal representation us ',patio/ rather
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than numerical or verbal-symbolic (Creeno 1977, p. 76). In this study it ;e:

assumed that such special internal wuuld manifest iteelf

through thi use of diagrams or figures. Thus the focus of this study was to

determine if there wak evidence to support the hypothesis of a correspondence

between problem type (visual or non-visual) and solution processes (as

indicators of internal tepresentation).

METHOD

Data Source. One-hundred and eighty young adolescents (grades 6 through 9)

were ihdivodually interviewed by one of four interviewers (Days, 1978;

Hutcherson, 1976; Kilpatrick, 1968; Konsin, 1961) as they attempted to solve

a set Of non-routine athematics problems. The subjects represented variety

of demographic characteristics froa four different geographic locations

(Indiana, Wisconsin, California and Texas). Tlie interviewers were all educators

who were,knowledgeable in mathematics and the psychology of mathematical

reasoning. These interviews were recorded to produce a set of tepee procotols

which were forwardel to due Hathemstical Problem Solving processes Project.

The protocols were then coded by one of the four investigators using a modifi-

cation of the process-sequence coding schema developed by the Smith (1977) group

and described in Lucaw et sl. (1979).

The process data codes wera initially analyzed :0 determine visual (those who

consistently relied on dr/1rings or diagrams as their solution approach across

sll types of problems) and non-visual solvers (those who consistently avoided

use of flgures and relied upon logical reasoning). Following a ranking, the

271 rule (McCabe, 1980) wee followed to identify 48 visual and 48 non-visual

solvers from the original population of 180 subjects. The visual solvera used

figures or dis;rams to solve more than a third of the problems they ware pre-
.

seated. The non-visual solvers did not use pictorial representations for any

of their problems.

Procedure. The method used to select problems for this analysis was based on

Krutetskil's,classification according to the degree of wieuality in solutions

(Krutetakii, 1976). Krutetskil used series of both geometry and arithmetic

problems. The arithmetic problems were divided into three types: visual,

average, and mental. Opinions of teacher*, as well as consideration of
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students' solutions, were used by Krutetetil to classify a problem. The visual

(V) category contained those problems for vhIch the easiest method of solution

vas to use a figure or diagram. 'liege problems could also be_so!ved by verbal

tem:ening, but it was considered to be more difficult to use that method. The

problem: in the ge (A) group were approximately equally easy to olve

using either visual or verbal-logical methcds. The problems in the mental (H)

category were those vlich did-not require vistu". concepts. These were most

easily solved by verbal-logical reesoning.

Some of the problems available on the tapes,were identical to the problems In

KrUtetskii's series. Others bad alight changes in lyntax or context. The re-

mainder of the problems in this study did not occur in grutetakii's problem

series XXIII, but his definitions were used tc clmsify them initially. Sixteen

problems were selected for analysie. Tor each of there problsas, an analysis

of the process-uequence codes for all the subjects who attempted to solve the

problem was performed to determine the proport!on o: subjects who used a figure

oto diagram in the!r solution. The 16 problems were then ranked according to

the proportions. Problems which rdnked in the upper 272 were classified as

visual problems. Problems ranked In the Iower 272 were classified as non-

visual problems. Thus four visual and four aon visual problems constituted the

problem series for the remainder et the analysis.

Examples of visual and non-visual problem: ire given belows

Visual ptablem An airline passenger fell asleep wnen he had traveled half way.
When he awoke thP distance remaining co go vas half the instance he had traveled
stifle asleep. what part of the way did he sleep?

Non-visual problem: A can of gasoline weighs 8 pounds. Half the gasoline is
poured out of it. The can of gasoline now weighs 4.5 pounds. How much does
the can weigh without the gasoline?

The results of this initial analysis suggest that there are some problems for

%filch s elatively high percentage of subjaets tend to draw figure and some

Problcrs fdr which few, if any, subjects draw figures. Hovever, for a number of

Itutetskii's probleme, evaluation of the solution processes utilized by the

subjects in this study did not confirm hie classification scheme (nee Table 1).

Table I

Visual A-1, VI, H1-2, H2-1

Non-Visum A2-1. A2-2

Not Classified M2-2, V2, H1-1
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Frequency distributions of the process codes for each ,subject and problem group

were performed at each problem solution step. Also, for each process, the mean

number of secureness in the coded sequence string was computed.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The analyses of process codes support the hypothesis thet visual and non-visual

problem solvers perform differently. These differences ere enhanced on problems

classified as either visual or non-visusl. Table 2 shows the proportion correct

for each group on each problem type. The results clearly indicate that subjects'

solution approach matched to problem typo produces the best performance.

Table 2

Proportion Correct

Subj;cts

Problem
V

N -V

V H -V

757:9_.23 .46

When strategy and probLem type are sia-matched, subjects are more likely to

abandon the problem (see Table 3), Subjects ato rely on diagrams appear to

Table 3

Proportion Abendoning Problem (Strategy)

Subjects

Problem

V

V 104 (.35)

N-V L.is (.23)

N-V

.13 (.07)1

.00 (.15)

be mote likely to change their strategy, especially when solving visual

problems. Perhaps the diagrams do not offer ufficient auppott to finish the

problems, making a new approach nec aaaaa y. At the sese time, the external repre-

sentation makes it possible for the subject to leave the problem without loss of

the understanding of problem relationships. The diagram can thus serve as a

device which supporta flexibility in the solution approach.

The most important function of a diagram is to aid in understanding and repre-

swains the problem. Table 4 presence the sequence of solution steps and the

lii
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use of the process that was coded as "separates", that io, the recognition of

pro,lea eleeents end relaticnshipa. It appears that on non-visual problems,

tbe ubjects who are les. dependent on diagrams exhibit less overt analysio

of the problem. They may understand the problem more completely drins the

Table 4

Percent of Subject Using "Separates" at Each Step

Solution Step

Subjects Problem 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

-,

10

Visual V 40 19 12 10 10 12 4 8 12

31 31 0 8 23 8 0 8 8
..,

V 39 13 7 7 7 13 7 7 0

Visual U-V 21 6 8 0 8 6 10 0 2

initial reading than do the visual solvers. This difference doze not appear

on visual problems, indicating that the internal representation of these

problems may be more difficult. The lack of a difference on problem types for_

visual solvers provides evidence that 3nY internal visual representation that

takes place during the initial reading does not reduce the amount of processing

necessary later.

It should be noted that these results do not attempt to categorize cot charac-

terize subjects according to visual imagery or spatial ability. Subjects may

dram diagrams because they cannot visualize (Hoses, 1978) or because they do

visualize and wish to represent these images externally. These data are being

analyzed further to provide other ineights and explanations for the differential

success in problem understanding and representation.
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CHILDREN'S CONSTRUCTION OF RI-DIRECTIONAL EQUALITY A TEACHING EXPERIMENT

Ed Labinowict
California State University

Northridge

This paper dscribes k teaching experiment with second-grade
children designed to provoke a reconstruction of their uni-
directional View of equality in the context of equality sen-
tences at higher levels of matheuatical relations. Piaget's
developeental-constructivist framework served as the basis
for designing the intervention and the selection of children.
This study sheds light on the process of reconstruction as
well as on a method of interacting with children that facili-
tates this process. Although novel notions of bi-directional
equality were demonstrated by the children in different situ-
ations during the 12-day intervention, total integration of
the.concept was not achieved.

INTRODUCTION

Although mathematicians make no distinction between left and right sides of equality

sentences, elementary school chkidren do make such distinctions. Wereas mathema-

ticians view equality sentences as equivalence relations having reflexive, symmetric

and transitive properties, children read their own meanings into the symbols.

r Interviews by Rehr, Nichols and Erlwanger (1976) and by Van de Waite (1980) reveal

that elementary school chitdcrn read narrow meanings of equality into equality sena__

tences The researchers also report the children's resistance to those relations

that mathemaCicians find "implicit" in equality sentences. Most children reject

equality sentences written in the following forms, 8 . 5 3, 5 + 3 6 2 or

8 a 8, correcting them to conform to a rigid left-to-right format.

Equality Sent'ence hild's Reaction Resistence to Equivalence Relations

8 5 3 Wrong or backwards/
Corrects as 5 3 . 8

Doesn't grasp the symmetric
property of equivalence.

5 ) A 2 Wrong/ Corrects As Resists the transitivity property
5 3 8 and 6 + 2 8 of the equivalence relation.

4 4 Wrong /Corrects sg
4 4 0 or 4 + 4 8

Unable to ascribe meaning to 4 4

0 terms of the numbers being the
Same.

114



Also, Instead of talking about the "." sign in terms of "is the same as" or "is

another name fur," most children refer to it only as "equals." They explain the

sign as s "do something signal" for finding the answer or separating.it from the

problem. Whereas mathematicians vie., the equality sentence as a representalion

of static relations of equivalence, elementary chool children tend to view it

as a representation of action on objects. An arrow pointed to Cht right (--D)

would be sore representative of children's understanding of equality than the

mathematicians' equality sign (Nichols, 1976, Denmark, 1976). Not only does the

concept of bi-directional equality appear to be eiutle for elementary school

children but for high schoolers as well (Kieran, 1980).

Despite the resistance of elementary school children to novel formats of equality

sentences when presented rn writin:, their responses to oral statements of equality

are more flexible (Behr, et al., 1976). Many chtldren will accept statements such

as, "Eight is the same as flve plus three," as being correIct. Thus, in many chil-

dren's minds there extst opposing views of equality of which they seem unaware.

Children's inaftility to tnterpret "." as a bridge between two quantitatively

equivalent expressions may be the direct result of their instruction. A survey

of primary school teXtbookl in mataematics by Denmark (1976) indicated a lack of

systematic instruction in equality as a relation. Ginsburg (1977) points out that

children's unidtrectional view of equality is consistent with the single model

presented in-ehe textbooks. Van de Walle (1980) attributes children's narrow view

3...? 8f equalii3ite2-'6e format of workbook presentations of exercises as tasks for

which answers are to be determined, e.g., 5 4. 3 . Therefore, the limited

treatment of equality in most elementary textbooks may be the cause of the limited

view of equality held by children throughout the gradeu.

llie preceding hypothesis was tested by Denmark (1976) in a teaching experiment

with first graders having no prior instruction in equality senteaces. For several

months, children were exposed to a variety of sentence forms which could be

modeled with objects on a balance. At the conclusion of the experiment, the chil-

dren demonstrated greater flexibility in reading and accepting different sentence

forms. (et, nearly all of them viewed equality as uni-directional, regardless of

the written form. The; equals sign still indicated the location of the answer,

either on the right or lett side of the equality sentence. Denmark concluded
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that the first-grade children's limited view of equality relations was not explained

solely by instruction and that their ability and intellectual development were also

contributing factors. ,

Piaget's developmental constructivist position predicts a uni-directional 'view cf

equality for preoperational e.i'iren in terms ot irre eeee ibility in their thinking

about the part-part-whole relation. On the other hand, it suggests that the emerg-

ing logical operations (reversibility, compensation, identity and transitivity) in

the concrete operational stage of children's intellectual development are capable

of supporting the construction of ti-directional equality. These assumPtiops were

applied in the selection of children for the teaching experiment.

Another assumption ,f Tiaget's developmental-constructiviat posieion is that chil-

dren construct their mon mathematical relations through interaction of existing

conceptual structures and their environment. Learning experiments designed within

Piaget's equilibration model (Inliilder, Sinclair !trivet, 1974) have demonstrated

how children's reconstructions at higher levels of understanding can be provoked

by intensifying this interaction. The teaching experiment, described here, was

designed according to Cenevan.guidelines.

PROCEDURE

Preliminary Interviews with Children, Since children's new constructions will

integrate existing ones, it is essential to first have an intimate knowledge of

children's views of equality. A series of three clinical interviews with thirty

second-grade child.co over a four-month period produced a pool of information on

children's responses to a variety of tasks pertaining to equality.

Selection of Though-provoking Tasks. Tasks likely to provoke children to rethink

and to integrate their existing notions towards bi-directionality were identified.

Different coubinations of these tasks were tested with the above children in the

third interview. Combinations of tasks that resulted in either disequilibrium or

partial reconstruction for same children were retained for the teaching experiment.

Examples of such tasks are described below.

e



1 tsk Rationale fur Selection

,Represa-ncicg Pirtitionint Patterns

The. Lhildren observe as rows of szx
Othello pieces are partitioned by flip-
ping inreasing numbers vt pieLes and
exposing another color They are
asked to prect "names for six" for
subsequent rows>,,The children write
equality sentences'4howing all the
names for six. "If you know that
every row has six. can you start your
number sentences with six?"

"Read youy number sentence without saying
the word 'equals. Hake up your own words
in its place."

"How come you put a ',Ina sign in all of
your number sentences? Did you really
put more pieces on the board?"

OC00000
11C000

:40000000000

This situation provides a'phys-
context in which children will
be less resistant to writing
single numeral on the left

side of the equality sentence.

Children are provoked to rethink
of addition and subtraction in a
static relationsh.p and to in-
vent synonyms for "equals" in
thi. context.

Representing Equalization of Sets

"Huw can you make the balance 42-2,2e12-
even with the table top? What
do you notice abolt die blocks IP,-
whvn Lhe balanLe is even?"

"Write a numper sentance allOg all
that you did. . . 1 notiLe that ypu
wrote different.Aentences Are they
both jnst aS goo,' or does one of them
fit bettierl"

In presenting the problem, the .

position of the larger set is
varied to provoke the child to
consider the possibility of
matching the order of the spa-

s bolic record with-the-physical_
context and writing 8 5 3.

If equaliz.d by taking away
blocks, the child could write
5 - 1.

Representing Humber Story Problems

Children are asked to match dilferent
story problems with different physical
models fur the same equality sentence.
The situations modelad are. separating
or joining, part-part-whole. uqualizing
And comparison, (Carpenter et al, 1981)

children construct physical models fur
orally-presented story problems and
represent them with equality sentences.

In dealing with different
classes of problems, the
children are provoked to
rethink and expand their
view of equality to incor-
porate static relations.

11 7
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By exposing children to a range of physical tasks, a conflict between opposing

interpretations is initiated which may lead to a successful reorganization of

ideas.

Pro nt. Six end-of-the-year second graders in a textbook-oriented math

plagram!let'e given a pre nt of understanding of equality concepts and

Piagetian tasks in a series of two clinical intevviews. Four of these children

were selected tor participation in the teething experiment based on their uni,-

directional view of equality and their demonstration of at least two logical

operations on Piagetian tasks. Although,these children lacked sophisticated

notion of equality, they were judged to be developoentally close enough to

consider thl tasks selected for the interventpn.

Intervenitn. During each seesion an attempt was made to ptovide Optimal possi-

bilities for interaction as th: children tested thdir existing notions of.equality

in r range of novel_physical contexts and were confronted with feedback from a variz

ety of sources Thus testing, discussing, and evaluating ideas was the setting /or

reconstruction of equality concepts at higher levels of mathematical relations. The

chilUiinivere entouraged to make their own generalizations'following experiences

that had the potential for provoking them to do so. The intensive interactions

were videotaped and analyzed prior to planning for the next session. Twelve ses-

sions of 45 minutes duration were scheduled over a three-week petiod.

The role of the investietor included an expansion of the sensitive clinical inter-

viewer's role described by Opper (1977). Further int oo tct:on .ms facilitated by

juxtaposing selectod zhildren s responses to sharpen the focus on any contradictions

and inviting their reaction. Thete gentle confrontations focused on either con-

flicting notions expressed by the Sane child in different contexts, conflicting

notions held by other children in the same group, or, conflicting notions held by

a hypothetical child of the same a:c. The latter notion WAS introduced by -the In-

vesfigetor as a counter suggestion. A delicate aspect of this role is to avoid

imposing adult Authority into the children's discussions, while maintaining a

friendly,'neutral manner dueing the intense inteiactions. The ihvestigator

attempted to accept each chili's response without any judgmen* of his own. A

further attempt was made,to consider each response carefully as a potential indi-

cator of the -hild's curient level cf thinking and as ource of hunches for the

next question to ask or the next situation to devise.

lId
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Delayed Post-asse.sment A clinical (nterview i:ondected one month following the

interventiin, employed buth familiir und novel tusks to assess' the depth and sta

bility of,the childrens cilderstanding of bi-directional eqetlity.

RESULTS

In the course of the incsivention, the children riot only demonstrated glove!, more

sophcated responses, bet also vacillated between sophisticated and unsophis-

ticated respontes in different'contexts prior to integrating their view of equality.

Piaget identified both vacills s and partial constructions as essential, inter-

mediate levels In the con.. ecMion process. One of the partial constructions demon-

strated by the children the matching of an equality sentence to the order of a

421F1(9" Li

specific phyiical context.

%
-Aof

Level interpretation

Uni directional, context independwnt. There is only one way to write a
number sentence (left to right) regardless of the physical contekt it
represents. (5 8)

"8i-directiona1," context dependent There is more than one wsy to write
a number sentence, but it is the ph-ysical context that determines which
way it needs to by writtent i.e., the sentence must match the order of
the physical context. (8 . 5 3) /

Ail-directional, context independent. (Generalizing beyond the context)
There is more ,than ine way to write a number sentence bat the context is
not important It is the relationship that counts regardless of the
order of writing and physical context. The same retationship is ex-
pressed by 8 5 3 and 5 3 8.

The expresbion uf all three of the Above viewpoints within a group orfour children

led to some lively discussions and eventual reconstructions. Within Itiaget's tramel

work, botlivaciliations and porilul constructions are indtcators of progress towards

nigher levels ot understanding.

Despite the precautions Laken to reduce the influence of adult authority in the dis-

cussions and to redirect day datferences to the ,cithorit) of ctilidten's own logic:.

unuther iour-e uf outhority interfered with children's progress. With the limit.cd

treatment of equality in the children's muth textbook, one of the arguments pre-

sented ugatnat the acceptunce ot the novel eqqality sentence formats was, "It's

tI
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not in the math hook!" One child vacillated between rational justifications of the .

novel formats and Concern; for the authority of the textbook. However, the sequence

of activities and subsequence discussions provoked another,chifd to confront the

authority of the textbook In a distinct demonstration.of intellectual autonomy,

she sssss ted, "It doesn't matts:

W
if it's in the math book or not, just as longtas

-c

what you think if S right."

1111

The following indicators of bi-directignality were demonstrated within the group of

foil children, both during the course of the intervention and during the pre

rent:

- acceptance, justification And continued usage of novel sentence formats,

- invention and continued ueage of feJltional synonyms for "equals",

-,generaliration of relationships exetessed in equality sentences beyond

mpeoific physical contexts.

Although d onstrating greater sophisication than the first grader.. in Denswak!oi

study (1976), these second graders still thought.of the equal- sign As an indica-

tor of the location of the answer, regardless of its location on the left or right

side of the equality sentence.

Ili-directional equality is a multi-faceted concept vhome complexity ka masked in

the economy of the mathematician's representationthe equality sentence As

pointed out by Fuson (1979), the sashe equality seni.ence can represent a range of

mathematically- and miluationally-different types of number-story problems. The

interpretation of its elements (t, 0) will vary with each one. This study

shows that second-grade children demonstrating at least two logical operations

can comstruct and grapple with notions of bi-directionality. Although they demon-

strated considerable. progress, they were unable to coordinate all aspects of the

multi-faceted.colicept within the time constraints Ilk( the study.

Understanding end meaningfulness are'rarely if ever "all
or none" frasights in either the senhe of being achieved
instantaneously or in the sense of embracing the whole of
a concept and its implications at one time (Jones, 1959,
p I).

IP
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APPLIM MATHEMATICAL PROFILER SOLIIINC PROCESSES

NEEDED BY MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENTS 1H THE SOLUTION OF EVERYDAY PROSLENS

Richard tech
Eric Hamilton

Marsha Landau

Northwestern University

Our presentation will discuss several interrelated components of s current

-NSF-funded research project designed to identify and investizite processes

.needed by average ability middle school students when they attempt to use

elementary mathematics concepts to solve problems in realistic everyday

situations. Theoretical perspectives of the project, and past research

which contribated to it* design end imptementation, have been summarized

elsewhere M-(sh, Note 1, 1981) .This paper briefly descrihes a portion of

the project that will be taking place throughout the fooll semester of

1981' (approximately sixteen weeks).

The malor goal of the fall segment of the prolect le to conduct daily
ohservatIons of approximately eighteen seventh graders as they work,

individually or in groups of three, on problems designed.by the prniect

staff to elicit important processes, 'skills, and understandings that are

needed in the solution of everyday mathematics proble4. A series of

"hackgroun4 measures" will be administered during the fitst two weeks of

the fall semester. These measures will coneeru verbal ability, spatial

'ability, general intelligence, creativity, field d'pendence, cognitive

restructuring capabilities, memory capabilities, reflectivity-impulsivity,

attitudes towards mathematics endsproblem solving, anxiety about mathematics,

and locus of control. Their/ill also measure specific prere4uisite under-

standings and procedural knowledge that underly the problems to be pre-

sented in later sessions throughout the fall. The goal is to. develop a

profile of es^11 student that is as complete and comprehensive es possible

within the time constraints of the project.

Some of the backgrknd measures talil be given me pre= and post tests to

help he learning effects of the problem solving experiences that

1 9 ')



the stodents will be provided other measures, or the theoretical con

structs underlying other measures, will foroish perspectives for inter

pretiog the behavior of individual students in various pr.Alem situations

At least two days pee week the students will work in groups of three on

problems designed to require approximately 30-60 minutes of activity

One 4server will be assigned to each group. Audio rapes will be made Of

all group problem solving sessions, and videotapes well be made of at

least one third of the groups. lhese tapes will be condensed into written

protocols accospanied by observer interpretation.. Observational schemes

and protocol analysis procedures have been developed during the first year

of the project and will be discussed during our presentation.

One day per wcek will be devoted to worksheets, designed for individual

students, focusing on particular problem types, processes, or student

capabilities, or on particular stages in the problem solving prIceis.

Noncomputational and non-answer giving proc sssss will be given special

attention. All of the information used to interprit student performance

on these worksheets will be derived from the responses thet were given. No

attempt will be made eo monitor the unrecorded steps that were ;Aiken to

produce recorded responses. Individual interviews will be required for

process oriented testing sessions, which will occupy the remaining two

days of each school week. Examples will be given during our presentation

to illustrate some of the kinds of interviews we will be using.

brhereper porsible, problems and test items were borrowed from existing

materials, standardized te.ats, or past research or curriculum develo?-

went projects. In many cases, however, new problems had to be created

and piloted during the first year of the project.

4

rhe kinds of problems we have developed involve no sore than elementary

arithmetic, measuresent, and geometry concepts; they are es much like

"candid camera" situations as we were able to devise for use in class-

room environment simulations. The problems involve 'family finances

(e.x , balancing checkbook, planning a vacation, starting lawn mowing

business, estimating the effect of inflation), measurement situations

(e.g., estiumting distances using different kinds of maps, porchasing
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enough wallpaper to cover given room exactly), predicting trends from

tables of date, and other problems that might reasonably occur In the

everyday lives of youngsters and their families.

The solutions to the problems range in length from sixty seconds to as

mmch as sixty minutes. Often variety of different solutions are possible,

varying in sophistication or complexity, and variety of solution paths

may be vailatle, rangins from using concrete models to using abstrsct

symbols. Special attention hes been given to probleus ir which "non

answer giving" stages of problem solving are important, e.g., question

sking, problem refinement, modeling (i.e., simplifying the situation to

fit available models-or creatina/modifying models to At the situation,

selecting approplitte reiresentstion s>stems, ev*Iustion trim' solutions,

etc.).

. -

IMIlike the case with many typical word problems, readint the problem In not

expected to he a source of difficulty: The questions emerge from concrete

situations that re quite familiar to the stndents. Th. problem s to

find solution, not to hoterpret the meaning of the problem situation.

Unlike many mathematical puzzles, no "clever mathematical tricks" ore

deeded in the solution procedures. all of the problems involve straight-

forward uses of easy to itntffy ideas from arithmetic, measurement, or

intuitive geometry. Further, a variety of "oltside resources" will he

available, including ca1c4ators, resource hooks, other students, and

teacher/consultants uho will supply facts slut Information upon request.

So solution attempts will illot be blocked by deficient technical skill

(e.g., computation) or aemcry capabilities (e.g., measurement facts).

Whether we are observing individuals or sroups, the goals ore: (a) to

descrihe the processes, skills, and understandings that ore used to solve

various problems, (b) to cr

rich, and psychologicolly

characteristics of each pro

and group characteristics,

solution; and, (d) to ohser

variety of perspectiren, ch

te problems that are 11-4listic, mathematically

teresting--and to describe the most important

tem; (c) to obtain a profile of the Individual

deratandings, end cepsbivitles that influence

e the problem olving activities from a

rIcterizing differences in performance across

124



problems and airuss time Hie xpetted produtts include a tlassification

schome of problem types, behaviors, and individual and group characteristics,

ihere we assume thar one of the most important dimensions. distinguishing

organises (eitLer individuals or groups) concerns the "conceptual models"

(see Lesh, 1981 for a definition and brier dissuasion of conceptual models)

available to the organism.

Our loork suggests ihst the kinds of "problems" that are included in most

textbooks are quite unlike the major problem types students commonly en-

counter ln everyday situations (Hell, NOE* 2; Leah, 1981). And, the

processes that average ability youngsters need in order to use mathematical

ideas to aoke realistic everyday problems are seldom represented among

the pilorities listed Zv spokespersons for either "basic skills" or

"problem solving" (Leah, 1981).

fejerenie Notes

L Lesh, R. A. Processes needed by average ability widdle school

children in 66 solution of "real world" problems involving

elementary arithmetic'or number ideas. Paper presented at

the Annual Meeting of the AmericanEducational Research

Association, Los Angeles, April 1981.

2. Hell, M. A taxonomi-of problems involving "*.'esil world" uses of

ar,ithmetic and number Ideas. Paper presented at the Annual

Meeting of the American Educational Research Association,

Los Angeles, ril 1981.
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fern, R. Applied eathemstital problem solsing. Mducatinnal Studies lo

MAchumaiLia, 1981, 12., 235-264.
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THE ROLE OF METACOGNITIVE DECISIONS IN

MATHEMATIC.: PROBLEM-SOLVING

(OUTLINE OF THE SESSION)

Presenters: Richard testi. - Northwestern University

Frank Lester, Indiana University

Edgard Silver, San Diego State University

The recent research literature on memory and cognitive development has con-
.

tained numerous references to terms such as litteeeete, metemeemonics, metalin-

idstics, and metacognition. Even more recently, considerable int.rest in meta -

winery and metacognition hes been generated within the mathematics education cow'.

/Amity. For example, it a confereece on problem-solving held at Indiana University

in the late Spring of 1981 one Of five discussion Oeoups devoted exclusive attention

to metacognition.

Before proceeding to describe the nature of this session, a definition of

eitacognition is in order. This definition hes been given by the noted develop -

mental psychologist, John Flavell, who has been mast prominent in making meta -

rognition a legitimate area for research. While the definiticm lacks precition,

it serves as a clear description of the types of procarls involvJd in meta-

oognitive behavior:

lielocognition" refers to one's knowledge concerning one's own cognitive
processes and products or anything related to them, e.g., the learning-
relevant properties of informaticm or data. For example. I am engaging
InJeetacegnitton. . . if tnotice_thet1 an having_more_troublielearning
A than B; if it strikes me that I should double-check C before accepting
it as fact; if it occurs to me that 1 had better scrutinize eaCh and every
alternative in any multiple-choice type task situaticm before deciding
which is the best one:. .4. If I sense that I had better lake a note of 0
because I may forget it. . . . Metacognition refers, memg other things,
to the active monitoring and consequent regulation and orchestration of
these processes in relation to the cognition objects on which they bear,
usually in the service of some concrete goal or objective (Flavell, 196,
p. 232).

Contemporary research in mathematical prublem-solving is rife with studies

of the "tactical" beh.vior of problem-solvers and of the ability or inability of

problem-soleees to use various heuristics. While many of these investigations

1
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have been carefully conceptualized and painstakingly conducted, they have

focused on :ognitive behavior cnly. Furthermore, the methodology most often

employed. protocol analysis, deals with problem-solving behavior at a micro-

sCopic level only (cf. Schoenfeld. Note 1).

It is our bias that metacognitive processes constitute the essence of real

problemrsolving and their role can no longer be ignored. The priliAry purpose

of this session is to initiate serious dialogue about tha role of metacognition

in problem-solving and About how a metacognitive dimension can be incorporated

into future problemrsolving research.

Tha session will be organized as follows:

I. Theoretical considerations about amtacognition.
A. What is its role in problem solving?
B. How is it related to cognition?
C. What is going on in other fields (e.g., developmental psychology.

reading).

(Lesh & Silver)

U. A tentative scheme for categorizing metacognitive behavior.

(Laster)

III. Descripticm of two studies currently underway.

A. The Applied Problem-Solving Project (Lesh)
B. Developmental changes in metacognitive behavior (tester)

IV. Difficulties in studying metacognition (Silver)

V. Group discussion (Note: A large portion of the session will be devoted

,to discussion),

Reference Note

1. Schoenfeld. A.H. fpisodes and executive decisions in mathematical problem

. solving. Paper presented at tha Annual Meeting of the AERA. los Angeles.

April, 1981.
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Flavell, J.H. Metacognitive aspects of problem solving. In L.D. Resnick (Ed.).

The nature of intelligence. HIlsdale. N.J.: Lawrence Erlbaum. 1976.
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THE EMERGENCE OF ALGORITHAIC PROBIrg SOLVING BEHAVIOR

Janes R. Moser
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Aedison, Wisconsin 53706 b5A

The primary focus ef the research program of the Mathematics :$nrk Group of the

Wisconsin wesearch and development' Center is the study of the,deve1orment of

addition and,subtraction concepts and skills in young children. The major

venicle for this investigation is a three-year longitudinal study begun in

Septemoer 1978 with first grade children with an average age of 6 1/2.years.

Toe final data collection point for the study took place in January 1481. A

number of variables are under investigation including problem solving behfviors

on a specific set of verbal problems, selected cognitive skills, performance on

written arithaetic tasks, and the nature of classrocm interactions observed in

tIvz classrocms of the subjects in question. Details of the study and some

earlier results are contained in previous papers presenLd to the PHE

s(Carpenter, 1980; Carpenter A Moser, 1979; Moser, 1980). In this paper only

children's performance on piablem solving tasks will be considered. A further

restrittion Is the limitation to problems involving addition and subtraction

of two-dIgit numbers.

BACKGROUNO IIIFORHAT ION

Subjects. Subjects for the study consist of about 100 childre'n
from six'

128



classrocus in two elementary schools that all draw from predominantly white

mfildle to upper-midole class neighborhoOds. All received instruction from the

developing Mathematical Processes (MP) program, an activity oriented instruc-
.

tional program develoPed at the University bf Wisconsin. On has a strong

emphasis on problem solving'and during the time period reported here, subjects

were instructed in the analysis and solution of verbal problems of the type

used in this study.

Data to be reported were taken fraa four individually administered problem

solving interviews that were given in January 1980, May 1980, September 1980,

mnd Jawary 1881. At the time of the first'interview, all subjects were in

the middle of second grade; thus, by the time .of the final interview, all were

in the middle of third grade. At the time of the first interview, no formal

instruction in the use of computational algorithms had been given. Between

the first and second interview, introduction to addition and subtraccion with-

out regrouping and addition with regrouping was taught. Summer holidays

occurred between the second .nd .hird interv:ew. Between the third and fourth

interview, the regrouping algorithm for subtraction had been taught.

Problem solving interviews. Ewch interview includes six problem types, two

witn an additive structure and four with a subtractive structure. Represent-

ative problems an8 ihe order in which they are given to a child are presented

tn Table 1.

Each interview consisted of two parts, the first with the,six probless contain-

ing two-digit number:. for which no regrouping (borrowing or carrying) is re-

quired to compute the answer [hereafter described as the "d" problems] and the

second pa.1 with six problems containing tWo-digit numbers for.which regrouping

is required thereafter described as t e "e" problems]. Six different rwmber

triples were used for each part. They are listed in Table 2. The assignment

of number triples to problem types involved a six-by-six Latin square design

resulting in six sets of six probIem tasks which were uniformly and randomly

distributed across subjects. Problem wording was systematically changed, while

retaining the essential semantic Structure. The interviews were conducted in

a quiet room separated from the child's actual classroom. The child was pre-

sented with paper and pencil, and a large set of plastic cubes. Problems were

read co the cnildren by the interviewer and repeated as necessary.

129 7
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Table 1

Representative Addition and Subtraction Verbal Problems

1. Joining
(Addition)

2. Separating
(Subtraction)

3. Part-Part-Whole

(Subtraction)

4. Part-Part-thole
(Addition)

5. Conparison

(Subtraction)

6. Joining, mis-
sing addend

(Subtraction)

Jecques had 12 pennies. His father gave him 15 more

pennils. How nany pennies did Jacques have altogether?

Marie had 29 candles. She gave 18 of them to Collette.

How many candies did Marie have left?

There are 31 children in the classroom. Nineteen of

them are girls and the rest are boys. How many boys

are in the classrooe?

Joan-Paul has 17 red marbles. Oe also has 19 blue mar-

bles How many marbles does Jean-Paul have altogether?

Chantal has 16 tickets. Her friend Michel has 29 tickets.

Hod many more tickets does Hichel have than Chantal?

Mane has 23 strawberries. How many more strawberries

dolls she have to put with them so she has 37 strawberries

altogether?

Table 2

Number Triples Used in Verbal Problems

"d" Problems "e" ProbleNs

12,15,17 12,16,28 12,19,31 13,18,31

11,18,29 13,16,29 14,18,32 16,17,33

14,21,35 14.23,37 15,19634 . 17,19,36

RESULTS

One of the major questions of Interest fn this particular set of problem solv-

ing tasks was whether subjects wcmld exhibit similar types of solution strate-

gies as they had used with sealler number problems (sums betwee 5 and 16 and

all addends being one-digit numbers). For those problems, a grea deal of

direct modeling and use of a variety of forward and backward counti techniques

had been observed. Or would children resort to algoritheic behavior? child

was coded as using an algorithe if he/she gave direct written or Arbal e44dence

that place-value consideratiot had been made and that coroutations were faad

separately for tha ones' and bens' places. We did not record how the actual

computation within e particular place was carried Out. lf, for trample, the \

child15



would get tne sum of 5 %either by a known or derified fact, or by some

Counting method. Table 3 presents the results for the four intervieWs for

all six problem types and for both number sizes. Both the percentage of

cnliaren wto used an algcrithmic behavior and the percentage of correct answers

from among the algorithm users are given.

Table 3

Percentage of Children Using Algorithmic Behavior

-

1

Problem (Jan. 80)

tYPe d e

Intervie w
2

(May 80)

d e

3
(Sept. 80)

d *

. 4
(Jan. 81)

d e

1
JOining 24 25

(Addition) (29) (21)

Separating 19 14
2

(Subtraction) (17) (2)

Part-Part-Hhole 18 14
3

(Subtraction) (15) (2)

, Part-Part-Whole 32 24

' (Addition) (21) (to)

Comparison 16 14

(Subtraction) (14) (2)

Joining, missing addend 18 10
6

(Subtraction)T (1?) (2)

Actual number of subjects 96

61 69
(59) (53)

65 58
(51) (2)

64 52

(51) (2)

70 72

(es) (60)

50 45
(28) (3)

39 35

(2?) (2)

96

67 60
(56) (45)

58 40
(54) (2)

48 32
(39) (2)

66 61

(62) (44)

41 27
(35) (3)

28 26

(22) (3)

93
AO

90 92

(68) 061

87 88
(85) (89)

89 80
(86) (59)

92 95
(V) (85)

78 81

(23) (65)

59 54

(50 (40)

93

(Number. in parvnthoses represent percentage of total subjeots who used algo-

4;rithmio behavior who also solo ed the problem correctly.)

The immediate impression is that the increase in fretwency and correctness of

'use of algorithmic behavior mirrors instrucco.m in computational algorithms.

Paper-and-pencil arithmetic skills tests administered independently of the

problem solving interviews give exactly the same results in terms o4.ability

to use a computational algorithm correctly. The great majority of errors made

1 31
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with the regrouping subtraction algorithn in the early stages prior to formal

instruction with that aigorithn were of the type well know to teachers, which

is'exemplified by t wheie in the ones' place the child follows the rule of

*-27

"subtract the unaller from the larger" without any regard to the.meaning of

the entire number._
a a.

Of more interest than simple correctness ts the different pattern of use of

algorithmic thinking for problem 6, the Joining, missing addend task. A

reasonable explanation for the much lower incidence of algorithmid solution

is tne semantic structure of the problem. Using the specific example given

earlier, the wording stfongly suggests that the best literal translation of

that problem is the numbtr sentence 23 37. Howev,9r4 of those chil-

ren who elected to use sp:bolic representations almost all chose to use the

vertical computational form rather than horizontal sentences. The vertical

counterpart to the sentence written above is an awkward one, totally unfamiliar

to children who had onl Y seen the traditlomal form. It would appear that the

cildren who realized this fact decided to not proceed in an algorithmic

fashion, even though, their behavior on other subtraction problems indicated

that they could correctly use the subtraction algorithm. The most frequently

used alternative strategy for this sixth task was Cbunting Up.

Another facet of the study was to investigate the relationship between the use

of written symbolic representations and the use of algorithmic solution pro-

cesses. If a sentence, either horizontal or vertical, was written, it was

almost always the case that the sentence was written before the solution process

WAS initiated. This is contrary to the results of an earlier pilot study

(tarpenter, !loser. A Hiebert, 1981) where, when smaller numbers were involved,

the children wrote the sentence after solving. In this latter study. however,

the experimenter directed the child to write a sentence. In the present study,

using written symbolism waS at the discretion of the child. There was a very

large number of children who did not write sentences, but still solved

algorithmically. This was especially true with the "d" problems. In fact, at

the time of the fourth interview, almost half of the subjects did not write a

sentence for the addition problems without regrouping. The success rate for

algorithmic students who did nut write sentences wes very high, due to the fact

ttiat these were probably the brighter students who are ll'ely to solve correctly
anyway.
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While much of the discussion has dealt with the use of algorithmic solving,

.1t is appropriate to briefly characterize the behavior of those children who

did not use algorithms. The resdlts are elsentlally similar to those we have

gathered using the same subjects, but with the smaller sized number problems.

Problem structurt appears to be the most powerful factor in determining the

choice of strategy. Subtractive strategies seem to predominate for the

Separating problem while additive strategies are most evident fOr the Joining,

.4t' missing addend problem. Again, the only place where Matching appears is with

the Comparison problem. As noted earlier, problem 6, the Joining, missing

addend was tne task that had the least number of algoritheic solutions. As

a result, It wac also the problem with the greatest frequency of so-called

*Heuristic° (Carpenter, 1980) strategies. I take this as further evidence

tint children art capable of inventive behavior (Moser, 1980).
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trvEL AND METALEVEL.IN DEVELOPMENT

AKM THE thSSACE FROM A STAGE TO ANOTHiR

by Gerald Noelt,Ing

Universit8 Laval. Quebec

The rwo-leve/ theory of information-processing. (Sternberg.

1977.1970) finds its counterpart, in problem-solving research. with

the distinction betweed tactical and strategic decisions (Schoenfeld.

1981). A 'tally new'perspective is thus brought to'retearch on the

working of Intelligence, with emphasis put on "managerial"-decisions

as opposed to "episodes".

When examined in the perspective of coenitive development,

which surely must interest math educators, various questions cap be

posed.' How art "managerial" skills developed during growth? Do

they appear at certain age? Can they be found In young children?

How do probleursolving strste3ies differ at say 4 yeara as opposed to

f years. to 11. to 17?

Working out the steps in problem-solving at different sees

for an overview of our research on the development of proportional

reasoning (Notltime. -1980; in press), we were surprised to find that.

st all the stages Which had been identified, probleo-solving consis-

ted in an interaction between boo levels of relations. The first

levek corresponds to time problem sm seen by the subject. consisting

4,"

1
3

4

4
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in data that are encoded with their lst-order relationship to one

anothet. The sectindlevel corresponds_,co 2ndrorder_streteglea put

ineo use by the subject to sort out these relations and combine them,

leading up ma solution. We have called the lst-order,noted es RI

the faotual .Here the data are encoded an4 directly related

as objective facts: We have termed the 2n4-order level, R2 the

inferential level. It is hare that the information 'rought to the

subject's attention is processed thtongh combination of,relatio a.

leading to a solution of the problem. Hera one finds composition

end control.

The 1ml:resting fact is that, when passing to a new stage,

the inferences Oche formor stage become simple facfb, which can be

worked out tnride a new system of inferences, consisting in novel tom=

binations of relations,lesang te a higher-order solution. Rather,

dike should say, it is when inferences are properly worked out, that

they become part of the subject's mental set of schemes, procedures

which ars immddiately put into action when imilar data are found.

Thus a new level of strategic processing tan be set into motion,which
,

can be called a new stage of information processing.

However this exptInation is not sufficient to explain the

passage hoses stage tr another;further mechonismsof differentiation

atid combination of tvo types of trategies intervene.

At each tage in the construction of proportional reasoning,

in 'aLt.we had found tl'oo types of strategies. TheUternafstrategies

bear on elements of the same kind making up a class, theInternatstra-

tegies bear on elements of different kinds making up a relation. -A

proportion such aa (1,1)) = (o,d), where this ordered pairs are ratios,'

combine these two types of relations. In the experiment alluded to,

ratios conalsted in-Igsaes of orange juice.und wster,which ars mixed

1.

t.
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and compared, 1st tern being.orange juice end 2nd term water. Mere

are arexternarrelations between numbers of glasses of orange juice,

and e!.., Internafrelations between numbers of glasses of orange juice

and water. Dual strategies are found at each stage as can be seen io

the examples given.

When the subject toasters the processing strategies of a

stage, these are internalized as were factual data. The external and

interral relations can be differentiated and recombined, giving a new

base level to work from. This process,given as a tentative explanation

for the passage from a stage to another, finch; SOMP factual evidence.

Pansage frog stage 0 (Figures 1 and 2) to stage IA consists

in a combination of miotyrical class and order or succession, to yield

A.1.7A.'er at stage IA, also found at stage ID (Figures 3 and 4).

Passage from stage III to I1A (Figures 5 and 6) consists in

the differentiation and ulterior conbination of Internal and external

relations, one fixed as an invariant, the other mobilised AA a variant,

to yield the equivalence class of ratios or the transposition of rela-

tions.

Passage from stage IIA to stage IIIA (Figures 7 and 8) consists

in differentiation and combination of an equivalence class and an"a-

greemrnt and differencescheme, to yield the common denominsator also-

rithotor the unit-factor method.

Diagrammatic representation of information-processing at

two levels: a"factuall 1st-order level and an"lnferential% 2nd- ,

order level, Is a useful tool:to show how intelligence proceeds at

each stage of development. A complement would be to show that pro-

blemrsolving consists also in working out relations within sub-wholes

of a problem and ?ct.men sub-wholes. This is offered as a new anpect

of the model,describing prccesses involved in problem-solving in va-

riant fields.
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STAGb 0: PSLorkilATIONAL SYMBOLIC STAGE

a) Identirication: construction of the prototype (class-type strategy)

Nicolas, 2;9 H901,2) vs (2,1) "-Where will it taste stronger?
failure -This (points at glass of orange

juice in A and 2 glasses in B).
And this is water (2 glasses in
A) and this is wuter (glass in B)."

(1,2) vs (2,1)

L

R
2

: prototype (water)

X 0

identificationRI

R
1

identification

R2: prototype (juice)

Figure 1. Problem-solving hierarchy at stage 0 (prototype)

RI: identification

R
2

: prot(type with common nine

X : juice. 0 : water

b) Localisation: construction of succession (relation-type strategy)

Jacques, 4 years V: (3,1) vs (1,3)
Failure

(3.1) vs (1,3)

(Points successively st the glasses a
in B)
"There cherry. Water. This tastes
water. This tastes water."

X X X 0 X 0 0 0

I. . I .1 R :

1
localisation

R2: succession

:Figure 2. Problem-solving hierarchy at 'Inv 0 (succession)

: localisation of a locus
1

R2: st..:cession of loci

13 7
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STAGE TB: PREOFERATIONAL INTUITIVE STAGE

External strategy

! Stiphane, 5;0 37: (1,2) vs (1,3)

Chooues A (success)
"There are 2 glasses of water,
there (A); 3 glasses of water
there (B). There's 1 glass of
juice there and there (A and 8)."

le Thus (1,2) > (1,3)

Figure 3. Problem-solving.hierarchy at stage III (exTernal). Construction
of thr agreement anddifference scheme.

Rle: ex:ernal agreement

R2e: external diffeience

R2 : agreement-difference scheme

b) Internal stragegy

Fransois, 4:0 38: (2,3) vs (1,1) "In 11, there is I glass of duice,
Chooses B (success) 2 glass of water. /n A, there are

2 glasses of juice and 3 gtaescs
of water. There is too muchwater
taste in A." 1

2 1 1 1
I

(2,3) vs (1,1? R 11t<
LL-11?

Thud (1,1) > (2,3)
\

1

1 1
\

R
2

FigOre 4. Problem-solving hierarchy at stage IB (internal). Internal
compensation vs non-coamensstion.

internal compensation

internal non-compensation

R2 : internal compensation scheme

1 38
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STACE 11A: CONCRETE OPERATIONS

a) External strategy: cuesiluetfon of the equivalenre.class.

Johdrate, 11;0

(1,1) vs (2,2)

comultiplication

__-___.
(1,-1) vs (

,da

2) "Hach glass dilutes 2 glees, so
Chooses E (sue ss) A has a glass ana U ts

glasses. A Las a glass of uater
and 6 2. They remain equal, only
there is more liquid mixed together
in 11.

2t
p.q: equivalence

1

I R
11

VS Thus (1,1) . (2,2)
2 2

R
11

R
21

= ( 1,1): invariant

Figure 5. Problem-solving hierarchy at stage IIA (equivalence class)
Relations are fixed, terms are comultiplied.

b) Irrernal strategy: ' transposition of relations

Anne-Harie. 9:0 1111: (1,1) vs (2,2) "One for one in A equals
Chooses E (succiia) 2 for 2 in 2."

2: refertnce to unit factor
o

Hie: dividend as refereed

(1,1) vs (2,2) 1 t

d!vislon

le
: divisor as refererce

t 2 Thus (1,1) . (2,2)

H2i 1/1: common quotient

Figure 6. Problem-solving hierarchy at stage 11A (unrr'facror).
Terms are fixed, relations become operations.

13J



STAGE EARLY FORMAL OPERATIONS

a) External atrategy: equivalence with difference

Yves, 1518

(2,3) vs (7,9)

L8: (2.3) vs (7.9)
Chooses I (success)

I x3. I 1-7-1
2 6 7

A 'la1.

equiv. ag.-diff.
3 9 9

"2 glasses of juice for 3
glasses of water (A),
its the same except there is
1 glass of juice more (3)." I

Thus (7.9) > (2.3)

Multiplicity

Figure 7. Problem-solving hierarchy at stage IIA (common denominator).
Combination of equivalence and agreement-difference.

lm: multiplicative; la: additive (let-order)

b) Internal strategy: unit-factor method

Anne, 16;3 1.8: (2,3) vs (7,9) "Because there is li glances
Chooses 8 (success) of water less.",

Transposition of relation

R241

2 1 7
R

7

Is
(20) ye (7.9) Thus (7,9) > (2,3)

3 li 104 9

Figure 8. 'Problem-solving hierarchy at stage IILA (unit-factor)
Unit-factor reduction then transponitiono
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COCNITIVE FUNCTIONING AND PERFORMANCE ON ADDITIOS AND SUBTRACTION TASKS

Thonas A. Kosberg, University of Wisconsin -Madicon, U.S.A.

and

Kevin F. Collis, University of Tasaenia, Anotralia

In project carried out in Tasmania in 1980, we were able to classify a

population of children aged 4 to 8 years into groups according to their

Cognitive Processing Capabilities (CPC) --this was done by giving two
5

batteries of tests, one to measure M -apace (Case, 1978) end one to MeASCtO

Cognitive Developmental Level. The tests in both batteries were intended

to'bear implicitly on the early learning ormathemetical matet .21. The

CPC SICASUCOS and their descriptions were to be obtained by combining the

information obtained from the me batteries of tests: Following this

clascificmtory procedure, the reletieuship between each distinct group with

pereicular CPC characteristics and various experiences incorporating maths -

_maticalcontentio_the b41nning_school_years_was_tia_bo_exam1nedk.prelia-2_____

insry examination oL some of this data was reported at Berkeley last year

(Romberg 6 Collis, 1980a). Let us summarise the results of grotiping according

to CPC measures.

It WAS found that,. using Factor Analytic techniques and a cluster analysis

.procedure ((or details, see Romberg 6 Collis, 19806, c), the population of-

4 to 8 year olds could be assigned to six groups with the associated charac-

teristics summarized in Table 1.

The tables following Table I indicate the direction in which the analyses are

leading us with respect to the relationship between CPC level and the following

,three variables;

(1) achievement on elementery addition and subtraction problems,

(11) strategies used by pupils on elementary addition and subtraction

problems, snd

(iii) pupil NSC of addition and subtraction algorithms.

(i) Achievement: Table 2 shows the percentage correct by CPC level on

addition and subtraction prubit.ss using numbers up tu 20 (see Carpenter
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:table 1

M -spice Groupings mdrh Associated Characteristics

Group ii-space Measure Characteristic

1 1 elementerrqualiterive comparisons only,-4
lack quantitative and logical ability

2 41% 2 qualitative correspondence, lack.speelfic
quantitative and losical skills

3 2 *S+ bigh qualitative correspondence, have
certain specific quantitative skilla__

-(i.e., counting for specific purposes),
do not reach criterion on logical skills

4 3 *9- high qualitative correspondence, high on

5 3 *S+. :::::vdeee:::e:::

on logical skills

:::::::::e:u:: ::e::::e::::

6 4*S- /.

.

on quantitative skills,:high on logicM1 skills
, .

*S, sod S- represent the presentefebsence respectively of a spatihl ability
as meadured by one of the rests.

Table 2

Achievement on Tests C+ Taapanian Data
(X Correct, Total Population)

CPC Level I Correct Responses No. of Trials Involved

1 22 180

2 65 450

3 81 31

4 83 264

- 5,6 96 252

Total 72 1542
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Moser, 1919). The results are the coebined scores for two tests, one in

1 which physical materiel was evaileble and one In which physical material was

not available. The results show a significant increase in aChlevement by

CPC level --the biggest gains being made between levels I end 2 and again

between levels 2 and 3.

(11) Strategies: Table 3 shows the percentage of the various kinds of

sirategies used by the same children on the UAW problass as were involved

in the results in Table 2.

Table 3

Pupil Strategiem on Tests C+ Tasmanian Data
(1 of Times Strategy Used; Total Pcpulation)

CPC Direct Routine Mental Non-routine
Level Modeling Counting PRO:aloe. ---Nental-Op-.1----Inappropriate

1 28 o 1 o 70

2 36 18 13 6 27

3 18 33 26 10 13

4 11 30. . 35 14 9

5,6 ,13' ,. 40 42. 6 o

lUsing physical material, e.g., counters, fingers, etc.

'Using known number facts or relationships

'Innovative use of number facts or relationships

There are several intereating features of Table 3 which need careful consider-

ation, three of whtch will be mentioned here. First, there Is a very signifi-

cant drop in the use of inappropriate strategies employed from levels 1 through

to level 3; second, phe use of direct modeling goes down as CPC level rises

and the use of counting and routine mental operations rises; third, the re-

duction in use of inalpropriate strategies is spread over che other categories,

with counting and routine aental operations taking the largest and alaost

equal shares.

113
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(III) ?well Use of Allortthme: Table 4 shove the percentage of third-grads

children. !I CPC level, who, having been taught the algorithms for asidition

sad subtraction, actually used them to o5tain the answer to a problem.

Table 4

Use of Inoue Algorithm to Solve Problem Tasks D and 2
Tismasian Data

(2 Using Algorithm, Total Population of Subject. Who Rad Learned Algorithm)

2 Using
CPC Level 2 Using Algorithm Inappropriate Strategy 2 Using Counting

2 24 37

3 19 19 22

4 20 19 le

23 32

Children at all CfC levels use the taught algorithm infrequently, between one-

fifth sod one-fourth pf the number of tines when it is appropriate. They

appear to'prefer to fall beck on more "primitive" strategies such ea counting

vbich they Mire used suecesafully previously. It tan be seen that the data

es these taste parallel those in Table 3 im that, with rim. in CPC level,

the use of inapproprieie strategies decreases sienificantly at the sass ties

as useefcounting strategies increases. It ie of interest to note that when

the chIldren cease to use Inappropriate strategies they do not, in the nein,

torn to the algorithm which bes been taught es the appropriate strategy. In

fact, for this population, the vim of the algoritha does not increase

significantly with increasing CPC level. It le interesting to speculate

oe the reasons for this. Perhaps ths emphasis on understaading the relation-

ship between the algorithe and its application Is misplaced at least at this

early stages perhapo we should treat problem solving strategies and algorithmic

procedures as diecrete entities, teach then separately and worry shout

hringing thee together at a later stage in the child's mathematic/11 develop-

Vent.

1/1 4

if
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HEIM; HUMAN EXPERIENTIAL- & IMAGERY-KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION
Abraham Shawls

Abstract: Mathematics can be viewed as a language. -But the existing

theories of semantic and lexical memory, though each well established in
terms of their supporting data, fall short of explaining the overall data

at hand. HEIKR is a model of cognitive mind that successfully competes
with many theories andhrectifies their shortcomings. It turnt out that
HEIKR can be also used to clarify a series of other concepts in theories
of mental ability and learning.

Keywords: Nethematica education, cognitiye psychology, modals of mind,
Turing machines, ortificial intelligence, semantic memary,
concept fonmetion.

01. INTRODUCTION

Semantics can be defined as tht study of the regularities of

"meanings." But what is the nature of these meanings and hsw are they

organized? Theories of semantic memory are mainly aimed to these questions.

A brief review Of these theories pill be introduced in 02, To rectify

scm* of the shortcomings of these theories, e new approach seems justified

(Shams, 1981). In 03 a short description of the new model, HEIKR, is

preiented. It turns out that, in addition, HEIKR can be a useful tool to

clarify-some nOtions of learning and ebilities. 04 will conclude this

report with short reflections on some of these concepts.

,v

02. REVIEW --

Recently much has been said about the complexity of our mental

abilities. The amount of knowledge (Anderson i Bower, 1973; Fahlman,

1979; Guilford, 1979), its diversity and effectiveness in facing the

reality (Chadwick -.longs, 1975 ,b;* Guilford, 1979; Newell A Simon, 1976),

6g.and its g _Mantzaticoal and inf tial sIgnificance (AndersLn 6 Bower.

1473; Collins i Loftus. 1975; onrad, 1975; Fahlron, 1979; Schenk', 1977;

Woes, 1975) have absorbed much attention. Factors like ipmgination

(Paivio, 1974; Pressley, 1977; Pylyshyn, 1980; Warnock, 1978), associations

andjetthaniim (Anderson i Bower, 1973), intentions and actions_ (Baden,

4
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1979; OcGinn, 1970; Pettit, 1979), perception (Hochberg, 1974; Ritmo,

1974; Pick, 1074), and conception (Fahlman, 1979; Quinlan, 1969) have

hmod strong-supporters and oppcoincs (see reviews in Anderson and 8cwer.

1973;'61bson, 1969; end Lachlan 14.11., 1972).

im cognitive science there seams to be little doubt about the axis -

taxi of reprtsentttioes esd memory. Several theories in form of computer

programs - try to specifically explicate the structure of senaltic memory

(Collins I Loftus, 1975; Fchlmen, 19791 Quinlan, 1969; Schenk, 1977;

Smith gill, 1974). According to TLC' (Quinlan, 1969), the semantic

meeory is structured upon sub-/sUper-ordinate relation with'strict economy.

Later, whin it was clear that some instances i4y be.more typical than

others (of a category), or some attributes closer (in arm of semantic

distence) than others (to each object), two essentially different theories

emerged as alteratives. According to T5A2 (Collins 6 Loftus, 1979),

semantic memory has internal structure similar to TLC, with less strict

econcew. PC013 (Smith Ital., 1974) did not °impose° any structure on the

store, but assumed specific mechanism for comparison of two concepts in

terms of their defining features. CD4 (Schenk, 1977) rejected the idea

that concepts sonstitute the semantic units. Rather, primitive ACTs,

and consequently, conceptualisations ate thr essence ot semantic networks.

Several other specific theories of semantic memory have highlighted

specific aspects of this limited store. Int, altogether, thi structure

and tha nature of semantic memory remains as mysterious as decades

ago (Lachman ail, 1979). The lexical store has had almost a similar

story (Cerro) it White, 1973; Lachlan !ad.. 1974; 14fie1d I Wingfield,.

1965). To the author (Shames, 1981), it seems theC the overall data at

hind do not justify presumptions about the structure of either store,

or their total seperatiol. A new approach is needed. HERR
s
(Shames,

1981) is a candidate. According to HEIKR, some "caative" hardware.

1 - Teachable Language Comprehender
2 - The Theory of Spreading Activation
3 - The Feature Caparison Model
4 - Concept Dependency

5 - Human Experiential- I imagery-Owntledge Representation
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process (intentionalization) is needed toabstrect° comcipts from the

subjectiva-exper1ences6 ondtonstruct a phenomenal world (of attributes)

with growing congruency with the external world (of properties). \HEIM

hes vary few prfedtives with only one general memory. But still it eamo

to be powerfulroueh to compete with the specif4c theories of semantic

and lexical memory. In addition, it.seems that NEIKR may be used to'

clarify other concepts of mental ability, teaching, end devellifeent.

13. HEIKA; THE MDDEL

Structure

The only stor* presupposad fn HEIM is a.,3-0 array MOW. where

M is the order in which attvibutes are constructed at

each level N

R is the ccepIexity Ink of the attribute, and

T is the chronological beasure of time in steps of dt.

b - Processes
,.

At each entry's:en there is an Ars (attribute-arc) parallel to T

starting at bP0 at an indicator which can reflect whether the orc is being

activated or not. The iiit of all these 16dicators.is called the attribute

**Glint. Attribute arcs of the lowest degree art directly connected to

the rgtektmallt (sensory arts). At each moment to the next available

isige-tys* (aim NxN) is devoted to representation of the scent at to.

This is done by linking.each entry-register mxn (knowicle) to its corres-

ponding attribute Arc atcording.to,the momentary activation present in tts

arc Iv.m, no activation; v=-1, negative activation; and v.+1 for positive).

L111 is defined'es the total set of the momentary representations.

Whenever a pattern of attributes is comecnOn exactly K represent.; -

tions (e.g. WO), the process of iEtnentiolltskittyl finds N,the highest

rank of comi9exitxin the attributes composing the pattern. Then the next

available arc at level 11+1 is devoted to the pattern (as pattern's

intbiional re). At the same time, the next available loge-base is

devoted to the pattern as the intentional image of the X images sharing

the pattern, and is positively linked to the new intentional aro.

l d
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In sum, HEIKR has 3 main parts (attribute-arcs, image-bases, and

analyzers), and44 primitive 'processes (eltivation, mg, intedtionalization,

and selective ettention).

14. SOK IMPLICATIONS OF HfiKR

Ordinarily, HEIKR may set as a video camera. When your cat, Nutzi,

is in thiscene for j units of time (dt), the j consecutive snapshots of

the scene will include his *ages. Thelrilualitidepends on HEIKh's

previous knoWledge: whenever a property, P, is incurred which has already

been intentionalized, P's intentiOnal-imege may be activated (P is Pert

calved), and its attributes will be copied on the snapshot along the

incpming information. thus, later images of Nutzi are likely to be °richer"

la terwm of higher-order links. At any rate, the process of intentionali

zation searches for °regularities* of patterns of Attributes. If Nutzi's

tail has been mapped K times in a particular Angle, then it is intentional-

ized. Thus, notonly the object is being Abstracted, but so are its parts,

functions, and,feetures. Hence, HEIKR uses more or less abstract images

(of Nutzi), but %ten needed, more concrete images of Nutzi, hfs parts,

functions, and features are available to support inferences (e.g. 'Nutzi

has tars.' can be suppo!ted by the linlecifihis imp to the image of

Nutzi's ear)1. If Nutzi was shown to HEIKR always in a cage, then in

HEIKA's mind, the cage will be an "Attribute" of Nutzi. Although the cage

may indepeodantly'be,intantionalized, its °Associations to Matti is very

strong: ihe presence of ene cause KIKR to imagine the other. Here, then,

the cage acts as a symbo" for Nutzi. Rote that the actual presence of

both Nutzi and the cage is not necessary. To create tmtporal corres-

pondence, It is enough that the experimenter (instructor) manages tc have

HEIKR imagine (indirectly activate) the imege of the cage (by implimente-

tion of selective attention aid rehearsal). It is obvious that if the

word 'Nutzi' is substituted In place of tha cage, it would act,as a

name. We could continue to elaborate on this example and to see the rela-

tions that can develop between signs and meanings. Rather, it seems Ctat

examples cruld be used by the reader to verify the following:

1 - HEIKR may even viivalize the shape, size, and functions of Mutzi's tars.

el
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k

- Upon ixperience, recurrent enomgh properties of the scene are abstracted

into attributes that *chunk" together several features.

- Upon*cifvetion of se eggmetion of attribute arcs, all the tinges

which share the pattern sty be activated (emery; ACCO2 by content self-

addressing). If the afkagetion is sensory tiue b3 presenceoCen

object 00he direct activation of its ime4p4t_ts-perceaion.

- Activation of ea tmegriety spread to eimilar tastes (imegination). A

family resuebtance is enough to ensure spreading activation through a

-whole file of images (*Aliment snapshots ere locally slmilsr).

The recerrent intentionelimed pattern eritht be a conventional regularity,

rither then reflect *min ortenization. Thus HEIKR can develop

Ismael. and isthemetice) contests. There is no nesmtfor

structural trensforestiome,(surface-deep).

- In HIIKR,rslatione between conceptsumy be snalyzed either by comparing

their attributes (intellecbeal analysis) on the attribute analyser, or

by capering the Images Ihemselves,(experiantial analysis). This mortal

orientation should not be confuted with the notions concrete-abstract.

The closer the attributes te the sensory ones the morc concrete the image.

The attribute% with htgher -degree ef ccmplexity are more abstract in two

senses: (1) the higher attributes,"chunk" several-details into fewer

number of arcs and (2) each such attribute is more "remote' from sensory

orms, detected by receptors.

The intentionalitetion index indicate the 'cast of sdnd° (Krutstskii,

197P). Smaller K in REIKA woul mean that,ths subject tends to generali-

zeitons and analytical orientat104. Larger K would mean that the

subject tends to.iomgery and conete analYsis.

An unexpected implication of KIIK\is the extention of-the propositional

theory "down' bs^the etbe4 propoittions (Terski, 1972). Now the truth

-2 0 1
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value Ituched to primitive proposit1on5 is no longer arbitrary (Woods,

)975): "snow is white" fpr HEIKR.if the attribute "white" is among the,

features of "snow." 1

4
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YOUNG ADULIS'- THINKING ABOUT RATIONAL NUMBERS

Edward A. Silver
San Diego State University

ABSTRACT

Three written tests of fraction understanding and ompetence were admin-
istered to 220 young adults. In addition, 20 subjects participated in
clinical interviews to probe their undegstandings and misunderstandings
about rational numbers. Host of the saints had a limiced understanding of
basic concepts associated with rational numbers. Their thinking tended to
be characterized by representttional rigidity - a reliance op a single model
to interpret fractions. Furthermore, their algorithms for comparison and
addition of fractions tended to be dissociated from the representations they
used in interpreting fraction situations.

It is well-known that many persons reach adulthood with neither computational

skill nor with conceptual understanding of rational numbers (cf., Carpenter,

Coburn, Reys, & Wilson, 197P). The point of view that led to the development

of this study was that a great deal could be learned by studying the know-

ledge possessed by young adults who had been exposed to typical school

instruction in rational numbers. Two particular benefits to the Rational

Numbers Project were foreseen. By identifying the understrAdings and mis-

understandings of these individuals, useful insights could be gained that

would guide the instructional development components of the Rational Number

Project. Furthermore, the instructional routines developed in other compo-

nents of the project could De used with subjects in this study to try and

correct the misLnderstandings.

In this paper, some of the data is reported on young adults' thinking about

basic fraction representations. In order to give a reasonably complete pic-

ture of the data on which this report is based, the methodology will be dis-

cussed first in some detail.
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METHOD

This study consisted of three parts: written testing, clinical interviews,

and instroctional intervention. Only the first two parts will be discussed

in this paper.

Subjects. A total of 161 community college students, 76 men and 85 women,

and 59 college students, 6 men and 53 women, volunteered to take the three

written tests. The community college students had failed an Arithmetic

Screening Test, consisting largely of whole number and rational number com-

putation, and they were enrolled in five sections of a Basic Arithmetic

class. The college students were elementary education majors enrolled in

two sections of a required course on Number Systems. About 85% of the total

sample was between the ages of 18 and 24 years old.

Twenty-nine of the community college subjects and 27 of the college subjects

volunteered to participate in the rest of the study. Of those volunteers,

14 community college students and six college students were chosen for clin-

ical interviews. The interview sample consisted of 4 students who had scored

quite high in the written tests, 6 students wtose scores were average, and

10 students %to performed poorly on the tests. The "interesting" errors made

by subjects on the written tests were well represented in the interview'sam-

ple.

Written Tests. Three multiple-choice written tests were administered2:

1. Assessment of Rational Number Concepts (RNC) -- a 60-item test that

focused on basic conceptual understanding of individual fractions

and ratios,

2. Assessment of Rational Number Relationships (RNR) -- a 56-item test

that focused on comparisons of fractions and ratios, formation of

equivalent fracbons and ratios, ordering of fractions, and pro-

portions, awl

3. Assessment of Rational Number Operations (RNO) -- a 35-item test

thet focused on oddition, subtraction, and multiplication of frac-

tions..
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A more complete description of the written tests, including a discussion of

the emphasis on translations between modes of representing rational numbers,

is found in Lesh and Hamilton (Note 1).

Each test was administered to subjects in their classroom groups by their

regular instructor. Due to scheduling differences between the college and

community college. - timing of the test administration was different for

the two groups of subjects. Community college subjects took each test on a

different day, and test days were separated by approximate,/ one week.

t Ctillege subjects took the RNC and 1840 tests on the first day of testing, then

took the RNR test approsimately one week later.

Clinical Interviews. Individual tape-recorded interviews were conducted with

each subject. A typical interview session lasted from 45 to 50 minutes; for

some subjects a second interview sessIon of about 20-25 minutes was neces-

sary. The clinical interview consisted of a review of selected problems from

the written tests and the completion of additional task. designed to probe a

subject's rational number understanding. The total time for the interview

varied from subject to subject depending on the time taken to complete the

given tasks or to explain the tiasis for a response.

For each subject, problems from the written tests were selected that might

illuminate the processes the subject used to arrive at an erroneous answer

(or a correct answer, in some cases) or which might be used as probes of the

depths of a subject's understanding. In the typical interview, a subject was

presented with 6-8 problems from the written tests, asked to solve each prob-

lem and to explain the basis for the solution, and confronted with discrep-

ancies between written test answers and interview solutions. Whenever a dis-

crepancy occurred a subject was asked to resolve it. During the interview

session, the interviewer remained non-directive until the subject arrived at

a solution wIth which she or he felt comfortable then the interviewer

actively probed to determine the underlying ba'sis for the subject..s answers.

In addition to the problems from the written tests, each subject completed

several additional tasks designed to probe the subject's understanding.
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Some interview tasks were developed specifically for this study, and other

tasks were chosen from an interview protocol developed in another component of

the Rational Number Project (Landau, limmilton, & Hoy, Note 2). In some of the

tasks, subjects were instructed to close their eyes and to describe what they

"set in their mind's eye" when the interviewer said the name of a fraction or

a statement about fractions, such as "onelird plus one-sixth" or "which is

larger, three-fifths or five-eighths?". Subjects were encouraged to describe

the evoked image in as much dotall as possible, using pictorial, physical,

and/or verbal descriptions. Each subject was also asked, "Is a fraction a

number?," and was asked to explain fully his or her response. Other tasks

were chosen on the basis of being appropriate to probe the underlying concep-

tua) basis of a subject's behavior.

RESULTS/DISCUSSION

Kuder-Richardson reliability estimates for the three tests were acceptably

high. For the community college sample the reliabilities for RUC, MIR, and

RNO were 0.96, 0.95, and 0.93; for the college sample, the reliabilities were

0.84, 0.98, and 0.87, respectively.

The general performance of the subjects on the written tests is summarized in

Table 1. The college sample did considerably better than the community

TABLE 1

Mean Performance on Written Tests

RNC RNR RNO
IMax = 601 (Max = 56) Wax = 351

College IN 591
52.8
( 5.4)

42.2

(15.5)

27.3
( 5.6)

Community 41.5 33.7 18.1
College IN = 1611 (14.1) (13.2) ( 9.0)



college sample, t-tests of differences in the mean performance were all sig-

nificant (2 < .01). Of course, since the community college students were

enrolled in a Basic Arithmeti, class. it is not surprising that they per-

formed poorly on the written tests; nevertheless, it was heartening to find

the relatively strong performance (e.g., 88% mean success rate on RNC) of the

elementary education majors. Since most of the errors were made by community

college subjects, error rates will be reported only for that population.

On the RNC Test, performance was better for fraction items than for ratio

items. Ratio errors sometimes involved reversals (i.e., 12 to 1 instead of

1 to 12), but they often were associated with perceptual distractors that led

to a fraction interpretation. For example, in a problem that presented a

regular pentagonal region, half of which was shaded, and asked for the ratio

of shaded to iinshaded parts, about 54% of the community college subjects

chose the answer "1 to 2." Interviews revealed that subjects looked at the

picture and immediately "saw 12." thereby triggering the choice, despite their

ability to answer some other ratio questions correctly.

The importance of perceptual distractors was also evident in subjects'

responses to the following question:

39. What fraction of the sat of objects are triangles?

AAA 000000
ALL ° °O D D

a. b. C. d. r e: not given7

less than 40% of the community college sample correctly answered the ques-

tion, and it apparently generated much confusion. About 20% of the subjects

chose "12" as the correct answer. There were two apparent reasons, determined

in the interviews, for this response. Some subjects apparently viewed the

triangles as occupying half of a rectangular region that contained the entire

pictorial display. Their thinking was obviously influenced by the region
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interpretation of fraction. Another, though less common, reason for the

response "1/2" was based on a "part-part" ratio interpretation. Subjects appar-

ently compared 6 triangles to 12 non-trianglei, obtained -t2- and reduced to

is. It is interesting to note that several of the 18% of subjects who chose

6
the answer "not given," also applied the ratio interpretation to obtain Ty

but did not recognize or accept the equivalence of is as an answer.

A "part-part" interpretation was also apparently associated with some of the
6

23% of subjects who chose the answer .. Explanations for this answer are

still being sought through analysis of the interview and written test

responses. One subject reported that the circles and squares each took up as

much space as 3 triangles; thus, the comparison of tritngles to non-triangles

was 6 to 6. In that analysis, one sees elements of both the region misinter-

pretation and the "part-part" ratio interpretation discussed above. For some

subjects at least, this error represented the confluent': of the misunder-

standing of one interpretation and the misapplication of another.

The prevalence of "part-part" ratio interpretations in this question was

strtking..JOnce there had been a very high success rate on earlier problems

requiring a fraction interpretatien-of a-set-of discrete objects. for

example, the following question was correctly answered by-6%-of -the com-

murlty college sample:

3. What fraction of this ploture 1, shaded?

III CD II El

a.. b. e.
2

d. e. not given



The only Other problem that elicited is large number of "part-part" inter-

pretations was one that presented a picture of eight balls - 3 footballs, 2

tennis balls, and 3 basketballs - and asked, "What fraction of the balls are

tennis balls?". 'That problem generated far less confusion than problem 39,
2

but 32% of the community college subjects chose the answer "6". Interviews

strongly suggested that the basis for that response was a "part-part" inter-

pretation.

Dees (1980) had reported a large percentage of her disadvantaged high school

sample has inappropriately applied "part-part" ratio interpretations to frac-

tion problems involving descrete objects, and it was not uncommod for such

errors to be made on NAEP items (Carpenter, et al, 1978). Nevertheless, It

was puzzling that so many students could be successful on items like problem

3, correctly applying a "part-whole" interpretation, but err on item 39 and

the tennis ball problem, often applying a "part-part" interpretation. The

interviews provided a plausible, though somewhat smrprising, perceptuali

explanation for these findings. In problem 3, and other problems requiring a

"part-whole" interpretation, some of the discrete objects were shaded! For

many students, the presence of shaded parts apparently triggered an appro-

priate "part-whole" responst- a direct analogue of the shaded portions of a

geometric region. On the other hand, When no shading was present, as in

question 39 and the tennis ball problem, the "part-part" ratio r.sponse was

triggered.

To test this hypothesis, a variant of problem 3, In which the shaded squares

were replaced by unshaded circles, was administered to Interviewees. Each

subject was asked, "What fraction of the set is squares?". Each Interviewee
.2 .

who chose an answer of I had also missed the tennis balls problem but had

correctly answered the original version of question 3. Thus, it would appear

that many of the subjects answered questions about basic fraction and ratio

concepts not On the basis of the question asked but simply on the basis of_

. perceptual tues. .

The tendency to respond on the basis of perceptual cues was not confined to

interviewees who performed poorly on the written tests. Half of the inter-
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viewtes 'with middle-range performance on the tests also exhibited the

response pattern discussed above. Since there were only a few opportunities

in the teSt for these errors to be made, overall'perfOrmance was not unduly

affected by.the pe-uptually-cued errors.

Further information cancerning subjects' thinking about basic fraction repre-

sentations was obtained from the "imaging" tasks. When asked to Close their

eyes and think about the fraction "three-fourths," 15 Of the 20 interviemtes

reported a "pie" or circle subdivided into four congruent parts, with three

shaded parts. So dominant was this image of a fraction that 10 of these sub-

jects were unable to report any secondary image when aSked to "think about

another way different from the way you first 'saw' it." As one of the sub-

jects aptly put q: "I just keep seeing that pie in four pieces. I can't j

shake that picture."

When asked to report their image for ststements of fraction equivalence and

fraction addiiion, the -circular region image was also the most frequently

reported. Two aspects of the addition data are worth Wing: (I) the nature

of '..he circular region image for fraction addition and (2) the abandonment of

the circular region image by some of the most capable iqterviewees.

The eight subjects who reported circular region irages for fraction addition

were almost uniform in their reported images. For example, for

these subjects repor&d two circular regions - one cut into three pieces,

with one piece shaded, and thm other cut into six pieces, with one piece

shaded - and did not report any addition action until asked to do so. When

asked to "tell what the answer is.," seven of the subjects reported "two:

ninths" on the basis of counting shaded and unshaded regions. It should be

npted ihil-Tour-of thvta seun subjects were able to add "1 + 1" correctly

when it was presented in that form. Only one of the subjects realized that

"two-ninths" waS' not correct but did not'know how to resolve the difftculty.

Her comments are instructive: "1 guess the pies just don't work for addition.

They work o.k. In the beglinning but dot at the end." A more complete dis-

cussion of subject's respobses to questions about fraction addition is given

In Silver (Note 3).
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It was interesting to observe that,two of the most capable interviewees

shifted from a circular m,,gion image, which they had reported for a fraction

and fraction equivalence, to a Imeasuring cup" image. These subjects rep-

resented "1 f l dynamically - the second fractional quantity was added to

the first by pouring the second amount into the cup containing the first.

Although the subjects were unable to give a specific reason for Lair shift to

the measuring cup image, they reported feeling more comfortable thinking about

addition of fractions in that way. Another of the most capable subjects also

reported the "measuring cup" image, but had done so consistently from the

beginning.

Other information concerning subjects' thinking about rational numbers was

obtained from tasks in which subjects were asked to explain (use of pictorial

or physical models was encourpged) the basis for the symbolic algorithms they

used to compare And to add fractions. The.general finding was that subjects,

except for the most capable, were unable to give any physical of pictorial

description that corresponded to the algorithms they used. EvT subjects wh6

could reliably and consistently name the /arger of two fractions or find their

sum, and who used sensible and correct procedures to do so, were unable to

relate those procedures to pictures or models of circular regions or any, other

model of fraction. A few subjects were able to give a weak explanatiod based

on fraction representations, but most were not. On the other hand, the most

capable subjects were often able to explain their procedures using several '

different fraction models or interpretations. The "explanations" that MOW

subjects were able to give were sirply Arbalizations of the steps in the

algorithm.

It would be hard to argue that the subjects in this study are generally rep-

resentative of young adults. Nevertheless, their thinking about rational

numbesrs is probably representative of a sizeable segment of the Adult pop-

ulation. Despite my natural reluctance to overgeneralize, I can't resist the

temptation to interpret the findieqs in a fairly general way.

All of the abo%.e data (and other flata thzt are not reported here) seem to

point to the conclusion that most yuung adults have a limited understanding
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of the concepts and procedures associated with rati)nal lumbers. Most of

their thinking seems to be base.; on a single model of fraction - the circular

region - or on no model at all. Very few of the young adOts in this study

were able to give plausible justifications for the procedures they used to

compute wieh fractions. Ne have seen that the reliance on a single model led

many subjects to make perceptually-cued errors in interpreting fraction and

ratio situations. furthermore, we have seen that most of the subject were

unable to connott'this dominant model to the algorithmic Procedures thev use.

The instrixtional implications of these findings seen to be obvious. Ugiess

instruction provides for both "internal and external connectedness" among

fraction reprtsentations and procedures, it is unlikely that much general

understanding can be attained. Students need pn intensive exposure to a

variety_gt.models for interpreting rational numbers, so that students can

choose ffexibly among alternate models when interpreting a fraction situation.

In addition to this "internal connectedness" among fraction representations,

instruaion needs to emphasize the basis for algorithmic procedures for com-

paring and combining fractions with respect to the models a student has

studied.
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S'HBOLIV Otib4RSTAN0IW

Richard R. Skesii, Warwick Seiversity

Abstract

ThR nature of symbolic understanding is discdesed, and the ,

many powers which it confers aro listed. An xplanation is
offered why many learners fall to achieve Symbolic under-
standing an here defined, and, four wayn are suggentrd by
which they may be helped.

In thin paver I offer a further contribution to a serien of diecussions about the

nature and varietien of mathematical,understanding which hits taken place over the

pnet five years. (See eibliograOhY. BY 1973 aev.1 categoriee had been proposed,

which I nubaeauently suggested (Skempl, I979b) could be re-arranged into a table

shoeing three kinds of understanding and two modes of mental activity. However,

as I wan aware at tte time, my anslysln of formal understanding was.incomplete,

since the wordn 'form' and 'formal' are used with two distinct.menningn, of which

I onlv dealt with the firnt. (i) There is 'form' is in 'formal 'proof'. Thin is

the mAning used by Buxton (1976), and I have already nuggested

distinguish thin one by calling it 'logical understanding'. (II

an tined in atntements nuch as 'Thin e410tios can be written In t

y w ms c Thin in the meaning uned by Backhoune (1970,

op. cit.) that we

There In 'form'

e form

nd In also that

in the first part o: the definition given by Dyers and HerscovicS (1977): "Formal

wiers'.anding to the ability to connect mnthemttical symbolism and notation with
I

relevant mathematical 'lam: ...". I now sueArnt that we diktingninh this meaning

by , lling It
\

\SYMBOLICIURDE1STA4DING.

'Symbolic' here refers to a symbol-system, not to a cotlection of\

t
notated

symbol/1. A eymbol ,stem connists of,a net of nymboln, correnport; ng to a net

of conceptn; together with relationn between the nymbols correspond\ng to

relattons between the nymbols. (EXample. 2, j are nepornte symboln When we

write them like thin Y., we tine two relations between these symboln,\one of size

and one of piAltion, which correspond to two rolationnhipa betimen their correspon-
\

ding numbere. So here we have two distinct nchemast tht nymbol nynted, and the

atructure of mathematical concepte. Tiliel nugget:an the pro.,tolonil forimiption:

symbolic underutanding is a mutual ansim:Intion 6et.,en a nymbol nystem ,tril an

appropriateconceptual structure.
1

I

Recently I have been emphanlsing that the anhlevemert of new underntanding vea

new abilitien (Skemp, 1990). So what c.4 we do when we hive aymbolic under Land..

ing thnt we could not bef ? The pg. r or mathematical symbolinv is a n cial
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expect thin power to be great. Here
are ten functions of symbole ere 'may be othere) wiiich I listed sow years ago
(Steep. I'M), though without th,n aeLing the uee of symbols as conferring a
different kind of understanding because at that time none of the prooent aeries
ofdiacussione had Liken place.

1. tomannica t ion.

2. Recording knowledge.
3. The foruation of new concepte.
4. }taking multiple classification utraightforward.
5. Explanation.
o ?tilting pots:Able reflective activity.
7. Helping to show structure.
ti. Making routine manipulations automatic.
5. Recovering information and underetanding.

10. Creative mental activity.
I'd hke briefly to up-date thio earlier thinking' by connecting it with the new
model. Here I suggest that symbolo act as an interface, in two ways: between
the del te-onee of different people, and uotween delta-one and delta-two in the
ease) person. The firut interfa:e makes possible the functions numbered 1, 2, 5

'on the list above, and the second in', 'face, between delta-one and delta-two,
relates to all the othere. (I think there is some overlap.)

* -
Thu powers conferred by ibolic underetanding are immense, though we are ao
used to them that we tend to take them for granted. The task of acquiring it lit
311- a considerable one, and we eanily overlook the achievement of (almost) every
child in learning to speak his wott.er tongue with considerable mastery by the age
of five. But we cannot overlook the difficulties which many children have in lear-
ning to widerstand mathematical symbolism. lart of the lifficulty lies in the fact
that underutanting the symbols depends on being in pm:master f the conceptual
otructure. But the concoptual structure hao to De acquired largely by means or
the eyeibel atructure (though not exclusively in this way). So each hao to help
the other to develop, and we need to know how we au teachers can provide condi-
tions which facili tate tine.

There to J now factur to be taken into account here. In the earlier dliaGaeeions
of underetarkting, iv, were vaaerned with the asolmilation of' concepts to aCtieffitti,
of small entities to largo ones, But DOW we are concerned idth the mutual outs,-
nation of two schemass of two entities which aro cosparablt In size. A compar-
able event in the history of imitheautice can be found in the gopat schievement of
Deocarteu, who Lao Imitated two major struuture.,, geometry and algebra, to each
other. Shea nemOning like thin happens, as well au an thematic, of 'miser, there
le Lb the po.,sibility of al pirtnerehip in which one orgunfeation title 'came
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) domin the oth-r. :Mother or not thin in le r nay vary in

di fferent inntaneen. 1:eac irted there ha it nppe it to ir', ri

prozreaaive takeover n this partnership hy the ilgebri. We can now fin{ pointn
defined an ordered ilnira, triph,ti, or .1-tiiplet or menbern; and bookn, wlioao
td ties min at, that prey are aboit geometry, in which. one finds nothing but
algebra, and not a gingk . drawing, diagram, or geometrical hp3ire.

We may or may not think that this in good: and 31 44141,At think myself that it
is not, I 1ccept the oppdalte as a tenable pouition. But I trust that none of

us is happy with partnership in which the conceptual ntruct.r t doninatedi
by the aymbol system, and mathematics in little or nothing 'nor° than the manipula-
tion of nymboin, 1Iw power and also the beality of mathematics in in the uleda.
l'ymboin help i to use thin power by helping in: to make fuller use of these idean.
Yet the nituatioa I have Junt ddocrtt,d in the way it is for .ill too many children.

Where there is inomorphins between the two atructuren, it may matter little which
nne dominaten, either in an individual or collectively. Part of the succenn
lot beauty of algebraic geometry Iles It, Jae closenenn of thin loomorphism, so
that each ntructure helps to Increase our understanding of the other. Pia
between the symbol system: aM the conceptual ntructures of mathematics, we
find local ie int-phial:in only. Overall there are many inconnistencien. For

',We, 'the spatial relationship ts next on the left to
meann three I 11 e rent things in then three canes:

21"
Another ek.mple. The ordered Nir of numeraln (2, 5) can elm; fy i `rational
number, a point in a plane, or .3 free vector. With the first meaning, we add
hke this.

5) (4, = (2 x 5 4 5 x 4, 3 x 5)

with ihe .o.eona meaning, we cannot TH it all.
Wi th the III% rI meuning, we 144 like thin: (2, 5) 4 (4, i)) (e' 4. 4, 5 4 5)
(nOneh in the way nom, children find it more naturil to idil rational numbern).
And thin In not Olt carelennness In our choice of nymbol dyntemn. It in
ineicipable, bee nine the mailable relations betwepn spnboln ire quite few.
1.0ft/r3ght, iip/down, big nesall (an in indices and ruiffixen), bold face
yid lig,t (which we e-ui't apeak, only print) - we noon rug oat of
therm. Ps the relationa between mathematical ,ncepto which we dre trying to
repre tont 1 r Iny, /Pi PO it i wir to incre.me as our knowledge

`lo how ran w.. wI p 011 idren to bill Id up in Inv:, wing variety of me mines io"
the "tow symholit7 ki Clfl MP prevent thins from becoming progreSaively more
inoecure in their uhil y to ci.pe with the incroaning number, cooplenty, and

I
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abstract:was of Ow aitheasatical ollationa they are expected to learn?

Au a help towanis answering this qaeation, I would like to introduce another

part of my model. This au baued on the well-known phenomenon of resonance.

"(be sta-ting point is to suppose that conceptualised memorieu are
stored within tuned structurea which, when caused to vibrate, give

rise to complex wave patterns. ... Sensory input which matchea one

of these wave patterns reaonates with the corresponding tuned structure,

or possibly u,,veral structures together, and thereby sets up the

particular wave pattern of a certain concepts." (Skemp, 1979a)

A schema, being a conceptual structure stored in zaaory, thus corresponds

(in this ,nodel) to a particular, complex, tuned st ucture. We all have many

of these, and sensory input will be interpreted in terms of whichever one of

these resonate with what is coning in. What is 0Ore, for different people,
different structures siay be activated - caused to vibrate - in this way by the

name input. Even for the same pereen arid the same input, different structures

may ,be aetivated at different tinnes. Thus 'field' will cause different vibra-
ticna accoMiling au the schemaa witn which it resonates are mathematical, electro-

magnetic, farmang, acadeisic, or cricket. Whichever !whew resonates most

easily will attrac t the In alt.

In the caue we are di 11C lass ing, there are two contenders: the symbol system and

the conceptual utructure.

symbol
system

conceptual
true ture

sense
organs

1;110,0 (..thIgISIS I t loll IS by the utterance of oyiluaols, all communicatioo whether

verbal or wri tten f rut goeu into 3 symbol ayatem. To be underutood relationally,

it nust be attract,d to an appropriate conceptual etructure. What le more, the

input asujt be interpreted an terma of the relationships within the conceptual

structure, rather than those of the symbol uystem. (&amples 572 must be inter-

preted, not 1.1 a 11114 Ge.I.a a ian of thy., :Jingle-A teat nusberu, but as a single number

fono...1 tmj the cai n x x In a )

16 7



Ibis requires (i) that the conceptual stroci re in a atroager attractor thin
the symbol nyatem; (ii) that the comiectio betwe the aystbol syntein arvI the

coiseptual structure are strong enough for the inpot to go easily from the
first to the second,

flow can we help this to happen I have four sogreations to offer: briefly,
for each could usefully be expanded into a chapter of a book.

We have noted that the nymbol syntem has a hallt-in advantage, that all
comminications necessarily go there first. ib..1 for the conceptual structure,

in a point of en return. In the yearn long process of-learning mathe-
matien, if thorne conceptual structures are not formed early on, they will
never get the char4e to develop an attractors. The effort to rind none kiwi
of regularity in strong. If the conceptual structure in absent or weak, the
input will he assimilated to the symbol system. But thin guaranteea probleinn,
for we have seen that the symbol &Intern lc inconsistent. Learntng it this level
may be eany short-term, but it becomes linponsibly difficolt long-term. In

contrast, the' conceptual structure lei (or should be) internally conattent.
(f all subject:1, relational mathematics is one of the most internallMonnistent
and coherent, no long-t-rm it lo much easier to learn and retain. So part of
the slayer in that by careful analysia of the mathematical coaceptn, we must
silo-rice matey', il in ouch a way that new material in presented which can alwayn
he innimilat.d co:late .1y. (Bee Skemp, I')lI, Chapter 2 t. 5.)

(I i) Knpincially in the early ;ears, we can work firet with pbynical embodiments
of nithematical concepts and ictivi Lien, no that the nennory input gons Heat
to the conreptoal nteicture rub in then connected with tts symbolic reprenenta-
t

(ill) Again eapeeially in throw all-important early yearn, I think that we shoulil
/nay with spoken language much longer. Recently I came upon a nice quotation

mil, h ntrongei thin thole between thoughtm mini written wordn or mathematic il

of siren of wri tten wnrk.

operationa, ran h. sera to arise out of th. needn of ii nituation. (N.g.

oyahnln. llpoken worla are lino much quicker and ranter to produce. So in the,
eirly yearn, we need to reaist erenauren to have 'something to ahoy' in th. form

K ieran, 11/9.)

fr lartre. "On parte dans ni propro langur, on 4erit en langur frtrangIre,"
( 'irtre, I P .4 ). Th.' , onwrtionn between thoaphtli and npoken words are initially

(iv) flom. not aims, ouch it the one of parentheses to .letiote the enter of

1 6 r
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(v) lc niaitiooal, informal, notationa iJ briageJ to the formal,
iiitoily (.0 efea,. out Li.. ut eatahl uulit,d i.uthuieitucj. liy Alludind children
to 0.,4,teaa thaaAt i. thi ir own ways to begin with, wi jru UJ lug apeAu
sire idy well-ittaghed tu their ianitoptual stiai.ture. j.oje waya will probably
be leogthy, ambiguoua, and difh.rent between uitduvidualu. iSy exyerielice of

ttieae iiaadvantagea, and by diwiaisaion, children may be led gradually La the
uue 51 ColiVtAliAill iuttion 11A 4,1Ch a way that they exp6rient.e Ito CelIVthIence

and power.

MNCLII3ION

in the light of the foregoing J.s,..uslion, offer the following reeiaeu form-
ulation.

Symbolit. uieltratanding to J nutual asalrailation between el uymbol system
sof a co,,,eptual structure, domirelted by the coaceptual structure.

1;y4uld .re niagtiifiLarit zv.uitii1 but bad mautwrs, because by theeiselwea they
don't underst,uld what they are doing.

J. M. (IWO: unanratanding kj.jj Mathesuitfcs - A Cocaina,
Mathematical 'reaction, o. -82

Iiiixtua, L. L. (1 ii,): Piiiir'lwivels of Underutanding, Mathematics in Ochnolu,

October, 19(d.

Oyera, V. ma Ileracovica, 1. (1')//)i Understainfing Ochoul Mathematice,

Matheentical Teachimj no.

k /01.111. k. (1)1i): "i:hi ,puratiolal Thinking within the Context of
bracketing and the Order of Operationa", Proceedinca of
Tie, International Group for the Psychology of' Mathematics
Mut: it 101. 111 rd Annual Conference.

.lartre, Jeaa-Paul (19,0: Lea "wit 1, Gallunard, Prance.

..komp, II. lg. .1511)1 'I'h I ayt.holoLv hearuing Matlicalatiaa, iliipteru ¶u c 6,
I mpa In, 11111110iIiiawn rtiI.

It. ( I ; lit iji io .1 Wide ra Lind i., jIM1 Initrumental Understand me,
H., Lb ri., Lu n 11 're.ss.hing sin. It, (Reprinted xii thu Arithmetic

11%2, I It' I.))

1 6d
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'MATHEMATICS: FINDINGS FROM URBAN SCHOOLS
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ABSTRACT

Attitudes towards mathertrAics were assessed using a questionnaire and
an interview Eighth graders in three urban schools were found to have
generally positive attitudes towards mathematics. Theo perceptions of
what II takes to do well in mathentatuz included more behavioral
responses (a g. listen to the teacher') than intellectual responses (e g
'understand the materiar), however, and this was particularly evident at
the school where fewest students demonsarated proportional reasoning
There were few sex differences in attitudes towards mathematics and
nonc in performance

Investtgation of attitudes towards mathematics has been a source of concern to researchers for
many years, despite the difficulties pointed out recently by Kulni (1910) In a review of the research.
Ile notes that there are many possible explanations for the lack of decisive statements about attitudes,
Including the problems of validly and reliably measuring attitudes, the many influences on mathematics
attitudes, the many influences on mathematics achievement, and so on On balance, the research in
thts arca is sustained by the strong sentiment among mathematics educators that attitudes are prob 'Ay
important points of intervention it only we understood them better Further interest in attitudes is 4en-
crated by of studies of see differences in mathematics dirt genesaRy find sex differences in mathematics.
achievement only in cenjunction wish sex differences in mathematics attitudes (e g Fennema and Sher-
man, 1978).

Promising results in sea difference studies have been obtained when investigators have used
separate scales that test such components of attitude as enjoyment, valuing, and confidence in
mathematics separately, (Fennema I Sherman, 108; Sherman, 1980; Lantz & Smith, 1980 Given
the measurement problems of relying excliaively on paper and pencil surveys, it is also advisable to
examine attitudes with more then Ono instrument. intervim.s, observations, and projective techniques
have been suagested as alternatives (Kulm, 1910) and have been used with some success (e g Wolleat
et a1 , 1980) Thus, it was the purpose of this study to examine the relationship between achievement
in a particulat area of mathematics proportional reasoning, and attinides toward mathematics, using a

differentiated construct of attitude and two attitude MUSUIT.S.

THE ATTITUDE MEASURES

Two attitude measures were used in this study..a questionnaire and an Interview Both were
tubed on previous work (Stage, Karplus, I Pulos, 1910), revised to strengthen the rt.:wades

. The Mathematics Attitude Survey 2 (MAS2) is presented Li Table I It ts a 2$ item questionnare

with point Liken scale P:m %Masten a lor to 'agree a lot The items constitute four categosies

1 71

1
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Table 1. Mathematics Attitude Survey (n.422)

Statement

Mean
(on 0 4-point scale
where 1 . disagree a lot

4 agree a lot)

1. I like to do math puzzles. E ( 3.15 .82

2. I think I could do well in more advanced classes. F 2.76 .90

3. Host jobs require 'same meth. N
640

3.60 .70

(4.) I will stop taking math ss soon as I can. 0 1.49 .90

i. Flaying math games is fun. 8 3.20 .89

(4.) You have to be super mart to learn with. C 1.50 '.84

7. I will need math to do well in school. N 3.52 .76

(8.) I wish math weren't so important. 0 2.08 1.10

9. Once I mtart working on a math puzzle, I find tt hard
to stop. E 2.51 1.02

(10.) No matter how hard I study, I will get low grades
in math. C

r.
1.62 .89

11. Knowing math helpe,me in many ways. C .
e

3.70 .64

(12.) Hath maims me nervous. 0 1.85 .94

13. Ma0 ill my favorite subject. E 2.61 1.06

(14..) You need to have good memory to be good in math. C 2.67 1.00

15. I uss math outside of school. N 3.39 .8b

(16.) Math to a lot of rules for numbers. 0 3.22 .93

(17.) I think math.is boring. 8 1.89 .95

18. Math is easy f'r me. C "2.74 .84

19. I will need meth for my future work. N 3.58 .76

20. I think math is fun. 8 2.99 .88

21. I think everyone csn learn meth. C 3.64 .70

(22.) After I finish school I can forget about moth. N 1.37 .70

(23.) I wish I were smarter in meth. 0 3.41 .86

24., I like mIth classes. K 3.00 .87

25. I can do well in math if I want to. C 3.50 .80

E enjoy, C - confident, N . need, 0 other

( ) negst,ively worded items
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,

N, need niathematks, F. enjoy niatheinalu.s. (, feel confident in nitthemaitcs, and 0, other items uf
interest to the investigators fhe MAS1 was administered in classroom groups as part of a 45 minute
battery of paper and pencil tasks for this research program

The student interview eontained general clastions About school And was administered !Misfit:.
ally, at (he begummg uf a 40 minute interview (hat included the lemonade puule, a proportional ma
wining task (Karp lus, Pu los, & Stage, 1980 The interviewer's interest in =thematic', was nut
revealed tu the subjeets. Ag thiy were Asked what their faybrite And least favorite parts of school are,
which of then academic subjects the; like best and least, do best and worst in, work hardest and least
hard in, wh.0 they think it takes to do well in English and in niathematics, whether it matters if they
get good grades in school And why, and what they do Afteu.4hool

The subjeetsjor this study werethe 230 students on three urban whuols described in Karplus,
Polo., And Stage (1981) who tumpleled the lemonade pu les and the two attitude measures Eor (he
MAS2, data are reported for thekt students and their aassinates faw4221 who took the paoer and pen
cil portion of the battery

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Mathe'mancs Attitudes S'iirvey

fhe responses to the MAS2 are reported in Table 1, which shows ilia. students Attitudes towards
mathematics Are generally positive Students Are in strong agreement with statements that 'Knowing
maib helps me in many ways,' And 'I think everyone can learn iTlAth Similarly, they are in strung
efougreement withohe statements, 'After I finish school 1 can forget About math,' and "You have io.be
super smart to learn nialh ' These positive findings for eighth graders are in agreement with the
National Assessment fur Educational Progress hndings fur 13 year olds (Carpenter, et Al 1980)

Analysis ol variance found only two items un which there were YCA differences that were
significantly different At the 01 level or less, items #9 and #25, on IMO the girls' responses were
more positive than Me buys There were alsu two items, N6 and NH, on which there were differences
among the three schools that were significant at the 01 level, however, the order un (hose items was
different

of particular interest un the MAS2 was the relationship anti, , Engry.
onhdent to see it the, replicated the hntling of a Guttman scale (Stage, Pubis, & Karplus, 1981)

Using 110% al a criterion, subjects were categorued as 'heeding math" if (hey agreed with 4 ol the 5
needing statements, 'enjoying math' ir they Agreed with 6 of the 7 enjoyment statements, add 'keeling
confident' is they agreed with 6 of the 8 eonfidence statements We replicated uur earlier result frorma
substantially different school population (hat needisig precedes enjoying, enjuying precedes tont:tante
Die scale hal A coefficient or reproducibility of 92, indicating a valid wale, and a coalmen( ul sralabd
or of 73, indicating that the stale ts unidimensional and cumulative Further discussion will report
students* responses to the MAS2 in terms uf the subscale scores

School_Ammdes Intemew

fhe response itt the school attitude, inteiview is reported in lable 2 li shows that student, have
iairty positive attitudes towards mathematics, particularly in comparison with uther school subjects
Fuity eight percent 01 the students volunteered mathematics al the subject that they like best, 36% uf
them twirled that they do best in math, and 55% reported that they work the hardest in math De
comparable figures for English ate 5%, ltti., and 1811., respectively

Itsmg a Chi square test, Mere were only three questions un which (he the distributteas of the
responses were signifkandy villfereni al pc. 01 by sex boys enjoy physical education more than girls do
115% it 21%1, boys play smarts Alter ftlithal mine than girls do 154% to 26%), Anil girls.are more likely
to mention doing their homework siumiatiettudy 1111% to 73%) !het, were several items on which the
iesponws differed by school howe vet Most tirorninent were those that tweutred un the questions
'What do you think it takes to do well in inath" and 'What do you think it lakes to do well in
I uglish The testIlls Jle 1,1.111..d 11 fable I where the students' first and second open ended replies
were categortted as ablithts Ic g brains, being small, menial skills le g know how to add well/ And
ischastor Is g do your homework, boo to the teacher/

,
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able 2. School Attitude Interview (112 10) (pereentagea)

Favorite par of the achool day

Sor 1

Phys cal Education
Nona Sub lec t

2

Leant Favorite Not Ment ioned Favorite

0 82 18
11 60 29
5 82 1 3

Comparison of endemic. aubjecta Least/Wormt Moat/Rest

Like vit' h

Not Hentloned
Part of bay Part of Dayo

Perform in math
Work in Øatl,

Like Eng lab
Perform n Engl lah

Work in E glish
Like ot3iei mublect
.Perform In other
Work In ot er .

wit does it take to well in

\iEnglish, fir t answer
English, sec/nd answer
Math, first answer
Math, aecond 'answer

. - 4
pees i t matter if you get good grades? Yes 952 No 51

Why7 Other people, Ifil:s HY own reasons, 382; To achieve a goal, 462
,

What do you do after sch\ol? Mentioned Men t ioned

--

I Spontaneously After A Probe

Homework 7/ 21 2
Housework 32 51 17

$iork at A lob II 16 7 3

Play ',porta 1 41 36 2 3

Plny games 42 40 18

Play mum ica 1 instrument 67 25 0
oo WI TV 10 38 52

Rend 21 62 1 7

Linten to gamic 1 1 71 18
be with friends

\
24 47 0110, 29

Hobby 3 42 55
Other 31 11 61

20 32 411,

26 38 36

9 36 55
RR 7 5
22 50 28
18 64 18

50 40 10
39 40 21

53 12 15
....

Ability Uental Skill, Behnvior

26 19 55
25 18 57

40 9 52
32 4 64

100 not yo

11.
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Table 3, agape-was to the question
"What does it take to do well in (percentages)

quest t ion
School A

nw101
School

nw58*
School C

ni.712

first answer
ability 33 16 26
mental skill 12 34 I 7
behavior 55 50 5 7

English second answer

ability 30 20 24
Dental skill 13 14 10
behavior 57 46 6 6

Mathosat Ice f irat answer
abilay 42 43 34
eental skill 6 19 4
behavior 52 38 6 2

Mathematics second answer

ability 39 AO 1 5

mental skill 1 3 5
behavior 5 1 57 80

-
there are some differences n the responses by s.hool lo the English question, but the Prom-

inence of the 'behavior response by students from School C is earticularly evident in mathematics, an
average of 71% of their ansaers

lielationshnW +moist the altitude measures

From the MAS2, there are three subscales (Need, Enjoy. Confident) Apd a composite scale score
(from 0 to 3, one point for each of the 1ubsuAle3) From the interview there are composite variables
that represent Intir4 IThitheMalkat (Like), performing wcl tn mathematics (Perform), and working hard
in metherneou (Work) The relationships among the questionnaire and interview varsableg are wn
in Tattle 4. together with the scores for proporubnia reasoning from the lemonade punks ( ss,

Kilos. A Stage, 1931) The competence wore (0,1) mdketes whether or not the student used propor
horst) reasoning on any punk in ihe set of eight The performance score (0.1) indicates the extent to
which the student used proportional reascning oh the punks.

11/4 Of the MAS2 substaks, Confide:sec is the most tonsastent, correlate, both with other affective
variables and with pertormame Of the intervtew variables, Like and ?erform are stronger correlates
with other affective variables than Work iseggal the interview variables show los dandelions with per
forrpance It is interesting to note that affective varsables were more strongly rileted to performance
than to competence, replicating results from a different population (Siirge, Kerplus, A Pulos, 19110)

There is only one strait:ant correlation with the school variable. indicating that the students from.
School r are kss WNWe of the need for niathematics then students Prom School U and A There are'no

signal ant currelattoGs with sea

,



Table 4. Correlations Among Affective and Achievement Variables

From 14452

Heed
Enjoy
Confidence
MAS2

From Interview
Like
Perform
Work

----------

s
From MAS2 From Ineelvtew From

Lemonade Puzzles

En j oy
Conti-
dence

HAS2 Like Perform Work
Cosine- Tortoni:-

tenCe ante

.16 .27

;35
.55

.78

.78

.02

. 3A

.30

.08

.24

.24

.28

.51

-.09
.02

-.02

4,06

-.00

-.08--

.03

.08

.07

-.03
-.16

.04

--.1
.20

.27

.28

.13,

.0Q

-.04

n210; r.15, p<.05 * ordered A,8,C
p<.01 1 ordered M.F

School Sex

- -.17*
.04 .01

-.12 -.03
-.10 .02

.13 :04--

.13 .04

.09 .07

School and sex differences in attitude and achievement

As reported in the cdmpanlon paper (Karplus, Pubs. Q Surge. 1911) there were no sex
differences In the use of proportional reesonins There were also no substantial sex differences in atti-
tudes towards mathematics.

There were su enlist school differences in proportional reasoning: students In School A used
titoporticnal reasoning e frequently than students in School B. students 14 School B used moor-
lionsl reasoning more r,quently than students In tchool C These performance differences are, to a
iimited extent. reflecle4 in the students responses to the attitude Iftntlies, Students in School C
report that poodtheha rather than skill or ability. Is required fot success in mathematics Although
they like mathematics, hey are ALSO less likely to see the need for mathematks than students in
Schools 15 and A.

CONCLUSIONS

An earlier study of shift; and eighth graders from a middle-clam, suburban schqol with an ethni-
cally mixed population (Stage. Pules.* Earplug. 3911) had found generally favorable attitudes towards
mathematics and a Guttman scale of need, enjoyment, and cortidence These results were replicated
with eighth graders from three lower-ciess. urban schools with, high minority enrollments School
differences In attitudes towards mathemetics were not strong but they were consistent with performance
differences In ca-oporrionar reasoning.

Acknowiedeements. This study has berated from the assistance of Laurie Bowers and Denise
Babes= in the gathering and scoring of the data, We are grateful to the participating students and
faculty of the Oakland. CA. public schoob for their cooPeratioo. The research was suPPecterl In part bY
the National Science Foundation under Grant No 794962 Any dPinions. Win's, and conclusions
expressed this report are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the National
Science Foundation.
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IN - Lrif-wr ARruin PriF P.Inams IN A LWIRA

Sigrid Wagner, UnIversity of Ceorgia

'Sid Rachlin, University of Calgary

Algebra has traditionally bee- the mathematics coarse in which success or

failure determines whether a student can/go on to higher level mathematics

,nurlel or is. forever limited to a knowledge of basic arithmetic. Data

from the se:und National Assessment of Educational Progress in mathematics

aLow that ctily one-half of the 17-year-ol4s in .the sample took cod: c in

mathomati: s h. the levet ,f elementary algebra. Pally factors ,nntvi-

hute to this statistic, but one significant factor must he the di ff iculty
students have in learning algAhra.

MATHEMATICAL CONTENT OE ALGEBRA

The content of elementary algebra appears, for the most part, in one of

two forms in egressions (combining or simplLfy;ng terms, operations on

,perations on rational expressions, etc.) or in equations

(solving equations and inequalities, graphing of funt,qions, so' ving ys-

toms of equations, etc.). Both of these forms rely upon the use of

variahles (literal symbols, x, y z. ...) for their written expression.

Viriahles. Literal variable symbols play a multitude of roles in algebra

loA it e reek'red to in as many different ways an unknowns, generalized

naliters, ihdetermlnates, independent variables, devendent variableS,

corstants( 1), parameters, and so forth. Kuchemarfn (1970) haS developed

a 'taxonomy of eix different uses for variables, and Tonnessen (1900) has

inventigate4 ()liege students' understan;ling of variables. Magner (1977,

19/11b) stiulied middle school and high scixIbl students' ability to conserve

equat ion and function under transformations of variable.

An analytical frAsewors that has recently been Aevelbped (Wagner, 1901a)

is useful, in guiding the formul,tion of questions to use is inveatigating



the itittate. t ,todtlit ' interpretaticees of 'the rules of variables
an'tl theft ability to truth with them it. the Con text S of eXpret,;.zotss end
equations. A dt.ept.t in.....ght into studtaits' understandint, of vat iables may
Lventua fly ..ugge..t al ternative teachi. ...trategies, stit.li as that zecently
developed by ller-,euvi.s and Kieran

Mal cquat tun... Alt tcavarch related to algt.laa deal directly,
or tly, with t.xpl ca.. ul eqUat ion... Host recent te.,earkli has
1...used pt low i 1 y ii equa t or hun t .ons. llowevcr , Kat til iii ( 19t10, tJ81 )

ondu. tk1 a ...Indy tha t .1 a I ITtaLa entitely I.II polynomill, rational,
el cxj fk found that above-average algebt a ..tudenta make

IL, t q. ot t.1 tot wlom Nor), ing on task.; that are lift t.,uh t fat the.m

aunt elgebt a Andelet... mak, att Inure rti.t lilt. 1.1.01,1eftltt

A t...w _Audit lietabt y lav ta, Jock and lit.Knight 0910 anti Matz (1979),
/flea 1ilt t. ulai porn I., of contusion 'aetween expression, and

t141 t iii. Alg,l I Iv.' iegi,o.gt d Way, of al.cuunting tor them. tor example, Matz
, two ua ot the equal.. sign (,) in algebra, one as 4 rela t ion

In In ioa t lag. alai Lao_ a.. a sign uf equivalence lietwetni cxpressiat, iii
a 11111, ot I ..le . lige kil.i of opt, a Lion.. that or, arvioit late lo I.

ic ui Ve I y dittt lent, beat :.tudelits are rarely conscious ot the distill..
non I,. twt tie [la two Otte, ot tht, equals sign. Davis, meanwhile, Ipeal.... of

VI...a 1 Ily qv.letated ...quelit.es and the ate, t that the appearance Of all Age-.
WA. taim ha a, the t,tudt.lit Jetertaina:ion of the appropriate next atep
in I iaoldt ni. hitt ink; Ow idea., ut naafi. and Matz together proV Wt.:. a
pi Jar. IL I xi I that ion lot .,tuth.nt cunt inuing corifu..ion 1....twc...A1 opt tat ions

ii I at Land I xt.1 t ,1,1, and a lv /1,4 1 .1. luilal eqadt Iola,. That i when tic

..tudent On. lit ,t p in adding two rational din Las ion:. and

wi "-" tI,, .ci.ta .11 ,tio I Valt It t exprettololl, the restll t look., the 5.115e

J. s rat tonal ,quat i.gig, t ht. .4ug1u.1tt guy then follow a y rnotkrateI

int ind ". ing th. 1 (11.1r 1(41 C11 flact ," forget-
toq, that the 01 igiiiiL prohlt.m wa.. 51151ly tu combine tetras and if y.

lhi . 11,,1 othi ti lat. it , ii, oil too familial to any alg..bta

hitt unt the .111 ot ill 11 el On 1,111 bu ter 1(1,11r 111011. i r 1 di. t
ul t to imptt.a the tt a. t al ryttra 50 IL to ,nhall i tt Sib tIl ' lili,1i1

1 ?a
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s

standing. Having t wlerits lot ve probt i irvit v rip oxprco.i ions and eipia t luau .

that are pni-posoly lirilar I form may hol p 111 i. ut I fying part I. ular
di f f I nit I es associated with these farms.

PROCEggre, IN LI:AF141Nfl ALCUIRA

The foaming of algribra, beyond the level of rote memorization of formulas
and a lgoi thm ran bo regarded as a k inn of problom-solving process. Lyon

ttu..Ipl it ion of formulas, to "rout ine" textbook exer-is.es involvos
dogreo of problem-solving activity on the part of most students, at toast
for .1 whi Ie. Thus, one approach to the, Invostigation of learning di f f 1, -

tio in a I totir a is to use certain well establit.hed problem-sol.Ying lircessos
to guido tho in I'm I sotocrion of interview tasks. Two basic problem-

sol v ing pro, esses identified by Kr utetsk ii (1076) in biz. mdol of en; theMot i -
thil i Hos are thoiie of gonoral 17.1 t ion and levers ib III t.v

Generalization. Yrutotski I ons idored tho aid I it y ti general I cu ma thonia t I 11

initorial to operato on two levels:
if the dui !try to con sonwthing fftett. 11 awl known in who t is

p.Irt i idar and concrete (subnuming .1 part I War (as- wider
known goneral concept), and

b) tho ability to see soriething goneral and still unknown in
what P. isolat^a and part iculor (derbc big lho goner. I f rom
port ioullor Ises, to form a concept ). p. 237)

f iret of those levels has boen charactorirod by Dienes ( VIV) os iiiThe

oxtonsian of an already-formed i lass. 'This not ion of general izat ion P.
tel in tho ordered eiedri Pies found in most ma the-

mar xt in whi-o4r inc-14;asingly mire complicated oxtens ions of a form
aro -41;.: 1;1,1+,1 sg,rvione.: of problems wi thin a tiwic and similar forms

problonr, u rot., topics can be usod to ma- lire this a,,port of goneral

i ' ...yid f the abi I ity to gonora 1 izo ma themt icati notopiat
hr Pinot rrod to Iiimen'sqef int t ion of abstraction as ioorret* oF
br,ir formation. This aspei t of the ability to general i so algebraic Ideas

roll fie me 1,..ured hy various k inds of concopt attainment tasks, such as eon-

servat Igo tosYs. sorting tosls, and ttiplet comparison tasks.

#2,
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t jk ( 1J6J) Lonsiders reversibility an e,,sential apti-

tude fLI the Lama t. fun ut a 1 gebw 1, ,oneepts,. He defines the bast, concept

of teversibility as follows: a

by zeversibh: (two-way) assoaations (and series t associations)
we meall lloaW dbSuclations in which the thought or rtalizat ioh of
the au4 una element (ur lot the last element) e'voke.$ the It It ur
real izat ion ut the first element (0. 51)

inhe dei ind Piaget (19'atf) distinguish between two turtm. t,l ILversibi i ty

n,gat ion (of and ,A,cupeva t ion (0r re, ipref t / ). Htgat ion 1 everses,

an AA_ z at lull by "undo i t . Como:nod t ion reverse:. an upela t i on by I, v Dig

it alone and tali. ell iI ettect.

197,h) twa iii.t igalcd btfident4 abil it y tu apply 1, /erst-

bil ity thz .11 It +lt o I 1 ilit al equal tullS $.1 th a Lgl iin tel ft, How-

e' t ,uMpleta ut add it ion in an expreion of the form

tb-c 4 iorat,-. three poz.s ible variations: one in which and a

known, 4. In whit ti t anti b at t. known, and clue in which e is known/but
le I the, b I, p,iveli The,: three Va iat ions Lan be used to investigt.ce

t it t !II t / la appl / z ev. t ib 1 i ty in the context of vtlynomial and

at tonal XjI Mt 11 aiLOple 1 inear etittat1011:,.

if10bbihobY

WI th 1 t it ihh4i eht lino tat jot., tIW , 1 ihi di appvJaz h i nera I I y

it. d Ly t hema t [orb d, the be...t available methodology tot

tnv, .110 it . og tnt hal i opel at i,hs of Ihoaght . the '.ovi,t al:s14 rid in hie

Ioi.I may hz, z tall y i tul tuz iiivet iga t ing cliff tz ol t

in J1 e,t4 he,ao,e.

ol thinking alowl pivz vaunt mixed with rt. ioh
thiou0 j i g tz_z1 Int .1 ion ing 1,11r/ides traces ul IbutiOtt telt
IV4 I ALI. tbrou4b 1,11. s ahd-peh,i1 means. Hz itten tt..ts plo.vidt
,hap.Atut:, ut the ,t ud, 10 . thinking pruc.ess. Verbal plotowls
i so plot/id. lp .hzit hot thL interva Is between pi< t tires are

abbievlated that On v:ewel obtains more of a motion picture
of (h.. tbotie,bt peo.

h AAA, "atm 01 1111 abLertaining experimz,nt permt ts
U. it t v it wel to uza. Implompto zittL.,t ioning tu tol low (he f low

$ ,.tndetzt 's thwight a,. it ht the procet,.s of turming.

) A , t ihlent undt ,taaohnit; uf alt,ebra hange4. with t tow ahd e
, Th, lohot nd ili1 fiat urv o I the leuVlet a,vrtaining study

I,. hi:. dynantiz quality ot .,astung
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ies of problem- ,t)lving esses of ten iavol v are- Wy bove-a, rape and
ted st oil. yds ee, alto. thOs. st u&nts are general 1 y lo.t ter able to it t ii w-

hite reavuting processes. an the other hand, error analysis studies of ten-
involve evstly awrlge and below-averair studrnts be..to..ettrrs-a Judents mi'ke
irt r-e mi tke . In Jrder to ident ify learning lii f f ioglt from psyehologi--
( al berspet tive, it is important to analyze t h. i easoning pro. esses used by
atoble itudents and ompare them to the proe..sses wo,d by less (1:11,1111.

dents Tanks that range'in diff icult y all the way from standard textbook
ever, i to woderately diff icult nonstandard problerro should enable
inve-tiglua to obt.- .11 areasonable amount of informit ion about the rea-
wking pre ^-sos used by both al.ove-aierage and helow-average students.

**:

:71417 lu

A - t tidy ,tr 1 e asting f f iculties in algebra is ( l being wildly led
with 1.7 high school teshmon in Athens, Georgia. Half of the stud-uds ars
ibove averag:- Li Wilt ire below average. t:ach student i being interviewed
, ,1 one hour every three weeks over the course of an atatimic year. lring
the co lo I a tab.?ng Ire:thodology. : vet al etest ;it orneills are bo ing
adroit, iste, ta loa.oss the students' initial qnderstan illI of. vai

,jofv and equation as well a!: their ability to ugly the prof ooses
'of general i 7.Itihlfl tnd revers ihi I i ty.

hart view ta as. Both standard textbook probletre and nonst indard, related
problem. ir being ire Indell in the inter views. The starelaid 1.1.61 err las.vide

th lelow vorago stu4ents with noble proldt vinp hal 1lige
Ili St thos. . :porienco SCOW .:11, c,'", in oht lining nswers. Tho nun-

ma.0 1 pv Id. or. pm ide the above-average wi th problem-^ol

I onye . It is through the trat tile, of IlloofIlif Prer0' sos dur'nfl f""bicm-
.. lying i t I 'Jay that the investigators hope to obtain in...iglu into learning

itult los.

Interview ta: ks reprosent the cells of a l-dimensiontl content x Erocess x
fair nth ix in whbh the content topics are operations w th polynomials,
algebra!, I Tar r lons, .and radb a Is the proeesses are general I zat ion and

.1f, mt. We 4:1, Ind erptat Ions. ctandard prob-

R )
Avo
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sa t iiLr I i at t a 3. . upon wili guieral iza t ion and revervibility
t az e Whet evt.t possible, cxples:-..ion tasks and equation
t4 I eatable ea.11 other.

t,t data, hit iall y, the or l and writ t*.ti r iii.i uf all students
will .14..1y.&,,1 tot I ..gul iri t ot lii havior across
iii liv i dua I .. tleA,.. toe ii -tor tAlet.i wu II JP el1.11 I y examined
with ti Lei tali I lo 44. t,i11,, ot titILI, ot L.14111 j.. the 1-4.1k/1411W.

a) To Wiwi dcittve iot vii lit t.A1 du the ..tudento 1;efiel 140 th.
,,o1 tit ions: On wi th mu It iple correct reL.pon..e.., do tin-

intents make ,:eto tat Sta t einents

lo Itle ,tutelit% genetal 1.40 prOLesses or.opera t ions I ruin OM!
ta .1, to Ill, ii. ett? in) the st laden ts trans t et the proces."... or

(loll.. .1,44 WI, L.4( t.ril donu iii to another?

I.)

llow do. liii iIi5i'il uhitlu ulty ilhfeLt ii ..tudent appl ui4t 11 gt
ot general i it i0111.1 If the st udent IoLue s .t par, iLular
di If i.iilty. art incur te..t eusineetion more likely to ,,,,ate?

,1) I th...re a 1 at t urn to the students' behavior in term., of the
type . of r evet sihi, I i ty they apply to the algebra task...?

) ) flow ja.iui teht are t.tUdelits th attempting to in.). a partiLolat
Apply, ii h when eAperiencing Ii If icul ty in solvit1t1 a li",blein?

11,..4 itt Allah htz. t to ii hilt:. that suggest a di f f,-z ent approauh?

gl It J Auden. 'ALI IA.. a 1.1Xtble41 using one appro,,,..b, al
v, nh. LAW 1,11.blelli JI1o.11... way? For 11 a .(141eIll

11. I. gat ion to ...iv,. lirt.11414, Lail lie Ur te.i. urdpent.al IUD
wel I , 01 vi, e yea sal

rI1 . ahaly.u.. will ling, ta yond those part icular ijul t tow.. Iii gt oral ,
tI uuv, .te it ii.. will be e lit:, 1.11y tereL.ted in idvntifyhig

.11,1. .t r.1 ...a y to tie Admit. tit cutriculum. It i tl,, .4 1,1( (t 1.11.

141y lit , ly ho i liii lii ogg.st ing alternative, mot, liii t vi.

IT. tlit01. it le t. t.urry Ilfilli I.

t 1.1(1 III I .

I 1. A tuly lii _li t. .1.,1 tut mat oil I jtiuuu iii Lost/ -

I, 11114.14444c Vit toria Au .t rat ian Conn, ii tor l'dku ,it loot
H. P.. la 1

I 1 Ito VI 1111.9 a 1,11411_ Newt a .( II., Au ti iii Ii .
114 1 yt I .1ty flew le, 14/5
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CLAsskoon STUDIES usim: venue IDENTIFICATION TASKS

Arthur I.. White
Patricia Wilson

Richard J. Shumway

The Ohio State University

Fcature bloat if icat ion tasks have a putential tu clarify the value-of
examples and non-examples in the elassroom. The se of examples and nun-
examples has been identified as a critical prublem area in the leaf-fling of
matheasac u.al concepts (Sowder, 1980). Psychological research on conjunct Ive
feature ident if icat ion tasks favor sequences af all pelf it ive 'nstances ovet
Mixed posit ive negat ive .nsPark vs (Bourne and Dominowski, 1972. Erickson
and Junes, 19 18) However, research involving mathemat ical concepts found
the opposite. Nixed positive and negative instances were favored over the
all posit ive sequences (Shutaway, 1971, 1974, 1977).

,
Shumway and White t ried ta ident ify a crit ical vatjable clot accuunt, . -or
t he different e In the Lthemat teal and psychological research. They fuund

that students had difficulty using negative instances in developing a
cuntept ,(1977). in add it gm, frequency levels of irrelevant dimensions
-.eemed to be une of the factors influencing the usefulness of non-examples.
if the frequency level was staibtaiteed at a S0-50 chance of either level
oteucring. the traditional i.syclulogical results were obtained showing that
sctp;mnees of all posit We instauccs are more helpful in learning a concept
However, it the I uequuc.uucy level is manipulated au that one level occurs mere
otten (901 ut the t Doe). mixed posit We and negative instances were better
than all positive ibstaneet. (Shumway et al. 19111)

Intuitively, the idea of different frequencies fur different levels of a
dimension seem to imitate the classruum. Typically in the classroom, some
irrelevant features are not varies' (i.e. orientat lug] of a f gur e in a
rextbock, names of variables). 'Iwo atteapte were made to replicate ihe 1981

stelr (Shumwoy et al, 1981) nsiag topics [ha. were closer to classroom
at t lv it les than the let ter St ings used pru viousl y. The t I rst was tile
gc. .tric e.meept of the altitud, of a triangle and the second was a

outpoter imual.Le.ui qual tat ive aoaly ststchemistry experiment.

1 S5
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GEOMETRIC CONCEPT

A pilot study was run which failed to replicate thetresults of the 1981 study.

Five dimensions of the triangle varied in two levels each. Ninth grade

algebra students were insttlucted on how to use negative Instances and also on

the five dimensions whiob were manipulated. The suhjects were given geometric

sequences which replicated the treatments of the previous mtudy.

The results showed no significant differences in the treatments. There was

a slight favoring of ixed positive end negative sequences for both

trestments. The subjects Led a difficult time focusing on the five hi-level

dimenn!ans that were manipulated. Some S. focused on Irrelevant attributes

other than the five intended by the researcher and some attended to os y a

subset of the five dimensions.

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS CONCEPT '

An attribute Identification concept ledrning task was designed for

administration by use of the Apple II imicrecomputer. The task was related

to the processes of qualitative analysis In cheadmtry. A simulstion of a

chemical system' wag progrimmed so es to present the results of m chemical

r.actien to.Ss. The progrnm included graphic s. animated to reprement chemical

and physicalichaiskes whi.Lb are often observed in q*umlitative chemical anmlysis.

The dimensions of focus for the S. were:

dim,nsions features

- formation of a precipitate yes or no

- formation of a gas yea or no

change in temperature Increase or decreane

- color change Of solution 4 yes or no

- rate of *reaction fast or slow

Five dimensions were choeen In order to replicate the study of Shumwny et al

(1981). The microcomputer simulated chmeistry.experiments were presented in

sequences which weir replications of thetsequencem used by Shumway.

The S. received inst,urrion and practice on resits similar to the experimental

tiisk am a group. The inntruction Included the group solution a task



involving three factor. with two levels of each factor. The stimulus was a

string of 3 letters and the Se were asked to identify whiff two features

defined the concept. This was an attribute identification task with the

iule conjunction given. The strategy used vas discussed as the group worked

thrii the task.

Thy second practice task was done ildividually by each subjeCt. The instances

for this task included levels ot attributes from four factors, with two levels

for each factor possible. After the Ss.completed the task the results were

discussed along with questions and answers related to strategies fur solution.

.

Following the two practice tasks thecsubjects responded to a pretest designed

to determine if the Ss 'Were able to use information from the negative

instances. The results showed Apt 17 of the 23 Ss were able to use

information from negative instances whife 6 were not. There eery no

significant (p .05) difference among the four treataent conditions on

%pretest scores. See table 1 far means and stdn&ird deviations by cell.

Table 1

Means and Standard Deviations
for 'Pretest Scores by Cell

Frequency

Sequence '
Condition

50/50 90/10

M 5.4 Is

SD 1.65 SD 4.55

M 5.8 M 5.9

SD 4.32 SD 3.94

o

rhe specific task fur the Ss using these sequences of experiments was to

idintity the two teatures that identify the presence of a certain substance.

If the substance is present the experiment 16 an example of tne concept, if

tiw substance is nut present in the system the experiment is a non-example

of the coacept.

lbc simulation bet,Ins with a fcw drops of reagent added to a husker filled

with a blue eolution. rbe subject observed the tesults uf tle experiment and

was aoked to circle the changes observed on a response sheet. After the

S 7
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chemical exporiment wan completed the S. vere asked to guens if the experiment

was nn e.ample or non-example of the concept. The Sn then enter their guenn

into the microcomputer which immediately indicates vhether,the instance vas

an exomple or non-example. At this point the SR record the microcomputer

feedbnck,.make a guess an to what two features are needed for the instance

to be an example nod request the next experiment by entering n 1 on the

keyboard.

0

There vere 20 different uequeneeko(40 instance; (experiments) each, The

average time required by the SI to Complete this attribute identification

trod( was about 20 minutes.

The Sn for tila research vere LINZmsters and Ph.D. candidates in a course on

kerning theory. 7hp Ss were tedhers of science and/or mathematics at the

secondary level. The Ss were randomly assigned to the 20 sequences. All

sequences were responded to by at tient one subject and where more than one

S responded to a sequence, the average value was determined for fuiiher

nnalvsim.

Tbe-20 sequences were arranged ns shown in table 2.

Table 2

Feature Proportion

50/50 9h/l0

Sequence 101 S.7.1tience 006

02 07

03 08

Instance

Type

04 09
05 10

Sequence ill
12

13

14

15

Sequence C16
1/

18

19

20

The criterion for the concept learning task vas the nurber of experiments

needed for the S. to determine the features which identify the presence of

the specific substance.

1S8
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The gleans sad standat.1 devlat lops for the tour cells of this deitIgn arc
given In table 3.

Table I
Means and Standard Deviat Ihne.
for Crlterlon Se'ores by Cell

Frequent y

Sly5D 90/ tp.

- 1.60 X 15.80

SD 9.24 (SD 16.10

X 10.00 X 11.80

4 2.00 SD 10.13-

A 2s2 two Way anai,.,In of cattalo": of the data resulted In non algulfIcanit
Nequeni e tond I Eton O.+) hy f requenLy (50/50,90/ it Intett t lon and main

eft ects. A plot of the aesn Is given In .flgure
16

Nnaher of 14
80/10

trials bur 12

soltnion
10

so/s0
6

Sequence CondltIon
iguVe I

hough non slot t I. ..t t he lower 1 Ix ot the gr\apli appears to bi

ousha ...lit with the usual psyLluaugh..411 ttSult fin Lon)unctivetattrIbute
learning tasks, that is to say sequentls oi all poIll ive instances ir
favored over sequnres at positive and negative instances. The miner line

appears to be cansilet wIrl the influlenee of high frequency (00/10) at
irrelevant feature. being mar. dif f !colt and consistent with the Ilkin.ullkitLal
toucela learn lug tasks In whi, I. seqaen, es of poslt ice dila (legal lye .lust am es

are lavared aver a,,luone. of all posh fve Instanies. It Is n t clear from
aely that the tit.. t of In gat lvi instances Is lee teased vhea the

y of levelo of Irrelevant at t rI6utes is other than 50/50. The

rpl,at los at t1i1, shady ti hulude 5 jot" mere r ell Aosild ',royale the

,1 at I t feat paver needed 4 i, make a moue %al Id Interprelat ion.*
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THE LFFECTS OF DIFFERENT STUDENT INTERACTION

PATTERNS ON LEARNING OUTCOMES IN MATHEMATICS

Roger T. Johnson and David W. Juhnson

University of Minnesota

flow studentscpercelve each other and interact with each other dining

instruction has considerable impact on learning outcomes. How well a utudcnt

understands the material and remembers it, how the student feels about the

subject and the teacher, how the etude/as feel about each other and themselves

OM learners are ail influenced by the pattern of interactions between siudents,

There are three basic types of interaction patterns that can be implemeuted

during instruction (Deutsch, 1962, Johnson & Johnson, 1925); Competitive,

individualistic and Cooperative, In a CosPetitive situation an individual's

goal achievement is negatively carrelated; when one person achieves his goal

all others with whom he is competitively linked fail to achieve -heir goal.

In a math class if one student has the highest score on awassignment, no other

student can have the highent score. In an Individualistic situation an

individnal'. goal achievement is independent Ertl* others; the goal achievement

of one persor is unrelated to the goal achievement of others. In a ath class

structured inlividualiatically each student is working toward a set criterion

and are not linked together.in any way. In a Coceierative situation an individ-

ual's goal achievement is positively correlated aith group membe,r when one '

person achives hie goal all ethers with whom he is cooperatively linked achieve

their goals! In a math class structured cooperatively each student is working

to sake sure he masters the zaterial and that the etluers studentft in his eroup

. also master the material.

It is impurtant to realize that there say be a significant difference

between having students "work in a group" and stucturing students to "work

coopecatively". 'An operational definition of cooperation includes positive

interdependence (tllac group members see themselves in a sink or sato tugether

situation) and individual acconntahility (each student should master the.

muteri.gl. The operational detinition of competition hau each student working

individually to try and do better than the-tether-students and in the individ-

uallutic situation each etudent is working individually toward a utated criteria



which he will reach, or nut reach, depending on his own efforts.

There is a great deal of research available which eaamines
t' effects

of the different interaction patterns on instruction (Johnson 4 nson, 1975;
Johnson. et.al. 1981). in this paper set of field studios will he featured

which focus on the learning of mathematics in cooperative, competitive Ind

individusliatic settings. The studies cover a range of ages In students and
content in math. Three studies were done in a Eirat Grade setting and examined

hoth drill nnd problem solving tasks (Johnson, Johnson & Skon, 1978; Johcson,

Skon 4 Johnson, 1980, Skon, Johnson & Johnson, in press). One study was dnne

in Third Grade with tht regular math curriculum. primarily drill activity

(Johnson 6 Johnson, in press). Three studies were done at the Fifth-Sixth

Glade level examining both drill and problem solving activities (Johnson,

Johnson and Scott, 1978; Johnson, Johnson and Tauer, 1979; Jnhnson and Johnson"
1979). One study was done at the Eleventh Grade level using the regular

general math curriculum (Johnson 6 Johnson, submitted). A variety of

dependent measures were used in these studies, but they primarily fall into
three broad categories: Achievement, Attitudes ond Acceptance of Differences,

,AGHIEVEHENT

In a Meta-Analysis of studies comparing the ef/ects of cooperative,

competitive and individualistic interaction patternn on achievement, it

was determined that having students work cooperatively will result in highel

achievesent thnn having students work individuslistically or competitively .

(Johnson, et. al., 1980). These results were consistent across age groups
And subject matter, including the area of asthmatics, The Metn-Analyela

also indicated tht there seems to be a stronger relationships between

cooperation and problem solving tasks than cooperation nod very simple drill-
trviet..

This finding was mirrored In the field studies. Each of th;se studies
followed a strict Post-Test Only Design with students being randomly assigned

to treatment and teachers rotaied across conditions. In the First Grilde studies

students in the cooperative condition performed-signifieont4y
better on math

drill tasks, story problem tasks, spacial reasoning and visual sorting tasks.



sod mw.th equations. There vas:also e4idente that on problem solving tasks,

not only do low ability and middle ability students dolfetrer in cooperative

groups, but the high ability students in the cooperative condition achieved

significantly higher than high ability students working Aone, ,nd less

errors were made by students working In coopersclve groups. The Third

Grade study did not have achievement date.

Three studies at the Fifth-Sixtb Grade level also indicated that

cooperation tends to promote higher achievement on dell.: lath achievement

and on end of unit tents in another study. One of .he studies dealt with

several different kinds of tasks including math drill-review (two-place mult-

iplication prehlems) and problem solving (finding a number of triangles in

a figure). On the drill-review students in the cooperative and individuilistic

enditions did better than students in the competitive condition. On the

pablen solving task students in the cooperative condition did significantly
A

better than students In the other two condittons with the lowest performare

by the students in the individualistic condition. Ir analyzing the responses

it'vas found that few errors were made by students in cooperation and they

tended to pursue the problem longer while the students in the individualistic,

and somewhat In the competitive, conditions would find the obvious answers

and,stop. -

In the Eleventh Grade study achlevelont was again higher for students in

the cooperative condition. Since tPis study dealt with toe issue of mainstream-

Ins learning disabled stodents into regular math classes, It is interesting to

see that both handicapped and nonhandicapped students did better in the

luterogeneous, ,00perative setting tPan handicapped and ncohandicapped students

working alone. There was not a competitor condition in this study.

Overall, there is growing evidence that cooperation promotes higher

achievement .le moth than having students work competitively or individualistically

and this is especially true when the rasa Is somathing more than .imple

drill-review.

ATTITUDES

A i'onsistent finding In stcsknt interaction studies I., the punitive

affect assocaittd with working cooperatively. These studies on math clauses

I 194
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continue to support these prior findltigm. The First Grade it.udents In the

cooperative conditions viewed math as less difficult than did students in

the.compobtttive and individualistic conditions, and perceived themselves as

having more peer support. The students in the fhird Grade Study cooperative

condition also perceived more'peer support and encouragement for lenrning.

In the Fifth-Sixth Grade studies, students tn the cooperative conditions

felt more teacher support and encouragement, tended tn perceive more peer

support And caring, tended to fect mere relaxed And romfortahle In math

HAIM, and tended to Otos the tanks as shorter, easter and more enjoyable

thin students In the competitive and individualistic conditions. In the

Eleventh,Grade study stndento in t he cooperative condition perceived the mnth

assignments to be less difficult, perceived more peer support for learning,

and tended to he more motivated to be on tank thAn students in the other

two conditions.

Students in the cooperative conditions tend to feel more positiv; Ahont

each clther, the teacher and math claim than students who Are rompetirg or

wrirking4individuttliatically.

Al;RPTANCE OF DIFFERENCES

All of these studies addressed the question of hi". dents perceive

enrh other and three of them examined students attitudes Munn other students

who .rre different than they are. Students who were learning dIsahled and

mainstreamed into the math Hamlett was a malor tkrme of the 111Ird Grade And

Fleveoth Grade studies and different ethnic hackground was Et forum in one of

the Fifth Sixth CrAde studies. In the Third Grade study stkere n few stndents

whn were identified As having severe learning And behavior prohlems were

mainstreamed Into cooperative and Individualistic conditions, there wns far

more interaction between tie handicapped and uonhtindirspped students and

thnt theme interactions vele Almost entirely positive in nature. In Addition

it WAR found that these relattimuthipm gentunlIced to free time situations

where therc were more cross handicap positive interactions thnn in the

individualistic group, And students In the ronperAtive ccoultion made

significantly more rrons handicap choices for friends on n soclometrIc nomi ia-

1 3
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in the Eleventh Grade Study there Zfere over Tour statements from

nonhandicapped stc.dents to haddicapped peers to every one made in the

individualistic Eonditton. Students in the cooperative canditioa indicated

more cross handicap helping and made more cross handicap choices on a

socioaetric rating scale than did students in the individualistic condition.

In the Fifth-Sixth Grade Study which looked at acceptance of diftCrenees,

cooperative learning experiences in math tended to promote more motivation

to be part of a learning group with'persons who were different sexually,

ethnically, and culturally, with Eke axpectation that the fieterogenuity would

increase the learning c;r1d enfoymeh of the class.,

A number of other studies also are in agreement with these studies that

cooperation promotes an acceptance of differences aMong peers.

CONCLUSIONS

Jhe series ot math studies reported here all look at the effects of

having students work cooperatively, competitively or indivldualistically in

math ilaawruoms. Three major learning outcomks are diacussedf 'achievement,

attitudes, andacceptance nt differences.

%cue studies in math support the data of other studies which Indicates

that achievement is enhances by having students work together peratively

rather than having students work alone competitively or individualistically.

The significance ul this finding is in tae fact that must clasarooma tend to

emphasize individual achlevementt and teaLhers are still being taught in pre

and inservice to separate students from one another and make sure they do

their awn work. In addition to math achievement, students in cooperative

groups tend to make tewer errors and pre more persistent and creative Fn

problem solving situations.

There is considerable concern at this time 'about the attitudes of

st.Wents toward math class and studying athematics. These studie4 lndicate

that students working in cooperative learning voiles feel more positive

about mtudying math, feel awe support from the teacher, anemore'support

from peers to learn math than do studilate learning competitively or indlvid

ualistically.

There is also evidence from these studies that learning math in a

ki:oforuomijhat uses .uopesdtiva ledining gr.mps,oftcn can build an acceptance

ot dlitetvare among the students so that they ran not only work effec.' ufly

1 9 6
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in a mixed ability group, a mired aexuilly group, a group that includen

different ethnic backgrounds or mainstreamed huldicapped students, but that

they gatn an appreciation for the differences that exist and select to

interact heterogeneously beyond math class. There will be incleasing

importance attached to building this kind a climate for acceptance of

differences as schools continue to deal with sexism, racism and rejection

of handicapped in clasaroomi. Structuring heterogeneous cooperative grnupo

will nct only tend to build the acceptance of differences but will also

provide htgher achievement and more positive feelings in all students,

1 .44
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leachers Critical Moments:
The Other Side to Student Understanding

Janet C. Shroyer

In his address to the Fifth International Group for the Psyctology of Mathema-

tics Education, Kilpatrick (1981) calls for more research to be conducted in the

classroom. His recommendation comes at a time when there is an increasing use of

the clinical interview technique to obtain information about students' understand-

ing of mathematics. As a result of investigations of students' thinking, some in-'

teresttng error patterns have been isolated and described. For example, in their

sludy of students' knowledge ofrational numbers, Behr and Post (1981) report the

effect of visual-perceptual distractors on students' understanding of fractions.

One way of lending credibility to such findi.igs obtained outside the classroom is to

find examples of the Came or simrlar error patterns occurring during classroom in- ,

struction. Studies on teacher thought and behavior provide one source of classroom

data from which to seek such examples. The purpose of this paper is to illustrate \

ho4,this might4e done and how the findings frog the otherwise divergent lines of

research might be used to invease our understanding about the teaching and learning

4 of mathematics.

In her stuJy of critical moments in the teaching of.mathematics, Shroyer (1981)

isolated and examined incidents uf student Uifficulty and insight for which teachers

experienced momentary crises. Evidence of the teachers' cognitive difficulties and

emutional discomfort were souyht from their thoughts and feelings reported through

a process known as stimulated recall (Kayan, 1975) From her process tracing study

of three teachers teaching units on rational numbers, Shroyer observed that the

distinctive types of student difficulties and insights which caused teachers' prob-

lems were also iddicative uf students understanding of mathematics. For example,

one iritical moment illustrates the impact of visual-dist:actors, similar to tho-e

reported by Behr and Post (1980, and student misconceptions in identifying frac-

tions from models. One type of visual distractor was nated by Behr and Post when

students were distracted from modeling a Irdction by more divisions that wire ne--

ces4ary. For example, students miglit have trouble representing 1/3 in a rectangle

which was already divided into six squares (see Figure 1).

Figure 1.

I
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Shroyer's- study 'also offets some clear indicators of what teachers need in the

way of assistance if they are to effectively cope with these distinctive student

df,ficulties and insights during interactive instruction. Before describing the

Lritical moment and the student difficulty it illustrates, some remarks need to be

made about Vie setting in which Martha, the teacher who experienced the critic'il

moment, was teaching.

Setting

Martha was teaching an introductory unit on fractions in which she relied al

most entirely on the use of concrete and pictorial tasks. Six days of lessons were

Included in the study. On the first five daYs she focused on developing the concept

of fractions beginning with unit fractions, then moving to other proper fractions

and, finally, examining improper fractions. Cuisenaire rods were used for many of

e different activities, both as rods to manipulate and as models of rectangles to

aw on paper. The first day, students were asked to show unit fractions for

designated units of Cuisenaire rods (e.g., 1/3 of dark green), about the rods (e.g.,

red is 1/8 of brown), and to model 1/3 In different ways.

Students were asked to compare or order fractions on the second, third, and

fourth days and to identify equivalent fractions on the fifth day of the unit. Ad-

dition of fractions was introduced on the fifth day and was the only topic on the

sixth day. Martha relied on total class instruction for most of the unit. She

provided one separate work period for adding fractions and gave three short tests

on the first three days. Students were very much involved with the tasks, and they

eagerly participated in the classroom interaction. There were no disruptive inci-

dents of student misbehavior and very few minor infractions of classroom decorum.

The following description of Martha's critical moment which occurred on the second

day will include relevant information about the anticedent behaviors and conditionsi

the specific student difficulties, the teacher's elective actions taken in response

to these student difficulties, and the consequences to toe instructional flow of'

the same lesson and 4he next day's lesson.

Critical Moment

Martha's critical moment involves more than one incident of student difficulty.

60110.

Several students had trouble naming parts of rectangles or circles which had been

subdivided after one portion had been shaded or had the value wr'tten on it. For a

rectangle cut into five equal pieces in which the first piece was identified as

1/5, for example, the next or remaining portion was identified as 1/4 (see Fioure 2).

2t)
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1/4 I 1 / 3;

i;J_LII
Figure 2.

The student's response was based on the fact Jut four p:eces still remained. The

--nextsiece was labeled 1/3.

The first error in Martha's critiEal occurred during the first planned activ-

ity on the second day of the unit. The task was essentially the same as was given

for a test on the first day Students were answering questions about the fraction-

al values of parts of a rectangle formed by drawing around the dark green rod on

grid paper witti squares of 1 sq. an. to match the fact of a white :nd. On the grid

paper, each rectangle was automatically divided into six squares. Students had

aeen asked to divide the rectangles and shade 1/2, 1/3, 4/6, 3/6, and 2/6 which

they did with few difficulties. Referring to the rectangle in which the first

square had been shaded as 1/6, Martha asked Rodney what was not shaded, and he re-

sponded with 1/5 instead of 5/6.

The second instance of this error pattern occurred when Martha was reviewing

the'same problems by asking questions about the figures she had already drawn on

the overhead projector. Pointing to the same picture showm ia Figure 1, Martha

asked Rodney what was not shaded, and he replied 1/4. He had forgotte, or was un-

able to see from her drawing that the rectangle had been subdivided into thirds,

he was responding 1/4 because he could count four squares that were not shaded.

Before the reader forms any firm opinion about Rodney's ability or attention to tne

task from these two errors, it should be pointed out that during the same acGvity,

he volunteered the first equivalent value for a fractien. He suggested 1/2 as

another name tor the model of 3/6.

For the first error, Martha acknowledged that Rodney was seeing five unshaded

parts, reminded him they were working with Sixths, and repeated her,question. He

answered correctly, but it appeared as though his helper may have whispered the

answer to him. During this activity helpers had been designated to assist those

who had some difficulty with the test the first day. For the second error, Martha

coitinued to ask questions when Roibley reported that the unshaded portion was 1/4

instead of 2/3 (see Figure)). In this case, the helper was no longer present.

T. How many parts did we divide this [rectangle] into, Rodney?
S. Three.

T. Three. How many of them are shaded?
S. Two [referring to the two squares rather than one of the three

divisions].
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At this point. Martha began to realize how the small squares were interfering with

Rodney's understanding of thirds.

T. I see why you said two. One of thikarts is shadeT, isn't it?
How many of the parts are not shaded?

S. Two

Rodney's response was correct. but Martha seamed unaware of it at the time. Instead.

Of cause of his error was still on her mind as she went on to say,

T. You are counting each little box, aren't you?
S. No. but ..
T. (going right an) I can,see why you are confused; it's confusing.

Rodney, tell me again how much is not shaded. If we divide that
into thirds, he, much is not shaded? (Pause and'no rrsponse.1
OK. I'll tell you--2/3. How many thirds are in the whole thing?

S. Three.

T. One is shaded; how many are not shaded?
S. 2/3.

Two-thirds was not rsally the answer to the last question. but Martha did not seem

to mind since Rodney had indicated the unshaded part was 2/3.

If the above two incidents had not qualified as a critical moment for Martha.

, 5to similar errors which occurred during the next activity probably would have.

and fourth inetances of the same error pattern came during the next

activity. Martha had switched to drawing circles and rectangles on the board and

asking students to label earh of the parts. Milton expressed sore disbelief that

each of the four equal pieces of a circle were 1/4 (Figure 3). After obtaining his

Figure 4.

agreement that each piece was 1/4. Martha drew another picture (see Figure 3), estab-

lished the 5461 pertion was 1/4, and asked what all the rest would be. Hilton re-

plied 1/3, as though the other pieces were still showing, his error pattern was the

same as Rodney's. In response. Martha offered him a word of encouragement and told

him the correct response: "You are on the right track; it would be 3/4." For the

next problem, Martha drew a candy bar in the shape of a rectangle, divided it into

fifths, and asked Todd to label the first piece. She noticed him counting the

pieces and drew this to the attention of the class before he,correctly identified

the first piece as 1/5, felling her to "scratch out one lof the piecesl." He pro-

ceeded to label the next en) parts as 1/4 and 1/3. Martha acknowledged this was

es
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confusing and called On Milton. Me responded 1/4 for the second piece cs well.

Another redirect elicited the correct response of 1/5, and the dialogue continued:

T. You would label it 1/5, too. How can.that be? Kevin?
S. Because all those things [squares] are all the same.
T. All right, every one of them is the same size, isn't it. And

every one of them is called...?
5. 1/5 [called out by a number of students in the class].
T. What if I am talking about two of them? Steve? [No response.]

Milton?
5. 2/5.

T. That's right, that is 2/5. So what am I going to label this
Prete right here ixinting-to-the-next.squarel, Rodney?

5. 1/5.

T. And what about this one, Rodney? 4

5. 1/5.

Martha r_sponded affirmatively and moved on to another picture. When reviewing how

many thirds, fifths, fourths, and halves were in each of the pictures, she called on

both Todd and Milton again. This time her answers were correct..

Much might be said about the particular actions that Martha took in response to

these errors, but such discussicn must necessarily be delayed. For right now, it is

important to note that while Martha may not have done a lot to correct the students'

miscdnceptions at the time they occurred, she was persistent in trying to find out

if they understood She continued to call on the same students until they were able

to give correct responses.

Several aspects of Martha's mental processing of this critical moment were ap-

parent from the stimulated recall data. First, she was not as cognizant of the

error pattern as IS may have appeared with the first incident. It took the second

and possibly even the third andiourth instances of the same error pattern before

she was fully aware of the misconception and its significance to the student. This

was apparent when she did not talk about the error from the first instance but

talked instead of the one from the second. In eAphasizing her fascination with the

recurring incidents of the same error pattern, however, she appeared to the report-

ing reflective rather than a recalled reaction.

The only indication that Martha may have been alerted to the difficulty stu-

dents had in identifying fractions from the picture models came from one remark she

made during the recall session on the first day and the opportunity she had for

seeing some of tne erros they made on the first test. Neither seemed adequate,

however, for her to anticipate and prepare for such difficulties.

Second, there were several reasons why Martha responded to the students in the

manner that she did, including (a) her perception ot the students' abilities in
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mothematics, (b) her own lack of knowledge about what to do, and (c) her conscious

awareness of the error pattern produced by the critical moment itself. Martha

evidenced more reluctance to push for correct responses from students she perceived

as- being less capable in reathernatics_which js simi)ar to other findings of the

effects of teacher expectation (Brophy & (ood, 1974). Although she did not admit

to shy difference in-her treatment of these students,-differences in her actions

during-critical moments involving students perceived.as having mom or less ability
were apparent. Martha also spoke of not wanting to confuse a confused student even

more as the result of her own learning experiences. She told of her mind's feeling

-like an-"eggbeater* when-teachers-tried-t6 expiaininatheMatiert-to hir.

Martha acknowledged she did not know holi to respond to the difficulty students

were having in labeling fractions from the models. She really had little alterna-

tive other than to continue much as she had been doing which ms to.emphasize the

equivalence of the portions into which the figures had been subdivided. Her con-

scious awareness of the errors these students were making was evident in the per-

sistence of Martha's efforts to elicit correct answers to subsequent questions

from the same students. This was not at all typical of student difficulties which

were routinely processed with less conscious awareness. At the same time, Martha

found satisfaction in getting correct answers from these same students.

As a consequence of the teaching and recall experience and the test results

from the second day, Martha planned another activity for the next day to clear up

students' misunderstanding of fractions. She eliminated one visual-distracter by

drawing around the rods and leaving the portioning to the students. Students did

so well with this activity that Martha became distressed because she was not doing

more to help the students. It was a different), type of critical mcvent brought

about by the discrepancy between her expectation for and the reality of the stu-

dents' performance. The other problem of felting to recognize the mit was either

corrected or failed to resurface.

Discussion and Implications

The critical moment just described celoliments the work by Behr and Post (1981)

in at least two important ways. First, the error pattern of Martha's students was

sommmhat different than what Behr and Post describe in the early version of their

final report. This is at least partially due to tne fact that students were not

asked the same questions. As a consequence, somewhat different difficultles may

have emerged from the two studies. Behr and Post describe how the presence of more

subdivision: than are necessary to model a fraction can confuse the students and
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cause errors, but only one of the four errors in the critical moment occurred in the

presenceiof such distractors. It was the second and also the most salient to Martha.

Students in Martha's class may have been demonstrating the impact of a different

visual-distracter as there was a perceptual cue present in each of the four cases.

Students misinterpreted the fractional values of pieces of rectangles and circles

from which one or more piece had already been shaded or had a number written on il.

The second way in which the description of Martha's critical moment compliments

the work by Behr and Post is that it offers a teacher's perspective. As already

described, the teacher's perspective includes her interpretation of the students'

errors, her actions taken in response to the errors, reasonS for the actions she

took, and some possible consequences of the critical moments. Both teacher and

.student perspectives are needed to understand the teaching and learning of mathema-

tics.
_

As is apparent in the critical moment juir described and in the other Critical
r

moments from the Shroyer study, teachers need help in interpreting and evaluating

the more distinctive studwit responses or contributions. They alsc need suggestions

on how to respond to them. 'This requires task- and topic-specific information

about the difficulties and insights students might encounter and prescriptions for

teacher responses.

Investigations of student understanding of mathematics and teachers critical

moments have proved to be a valuable source of information about possible student

difficulties and insights. HoweozT, such studies do not reveal which teacher ac-

tions are effective or even appropriate in the interactive teaching situation.

Teachers' critical moments occur because their actions are not routinely determined

by the task and questioning patterns of on activity. Teachers are concerncd not only

with their mathematical response to unpredictable and distinctive student perfor-

mance, but also with having to respond in the presence of and in a way which in-

volves the class.
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,/ CHILDREN'S THINKING ABOUT ADDITION, SUBTRACTION, AND

ORDER OF DECIMAL FRACTIONS

Douglas T. Owens

University of British Columbia*

The purpose of this paper is to report the ationle which children use in

thinking about selected decimal concepts and addition and subtraction algorithms.

The larger study of which this was part inCluded preterite, instruction, and

roatteits on decimai fraction concepts and_acttAtiOn._oddition and subtraction

algorithma for decimals, and multiplication concepts and algorithms for

Chfidteri-Wert gereEte31 bor-interwtews-on-the-iistris of the-posttest

scoree. An effort was made to choose a representative cross, section of inter-

viewees with respect to performance on decimal concepts and decimal algoi.ithms.

One clns's of grade five children was selected at each of two schools in Clarke

County, Georgia. Eight of the 23 subjects of school 1 and nine of the 25

subjects in achool 2 were selected to be interviewed. The mean posttest score

of the group chosen was 49% on decimal concepts and 70% on addition and

subtraction algorithms while the mean score for the entire ample was 48% on-

decimal conceptm and 742 on addition and subtraction algorithms.

The instructional sequence began with a review of whole number place value and

the role of digits in numeration. Then decimal fractions were introduced

bossed on partitioning a unit into 10 or 100 equal parts. Base ten models were

empioved ms the ...Apr concrete embodiment. ?lace values and word and numeral

names were introduced. Common fraction notation wfis avoided throughout

inmtruction. Bsse materials were traded to show equivnleoce, for example, of

32 hundredths mnd 3 tenths, 2 hundredths. Order was nhown by placing numbers

on a number path. This unit of nine instructional periods wns followed by

test oh decimal concepts nnd notation.

--e
* This mtudy wns conducted with the assistance of a sfibbatical lenve grant

from the Univermity of British Columhia while the author wnm on leave at

the University of Georgia.
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The second unit of Instruction on addition and subtraction algorithms lasted

about eight periods and was followed hy a test on these algorithms,"

Instructional ntrategy for addition and subtraction relied henvily upon the

base ten materials and pla.e mats in which lines were drawn to indicate places,

addends and sum. No Inhelm were indicated for the places, hilt the children

were asked to think of the names and to keep the columnm straight -- tenths

under the tenthn, etc., Analogous to tens under the tenn, etc., for whole

numbers.

The addition-suhtraction section was followed by a.section on multiplication

and in one school a section on division a, weil. Two to font weeks aft,er the

final pdsttests the interviews were held,

-4- INTERVIEWTROCEDURE"

Each child was interviewed individually by the inventigntor who was also the

teacher for the lessons. Present at the interview wan another ndult whose

tank It WAO to record the interview in shorthand. Tranntripts were Inter

typed by the rerorder from the shorthnnd vermien. As each child entered the

interview Ivaco, hc/she wnn introduced to the recorder and tnli of her role to

make nnte4. The taskm were introduced as some quemtionn like those we had

been doing in class. The child was made aware that the investigator would he

asking for an explanntion of his/her thoughtsablut doing the de.imal qUentions.

Each child wan aLked for cooperation nnd ench one Agreed to do his or her

hest. The questions were presented one at n time and the child wns given nn

opportunity to decide a plan of attack. Otten the ehild would ohtnin an

answer and the interviewer would then ask, "Row dn you know how to de that?"

or "Explain whnt you did." Following the child's response, more specific

quentions rind prohing ensued.

RESULTS

T!'sk A: 6.3 + 824.43 4- 32.

Nine of the 17 children intervieWed nnswered correctly. Among them, four

mentioned Aligning the places of the numerals. As Suzanne said. "You line the

tenths up will th tenths and the whole numhern with the whole numbrs."



Four children mentioned aligning the decimal points, Donna put it

succinctly, "You have to line up the decimals hecause you are adding ... so I

can keep track."

Among the children who got the question correct, five Annexed it decimal and

zeros to make 32.00 from 32. These children were nsked to justify thin move

or made a spontaneous comment. Nark aaid, "IL mnkes it easier to keep the

teliths 11:i hundredths places. It's the RAMC value." Tracey said, "The

zeros just hold the place, they don't change the amount. ',ton still have 32

and no more."

Of the 9 children whose responses were classified as incorrect, nix of the

children allgned_the right-hand digit of each numeral ns if adding whole

numbers without regard for the decimals at all. Four of these then counted

decimal places in the question and arrived at the answer of 82.538. Tom

verbnlized the procedure as "You line up the back numbers you count up

the decinain."

The remaining three children who misned the question aligned the decimals in

6.3 and 824.43. Then 32 was placed at the right-hand nide and one actually

wrote .32. Another. Beth. in response to the investigator's questions said.

"Three is In the tenths [place] and two in in the hundredths." H'wever, in

further probing Beth said that the number 123 has no places becnune there in no

decimal. She correctly named the' placed in 123.0 but thought it was b:gger

than 123.

Tank p: 6 UNITS AND 4 TENTHS TAKE AWAY 1 UNIT AND 9 HUNDREDTHS.

Nine of the 17 children got this tnsk correct. Ench one translated to usual

notation, annexed n zero (6.40-1.09), and wrote it In vertical format. Only

one child mentioned think you are supposed to Ihie up the decimals" but

of course all did. Most of the queitions and responses hnd to do with zeron

holding platen. Jerome read them correctly "Six and four tenths ... nix and

4,3 hundredths", then added "But it's the name. You could keep on adding zeros

And you would still have the same because zeros count an nothing." Nark said.

"It mike. it easier and you couldn't do it without the zero because you have

nothing to tnke away the nine,And I have to borrow," Regarding 1.09 Donna nnid.



"The 9 would be in the wrong place, tenths place, without n zero" and Mark said,

"You couldn't put 9 hundredths here nnd leave the temths,p1sce blank."

Among the eight children whose responses were classified as incorrect. there

'were three classes of errors.

(I) 6.4

- 1.09

5.49

(2) 6.4

- 1.9
T:5

rr 6.4

-

.45

(3) 1.09

- 6.4
4.5

Four children made sn error of type I. Joey said, "I coulAhnve Added st zero

[to 6.4] ... That [6.40] would he different." The first one is correct because

"it tells you six snd four tenths nnd that in nix nnd 40 hundredths." Two

children.who got the result. 4.5 said, "1 don't know" or "I cnn't rememher" when

asked to Justify their nnswer. Tammy decided upon .45 and co9fldently snid,

"Becsuse there's two numbers nt the end of the decimal point." The only

atud;TIT-Td34-ilai-T1 [7pr-3-error when finished, spontaneously snid it would be

ensier to put Atm (6.4) on top. After responding correctly to-questions nhout

the relative size of 6.4 and 1.09, she did the originnl question gain.

correctly.

tank C: TAKE AWAY 4 - 2.47.

Eight of the 17 children interviewed got [him question correct. As in the

previous question ench one did so hy rewrIt.ing as 4.00 - 2.47 staArd

vertically.' In response to questions each one rstionnlized the annexing of

zeros. For example Suznnne said, "You cnn't take 47 from nothing, you need the

place values." Only is.ma was questioned shout making 4.00 ti minuend. She

replied, "Becnuse yon couldn't put 2.47 on top hecsuse it is less than 4." In

response to a question shout where to pince the decimnl. Mark replied, "In

adding you have the decimal lined up and you put the decimal in the answer

under tLe decimal in the prohlem."

Among those whose responses were elm:sifted as incorrect, there were three

clusters of errors.

(I) 2.47 (2) 4. (3) 4.00
- 4 - 2.47 - 2.41

2.43 :F..47

Four children made the error of Cype I, In rationalizing her work, Tracey
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4
said, "You don't have a decimal in four And four is bigger than two. So you

don't say two take aray (our because two can't take away fonr.-.1 ..can't put

my four under my Om," After further questioning whLch provided some hii

Tracey And two others did the uestion correctly,. Beth correctly named the

places in 2.47 but maintained ehat "The four do'esn't have a place because

there's no decimal".

Two youngsters made errors of the second typo. They had bath made similar

mistaken on Task D. Neither cou/d complete the task correctly, due to

subtraction mistakes, even After being told by the interviewer to Annnx a

decimal point and zeros And after aligning the eumerAls correctly. Thrt4e

subjectn set the question correctly as indicated in error type 3, hnt dfd

opt Arrive at a correct solution. Two of these mAde subtraction mistakes nod

the third placed the decimal point incorrectly. After obtaining .153 he

annexed a tern (.153)) "Because you need four places to Because there are

four in the question, I need to point off four in the answer."

After observing.the kind of mistnkes made and the follow-up questions asked,

it appears that it would be beneficial to be more consistent In the type nf

.'ques,ions aik-rd of those who got a correct noswer. 'Perhaps everyone should he

--asked About which number shuuid he the minuend and subtrahena and prrhIps nhout

the relative size of these. Everyone should be Asked about annexing reros and

aligning the numerals properly in columns. Finally everyone might be asked

about the decimal point fn the Answer.'

Task 13: 'ADD 12.TalTHS TO 13 HUNDREDTHS.

Nest ol the ufne (of 17) students who successfully completed this task wrote

1.20

4,9.13 Although some omitted une or the other of the rerom. Of course the

most Interesting aspect of this questiorm fs the equivalence of 12 tenths and

1.2 or 1.20. Seven of these children used 41 rationale similar to Tracey's.

"You can't write 12 tenths so you have e44 revoup 10 tenths making one uult And

2 tenths left. Put a rero up there to hold the hundredths.pince." One

student eliminated .12 As ,12 I dredths nod the other observed thnt 12 tenths

would have only one decimal place.

.40
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Among the eight subjects who did the question Incorrectly, three added .12 And

.13, two added .12 and .013, end the rest had variations on the same theme.

When questioned about their work, ho pattern emerged and most children were

unsure. ;Only Donna had conviction that .12 could be either 12 tenths or 12

hundredt R. Seth thought .12 would be 12 hundredths, 12. would be 12 tenths

'and juld be one and two tenths. Dawn said 1.2 "Would be one and two

nths end 12. would be junt twelve." The investigator asked four of these

hildren to use the base ten models to help with the question. Two, who had

cen successful on the previous three tasks, were successful in using the blocks

and in writing the representation on the paper. Two children, who had been

unsuccessful on the previoun three tanks, did not use the bane ten materials

consistently, nor arrive at A correct result. IS might have been revealing

to have routinely asked the children to unc 0: materials to justify their

work. An it WAR, it weemed Inappropriate to use the materials As A further

probing devtce when a child was esti:died with the result. In summery, nbout

half of the children appreciated the equivalence of 12 tenths and one and 2

tenths, and were able to solve the problem. Children who did not understand

this equivaletce were unsuccessful.

Task E: WHICH IS LARGER 2.45 or 2.51

This task wen surprisingly easy as 13 of the 16 children who were asked,

responded correctly. Eight of these children thnught of annexing n zero to

2.5. aor example, Tammy said, "If I add a zero then that would be two and 50

hundredths and two and 50 hundredths Is larger than 2 and 45 hundredths." Four

of the children compnred the numbers of the tenths placer:. Roderick said,

"Because four in nmsller ehan five .... 1 look et the tenthn place." Tracey

Raid it strangely, "The more numhers you have to,the right of the decimal, the

less they Are." Further probing revealed that she understood. Suzanne had a

third unique strategy. "You env thin 2.45 is like four end one-half tenths

and you cospnre ... to two and five tenPhs end tun and five tend:a is more."

The first end more common strategy WAS to be expected because equivnlen,e wan

emphasized in instruction. The second strategy WAR not emphanized in

instruction And must heve been m generalization by the children from their

knowledge of whole number place value.

On/y three children believed that 2,45is larger than 2.5. One maid, "Becnyine
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huOredths make it !urger than tentns" and a' second said, "forty-five 14

bigger than five." In hoth of these cases the children seemed to be ftwucing

on a cemparison of floc and 45 witliout particular regard for the slate valuts.

The thitsi child could not verbalize a rationrile.

a

it was 'otur.prising, based ou past general Impressions, that 0.81 of the mahletts

were successful on Task E. Perlidips this'was due to the Instruction or perhaps

to the nriture of the task, These children were aware of the equivalence of 1.5

and 21/2, and S is the ealtiest of nil fraction concepts for chbldren to grasp.

Further, 2.4,5 ot halfway between 2.4,and 2.5 as Suzanne pointed out.

DISCUSSION

tanks that were chosen forced the children to alter or tt Aform the

problem before ptoteeding in algorithmic fashion,and as a result were rtlative-

ly difficult. However, most of those who answered correctly were able lo give

a rational explanation for their' work. Sometimes the explanation wts diffp.ent

from that given In instruction. For example, 'it nediti;ni and subtraction the

students had been shown to align like places in Mamas analogous to the

algorithms for whole numbers. Some mublects verbalized this 17 "lbw up the

decimals", n periectly acceptable rule. A common mistake was to Invoke sone

part of a rule for a multiplication algorithm like "count the decimal places."

The t'asks chosen fe; this study gave emphasis to the concept and rifles for

equivalent decimal exprehnions. One type, expressing a whoic number suth re.

12 as n decimal, say 32.b0, was especially troublesome. Host who were

'atic.essfut aa Task A used this move. Not surprisingly, all who were successful

on Task C expressed 4 as 4.00. This algorithm' is easily stattd. lk,wever, the

more mubatnntive con(ept that whole,pumberm are a part of the game rational

number mysten and have many artibrary decimal expressions is more difficult.

Another error which interesting is reversing the order In sobtraction, Some

children ignored the order specified in the tank and devlswl ways to subtratt

what they thought was the smaller number from the larger. The need for

changituyhe order was no doubt necessitated by they lack of skill In deter-

mining order,and equivalent forms.
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